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While this information has been prepared in good faith, 

no representation or warranty, express or implied, is or 

will be made and no responsibility or liability is or will 

be accepted by Transform Global Ltd, BIGCrowd Ltd, 

FundingTheGlobalGoals.TV, or by any of their respective 

officers, employees or agents in relation to the accuracy 

or completeness of this information document or any 

other written or oral information made available to any 

interested party or its advisers and any such liability is 

expressly disclaimed.

This document is not a prospectus and has not been 

approved under section 21 of the Financial Services and 

Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (“FSMA”) by a person 

authorised under FSMA. 

The securities referred to in this document are being 

offered in the United Kingdom (within the meaning of 

sections 85(1) and 102B of FSMA) only in circumstances 

where an exemption applies under section 86(1) of 

FSMA, or otherwise, in respect of the requirement to make 

an approved prospectus available. 

Any invitation or inducement to engage in investment 

activity (within the meaning of section 21 of FSMA) 

communicated or caused to be communicated in connection 

with the issue, placement or sale of the securities referred to 

in this document will be made only in circumstances in which 

exemptions from section 21(1) of FSMA apply. 

The only categories of persons to whom this document is 

being distributed are persons in the United Kingdom who 

fall within the exemptions under articles 19 (investment 

professionals), 48 (certified high net worth individuals), 

49 (high net worth companies, unincorporated 

associations etc), 50 (sophisticated investors) and 50A 

(self-certified sophisticated investors) of the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) 

Order 2005 (all such persons together being referred to 

as “Relevant Persons”). 

The transmission of this document by a third party to 

any other person in the United Kingdom is unauthorised 

and may contravene FSMA and other United Kingdom 

securities laws and regulations. 

This document is confidential. It is provided to recipients 

on a personal basis and must not be transferred or 

assigned or otherwise acted on or relied upon by those 

who are not Relevant Persons. 

Any investment or investment activity to which this 

document relates is available only to Relevant Persons 

and will be engaged in only with Relevant Persons. 

All applicable provisions of FSMA must be complied with 

in respect to anything done in relation to the securities 

referred to in this document in, from or otherwise involving 

the United Kingdom.

Any recipient of this document in jurisdictions outside the 

UK should inform themselves about and observe any 

applicable legal requirements. 

This document does not constitute an offer to sell or an 

invitation to purchase securities in the company in any 

jurisdiction. This document shall not exclude any liability 

for, or remedy in respect of, fraudulent misrepresentation. 

IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE - PLEASE READ

By accepting this document, the recipient agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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Moving human, natural, financial and social capital  

to better serve people and planet - globally!
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Step 3.  The Transform Global platform 
with the culture to be safeguarded and 
governed via the Transform Global Trust 
Foundation, and with Communications via 
Transform Global Media and its Content and 
Capacity subsidiaries (BIGCrowd.net and 
FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv) and its investment 
management Capability sitting within SDG 
360 Fund Management - all means the 
Capital that can reside within the SDG 360 
Game-changer fund has the greatest chance 
of delivering significant impact and healthy 
returns. This ecosystem model for a fully fit 
for purpose Sustainable Innovation and 
Development Bank has the potential to be 
highly Catalytic globally, delivering value and 
healthy returns for all stakeholders.

Step 1. £50m in equity and grant funding 
launches Transform Global Media - the digital in 
house agency and its subsidiaries (BIGCrowd.
net and FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv), and it 
also makes a powerful strategic investment 
which de-risks the investment opportunity whilst 
also bringing capability and credibility.  In 
addition, launch funding puts in place strong 
teams (based virtually and in London, Oxford 
and Geneva offices and studios), builds out the 
platform technology, generates revenue - and 
positions for the combined £300m round. The 
credible investment banking and investment 
management talent will be fully on-boarded 
(inside Transform Global, SDG 360 Fund 
Management and the Transform Global Trust), 
and regulatory approval for a vehicle of this 
type will be sought and received.

Step 2.  £300m will then be raised to 
enable scaling and to put in place teams and 
infrastructure required to raise and manage 
the fund. £90m will be as equity into Transform 
Global Ltd, and £210m will be as a pre 
commitment to the SDG 360 Game-changer 
fund - payable on the successful raise, with 
the full £210m used to incentivise placement 
agents and partner banks for raising the fund. 
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DESCRIPTOR. 

Transform Global is a scalable and holistic 360 degree vision which 

is designed to tackle the SDGs at scale and speed the world over. 

And alternative way to think of Transform Global is as 

a New World Bank, but Better (which is what we intend)! 

Rather than try and compete with the Old World Bank, or indeed 

any of the Multilateral Development Banks or Financial Institutions 

of all kinds - our role is to effectively collaborate with them and to 

intermediate between them. 

OBJECTIVES. 

Our aim is to connect silos and remove inefficiencies to ensure 

capital can be turned into impact and returns of the kind the world 

needs and to do so at meaningful scale. 

It is especially important to do so on the ground and where the 

critical funding gaps are - and in a away that works for all. 

The explicit goal is to innovate with business, finance, media and 

technology, and to nudge important policies to help fill critical 

funding gaps and widen investment bottlenecks - to harness business 

as a force for good and inspire people to that aim the world over. 

This is to Scale Up and Speed Up how the UN’s 17 Global Goals 

for Sustainable Development can be urgently and intelligently 

addressed worldwide. 

OPPORTUNITY. 

In what is a remarkable opportunity to do good and do well at real 

scale, we are now raising £50m in ‘Active Impact Equity’, though 

this will come in Pre Seed (£2.35m) and Seed Stages (£40m) along 

with concessionary financing from aligned Governments. 

Though this investment creates a meaningful business in any event, 

the aim and focus is to follow on within months with a £300m 

combined raise:- 

£90m of the follow on raise would be in the form of additional 

equity into Transform Global Ltd, and £210m would be in the form 

of a cornerstone commitment to the SDG 360 Game-changer fund.   

FUND. 

This all positions for the raise of optimum £9 Billion in permanent 

capital - for a fund designed to systemically deliver direct and 

catalytic impacts at scale which come embedded with the chance to 

create highly attractive financial returns.  

The £210m in pre commitment (paid over only on success - and 

subject to the provision of ongoing ecosystem support) will be 

used to pay success fees to the banks, placement agents and fund 

distribution partners who will be engaged to raise the £9 Billion. 

After paying the £210m in success fees, £9 Billion becomes the net 

size of this multi strategy systemic impact fund which is designed to 

list 2 - 4 years later when it would raise an additional £2.5 - £5B. 

INVESTORS. 

While equity is targeted at Active Impact Investors, fund features 

make the prime targets all kinds of strategic public, sovereign, and 

institutional investors. 

Especially important to many is the design as an intelligent job 

creation machine; to swiftly stimulate social, environmental and 

economic recovery. 

CHALLENGE. 

The direct focus and system level impact is to enable ‘intelligent 

access to capital’ for high impact ventures, platforms and funds. 

The model is designed to be highly appealing to strong coalitions of 

the willing who are determined to address the global goals - which 

are also critical risk and resilience threats for us all.  

ECOSYSTEM. 

The business further extends to engage an active ecosystem of 

fundraising, execution and added value help and support partners, 

all who get the opportunity to do good and do well. 

OUTCOME. 

The combination of the ‘Bank’ and the ‘Fund’ can to change the 

game of impact investment forever - helping address the worlds  

most important issues whilst delivering attractive blended returns.

The Core Vision

Transform Global is a vision and detailed blueprint to create what is best described as a ‘Sustainable Innovation and Development Bank’. 
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STRUCTURE. 

The structure resembles a cross between a commercial investment 

bank, a multilateral development bank, and a merchant bank. 

DIFFERENTIATION. 

The focus is on sustainability and positive impact generation in the 

broadest sense. 

The model uses innovation in structure, technology and 

communications to drive blended social and environmental 

impacts alongside financial returns.

THE BANK. 

Transform Global will act as a corporate finance and advisory 

business to structure and raise capital for a range of funds and 

ventures in its’ direct and indirect ecosystem. 

It then will directly or indirectly deploy these same funds and SDG 

financing solutions into areas of greatest impact worldwide.

Transform Global will also act as a management and holding 

company for ventures and platforms that are developed in house, 

and reside under the banner of Transform Global Media. 

The first two ventures that have been developed by the include; 

FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv and BIGCrowd.net.  

IN HOUSE INVESTMENTS. 

Transform Global Investments will hold the equity received as 

strategic capacity type investments made to strengthen its overall 

delivery capability required to fulfil its mission.  

FUND MANAGEMENT. 

SDG 360 Fund Management will be the subsidiary investment 

manager for the proposed SDG 360 Game-changer fund. This way, 

the fund has an aligned and dedicated investment manger - the 

bank which while supporting it - is free to replicate this structure and 

similar and complementary funds and platforms elsewhere.  

HOW IT WORKS. 

The business model is for Transform Global to earn management 

and success fees for advice given and transactions completed.  

Additionally, select organisations will have the opportunity to 

sponsor Transform Global in return for publicity and access to 

open innovation pipelines. It will also work to increase the value of 

its holdings and ventures - adding capacity and adding value to 

Transform Global stakeholders - and its impact mission. 

GOVERNANCE. 

Long term fit for purpose Governance will come via the Transform 

Global Trust which is designed to have diverse representation and 

oversight from all key stakeholders (including investors). 

The Transform Global Trust will have a Charter Agreement defining 

its culture and governance role with Transform Global and its funds 

and platforms.

The Trust will also own an equity stake - designed over several years 

to give it increasing voting control, which rises in line with its maturity 

and its capacity to fulfil the mission. Trust operations will be funded 

from equity and then with 5% of Transform Global revenue. 

£4 BILLION IN EQUITY. 

On top of the £140m in initial equity shown (including grants and 

Friends and Family equity), the fund will be hard wired to invest a 

further £360m into Transform Global bringing the total to £500m. 

The aim would then to do a pre IPO raise of £1 billion, and a 

further £2.5 billion at IPO - to best enable Transform Global and its 

subsidiaries to scale.

NB. The capital raise for Transform Global is separate to the initial 

target for the £9.21 Billion (£9b net) SDG 360 Game-changer 

fund, or for any other funds. 

ALIGNED INTERESTS. 

The structure so described aligns all interests, removes any conflicts, 

and enables Transform Global and the SDG 360 Game-changer 

Fund to deliver highly attractive blended returns. 

The ‘Bank’

Transform Global Ltd is the umbrella brand and UK registered profit with purpose business. 
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The Multi Format Media Platform.

News, in-depth interviews, documentaries, You Tube content, podcasts, Club House, events and much more.

MEDIA. 

FundingTheGlobalGoals.TV is about creating a world worth living 

in. One where finance in all of its forms, if deployed intelligently, 

can be a major route to achieving that lofty aim. 

This multi format media platform can play a key role in making that 

all happen. Exciting content formats have been devised. 

Amazing guest presenters, co-hosts and subjects are being lined 

up. The reaction to content piloted initially on Clubhouse and You 

Tube has been very strong indeed. It’s exciting, meaningful - and 

very timely.

SPOTLIGHT. 

A key goal is that those with powerful and positive ideas and 

proposals, and those who are already working to best channel the 

worlds financial, human and natural resources, can be found and 

that their ideas, proposals and activities can be fairly evaluated 

and effectively showcased, promoted and supported. 

DYNAMIC CONNECTIONS. 

Then if worthy, the goal is to dynamically connect them in real 

time to the contacts and audience to give them the best chance 

of finding the funding, support and talent these important social 

ventures, infrastructure projects, policy ideas and not for profits 

need to succeed. 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP. 

Through differing media formats and social media channels we will 

be listening to ideas on, discussing, debating and explaining how 

to widen ‘access to capital and ‘capacity building bottlenecks’ 

and how to fill truly important ‘funding gaps’. 

Especially the focus will be on filling gaps that stifle innovation and 

restrict how the most critical SDG issues are tackled worldwide.  

WHO IT IS FOR. 

This dedicated channel, site and multi-dimensional marketing and 

audience development campaign, prioritising audience interaction 

and transparency, and aims to be a dynamic and entertaining 

resource for a variety of stakeholders. 

FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv will support investors, donors, 

philanthropists, institutions, impact investors, policy makers, impact 

and fintech entrepreneurs, and all those interested in or involved 

with SDG finance.  

At its core - this is media for finance for a better world. 

As well as helping provide high quality deal flow, this media 

platform can act as a strong recruitment platform for the best and 

the brightest, and can also play its part in directing and attracting 

capital. 

DRAWING A LINE IN THE SAND. 

While we know what is good and bad can be subjective - it’s 

critical to use every tool possible to understand the economic 

landscape. 

Key to addressing the SDGs, is using every incentive and 

mechanism to move capital away from those that fund socially 

useless activity that’s clearly harmful to people and planet - and 

move capital towards things that can do the most good.

DELIBERATELY SERVING THE BANK & FUND.

FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv has the strategic potential to act as an 

incredible trojan horse for the bank and the fund - giving access to 

the highest levels of business, finance, academia  and government. 

Key players can be fairly questioned and appropriately scrutinised 

on what they are or what they are not doing to help fund the Global 

Goals. Those with the right intent can be fully supported - and their 

work highlighted and demystified.  

INSPIRING AND EDUCATING. 

Most importantly, those motivated in every way to ensure we 

intelligently work towards Fundingtheglobalgoals.tv - are supported, 

inspired and educated so that they have the best shot at succeeding 

to deliver impact the world needs. 
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A Resource for the Sustainable Innovation and Development Bank.

Highlights of the FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv funding strategy, operational plans and structure. 

THE ALL ACCESS PASS. 

Acting as cornerstone sponsors to FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv, 

Transform Global will also get to showcase its model and have its 

thought leadership scrutinised, discussed and fairly promoted. 

Being transparent about our motivates presents a remarkable 

opportunity to appeal to an audience who care about driving 

positive and systemic change in finance - and who wish to do 

good and do well. 

It can also appeal to the many subject matter experts and 

professionals who lack an approapriate mouthpiece, who will be 

recruited to create programming around - working alongside staff 

editors, producers, presenters and other production talent.  

Multiple routes to audience acquisition and the scale involved can 

create critical mass to ensure the innovations that are spotlighted, 

discussed and debated might actually be brought about. At the very 

least they will get a fair shot at being discovered and adopted

FUNDING. 

This multi format media content and site will be funded initially by the 

equity being raised. In addition to pilot content from intital funding:

• £5m - from the £40m Seed Round will cover launch 

costs and the first 6 - 9 months content production for 

FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv

• £20m - from the follow on £90m A Round will expand 

production and cover a further 12 - 18 months of operations.   

• £45m - per year will then cover expansion and expenses for 

FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv once the £360m B Round is raised.  

• £90m - will be the target annual budget once the £1 Billion 

C Round is raised (with sponsor and donor contributions but 

underwritten entirely from Transform Global equity). 

PROFITABILITY. 

When the content offering and audience reach is established, 

aligned sponsorship marketed as part of the Transform Global 

Open Innovation offering will replace the budget initially provided 

by Transform Global. 

The goal is to achieve stand alone profitability for 

FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv within 5 years. 

• Expansion will further be supported with donor, grant and 

public sector funding, to create more and better content and 

to establish regional studios and editing locations along with 

virtual content networks around the world. 

• Over time, the goal is for regional content to be created in local 

languages and for relevant content to be dubbed or subtitled 

back into English.

THE VIRTUOUS CIRCLE. 

This exciting multi format media platform promises to fuse together 

and extend an already significant network. This creates a virtuous 

circle of quality content, audience, investor access, deal flow, help 

and support, collaborators, exits, stories, excitement and hope.  

FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv will run many small and large virtual and 

live events to create content and pull together key stakeholders so 

that relationships can be built upon and important deals made. We 

will also report on and publicise other events that do the same.

STRUCTURE. 

Transform Global Media is being set up as subsidiary of 

Transform Global, and it will own FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv and 

BIGCrowd, along with other media investments and spin outs. 

All parts of Transform Global Media will help deliver content, 

capacity, marketing and strategic communications for Transform 

Global - with clear lines of funding and accountability between 

each entity. 

This way, capital can be independently raised for future for media 

ventures, talent can be recruited and incentivised, and whilst 

having a clear link to the parent, the relationship between media 

and regulated activity is optimised for governance purposes. 
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SUPPORTING BIG IMPACT GAME-CHANGERS. 

BIGCrowd is a multi-sided matching, funding and crowd 

collaboration platform developed to be a cornerstone of the 

Transform Global model. 

INTELLIGENT INCENTIVISATION. 

Due to its free/premium pricing and its exciting social marketing 

technology and sales design, motivated subscribers can participate in 

sales, marketing and advocacy to drive revenue to help address the 

issues they care most about.  

MARKETING POWERHOUSE. 

Pump primed by significant marketing budgets, initially funded by 

equity, and then amplified by the real power of the BIGCrowd, 

significant and fast sales growth can be the result. 

BIG AWARDS AND PRIZES. 

50% of net revenue will be channelled to pay for the powerful 

£3.6m, 3 year £100k per month awards and prizes - with subscribers 

voting and collaborating alongside impartial judges and motivated 

subject matter experts - to help select awardees and fairly identify 

competition winners. 

EVERYONE’S A WINNER. 

Though not all will win prizes or be selected for awards - all decent 

projects on the platform win - through the promotion and collaboration 

achieved as a result of their presence and engagement.   

BENEFITS. 

All free and paying subscribers receive the same compelling content, 

though paying subscribers can earn meaningful commissions and 

rewards faster and have added features to enhance the experience.

Free subscribers can earn a paying subscription, though only paying 

subscribers can actively collaborate on the platform to support Big 

Impact Game-changers doing most to tackle issues they care about.  

ALTERNATE PRIZE FUNDING. 

The powerful prizes and awards can be also funded or added to with 

donor funding, grants and corporate sponsorship. 

All of these options in turn can help provide quality deal flow for 

the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund, can add to the strong partner 

ecosystem - and further drive sales. 

The dynamics and design for a multi sided platform of power and real importance. 

Finding, validating, funding and supporting potential Big Impact Game-changers is some of the most important work for all of mankind. 
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WHY AWARD AND PRIZE DESIGN COUNTS. 

The design of awards (given by a committee informed by the crowd) 

and prizes (decided by competition) aims to attract those with the 

very best and boldest ideas and projects - which have the potential 

to deliver solutions to SDG related issues at scale. 

Key to attracting quality projects is the number and structure of prizes 

and awards. The structure is carefully calibrated to be highly attractive 

and not for the money alone - but for the massive ecosystem value.

THEY ARE MEANINGFUL. PERIOD! 

The aim is to help recipients deliver on key aspects of their profit with 

purpose businesses, not for profits or policy ideas - so they can start 

or scale up and have the greatest chance at significant impact. 

At £100k per month for three years, the support is for long enough 

and is big enough so amazing Big Impact Game-changers can put in 

place what they need for the greatest chance of success.  

BEST IN CLASS TAILORED HELP AND SUPPORT. 

The ecosystem of suppliers and in-house teams which will deliver the 

support and advocacy shown below, all focus on getting the potential 

Big Impact Game-changers above what Peter Diamandis of the X 

Prize refers to as the line of super credibility. 

This way they can become fully and intelligently funded - and best 

positioned to make meaningful impact on the SDGs.

The dynamics and design for the multi sided matching platform 
 
BIGCrowd can help solve the important ‘Intelligent Access To Capital’ and Critical Capacity Building’ challenges for the world. 
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THE PURPOSE ECONOMY DESIGNED.  

BIGCrowd is a model for a gamified collaboration, content 

and funding platform to harness the true wisdom, power, social 

networks, purpose, passion and funding potential of the masses. 

By enabling people everywhere to play a big part in finding, 

validating, funding and supporting the Big Impact Game-changers 

we all need, BIGCrowd will enable people to do good and do 

well all over the world - and also to learn, earn and have fun. 

DUE DILIGENCED DEALFLOW. 

With a crucial discovery and capacity building role to get 

important stuff found, funded and supported - BIGCrowd.net will 

provide quality deal flow to the impact ecosystem.  

BUSINESS BASICS. 

What we term Big Impact Game-changers will showcase projects on 

the platform and engage to compete for prizes or receive awards. 

These prizes and awards will be funded by 50% of subscription 

revenue from subscribers - or from donor or sponsor funding).  

Each is worth £3.6m in cash and tailored support over 3 years. 

The business is all about  helping the Big Impact Game-changers the 

world needs to optimally Start Up and or Scale Up.

With BIGCrowd developed by the founder of Transform Global, and 

as part of the Bank - this further can attract the Big Impact Game-

changers and subscribers.  

RAISE FUNDS & GET SUPPORT. 

The key goal is to help those addressing the most important of issues  

to raise the funds and secure the support required for success and 

maximum impact.

THE POWER OF MONETISED NETWORKS. 

Powered by a social marketing and augmented intelligence engine, 

a Free or Premium (£9.60 per month) subscription will be sold and 

marketed to individuals everywhere. 

SIMPLE, FUN, EDUCATIONAL, REWARDING. 

BIGCrowd subscribers include those who wish to help identify 

and support Big Impact Game-changers (BIGs) that can deliver 

maximum impact towards the SDGs. 

WATCH : VOTE : SHARE : EARN AND LEARN. 

Critically, both the free and premium subscribers are fairly rewarded 

for collaboration to support Big Impact Game-changers and for 

driving revenue growth. 

A key incentive is that subscribers 

will be able to earn cash commissions  

and a range of rewards for collaboration. 

Being part of a social marketing movement to promote and support 

the Big Impact Game-changers doing the most to address the 

issues they care about - can be both fulfilling and rewarding for all 

involved.

THE NUMBERS. 

Target projections show BIGCrowd has the ability to generate and 

spend:- 

• £4.8 billion in sales over the first 7 years.  

• £2.4 billion (50% ) would go to funding over 1600 BIG 

awards and prizes (£480m cash / £240m Governance and 

£1.68 Billion in help and support). 

• £600m will be paid out to subscribers and aligned charities in 

network commissions. 

• £440m will be spent on content and marketing to showcase 

BIGs and acquire new subscribers. 

• 10% + net margin is achievable when at scale alongside 

an exciting flow of opportunities for the Transform Global 

ecosystem and the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund. 

LAUNCH FUNDING 

for BIGCrowd will be allocated from Transform Global equity:-

• £5m will be allocated from the £30m Seed Round to build 

the tech platforms and to on-board initial Big Impact Game-

changers and Beta Subscribers. 

• £20m from the £90m A Round will fund initial BIG Awards and 

activate subscriber marketing.

• £90m from the £360m B Round will increase funded awards, 

sales and intelligent growth.  

The mass engagement, funding and collaboration platform 

BIGCrowd has the potential to also help solve the SDG engagement and awareness challenge for the world. 
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Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

SUBSCRIBE IN BETA FROM FREE TO £78.60 P/M

WHY SUPPORT US TO CHANGE THE WORLD?

LEARN ABOUT IMPACT ADVOCATE BENEFITS?

Impact Advocates (subscribers) LOG IN

SIGN UPRaise funds and win cash and support prizes and awards worth £3.6m Help find, fund and support those changing the world.

About
Addressing the SDGs now
Win prizes and awards
Collaborate and earn
Partner with us
Work with us
Invest
FAQ’s
More

Many doing something small can add up to something very BIG indeed...
Harnessing the wisdom, collaboration and funding potential of the BIGCrowd presents the power to change the world. 

BIGCrowd is simple. A free or affordable subscription gives content to highlight the issues at the heart of the 17 Global Goals for Sustainable 
Development - and the Big Impact Game-changers doing the most to address them. Cash earnings and rewards are designed to ethically 
incentivise subscribers to help find, fund and support the Big Impact Game-changers who are best tackling the issues they care about. 

Big Impact Game-changers are those with big and bold plans and activities to address one or more of the SDGs at scale and speed. Often they 
struggle to secure funding and support they need to start and or scale to deliver maximum impact. On the BIGCrowd platform, they can showcase 
their activity, raise donations and investment - and win powerful crowd funded £3.6m 3 year awards of cash and support, all to help them succeed. 

Nominate or Apply Collaborate and Earn

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

When BIGCrowd formally launches, Impact Advocates 
will be able to earn cash commissions for those they 
directly and indirectly introduce and for how much and 
how well they collaborate. The minimum they need to 
do is to watch 10 mins or more of content, vote and 
share each month - to be qualified to earn.

The unique hybrid social marketing engine will 
supplement the referral efforts of subscribers with 
conventional marketing. This is designed to generate 
revenue to support Big Impact Game-changers, raise 
funds for charities - and also incentivise collaboration.  

For those that subscribe in the BETA stage to support 
our launch - they will receive special benefits along 
with FREE crypto currency. If we are successful, this 
could have a value at launch and beyond. Plus the 
more one tells the larger the income stream at launch. 

Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

Launch Earnings

£45.30 per month

What’s in it for  
Impact Advocate Subscribers?

What’s in it for  
Big Impact Game-changers?

More on the vision to   
help people do good and do well !

LOG OUT

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

My Dashboard

Platinum Impact Advocate subscriber from?

Subscribers I’ve directly introduced

Total subscribers in my network (including spillover)

Revenue p/m I’m generating to support BIGCrowd

Total revenue I’ve raised to support BIGCrowd

Monthly target BIGSupport revenue at launch

Monthly base commissions at launch

Monthly match bonus at launch

My position in the impact league

Crypto tokens I’ve earned to date

Potential token value at 2020 launch (target)

Potential token value in 2022 (target)
Big Impact Game-changers I’m following
Big Impact Game-changers I’ve donated to 

Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

Vote For The Winner Of £3.6m  
European Plastics Replacement Challenge

LOG OUT

GLOBAL GOAL NO’s REGION / COUNTRY STAGE / STRUCTURE INDUSTRY / DISCIPLINE

1. No poverty

2. Zero hunger

3. Good health and well being

4. Quality education

5. Gender equality

6. Clean water and sanitation

7. Affordable clean energy

8. Decent work and economic growth

9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure

10. Reduced inequalities

11. Sustainable cities and communities

12. Responsible consumption and production

13. Climate action

14. Life below water

15. Life on land

16. Peace and justice 

17. Partnerships for the global goals

REGION

Asia

Middle East, North Africa, and Greater Arabia

Europe

North America

Central America and the Caribbean

South America

Sub Saharan-Africa

COUNTRY

Asia

Bangladesh

Bhutan

Brunei

Cambodia

China

India

Indonesia

Japan

Kazakhstan

North Korea

              Cont.. 

STAGE

CONCEPT / PROPOSAL

START UP / EARLY STAGE

SCALE UP (Less than 3 years operations)

SCALE UP (More than 3 years operations)

SCALE UP (Less than £1m Revenue)

SCALE UP (Less than £10m Revenue)

SCALE UP (More than £10m Revenue)

RAISING IMPACT INVESTMENT

RAISING DONOR FUNDING

SEEKING OTHER SUPPORT

COMPETING FOR A BIGCrowd PRIZE

APPLYING FOR A BIGCrowd AWARD
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ORGANISATION: Polaris:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International Justice · Peace 
and Human Rights · Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: USA; Canada; Mexico; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.polarisproject.org 

Human trafficking is a low-risk,  $150 billion profit criminal industry, 
enslaving more than 20 million people each year in forced labour 
and commercial sex. Polaris systematically disrupts human trafficking 
networks and restores freedom to survivors. With data gathered from 
victims’ experiences, Polaris directly supports victims, equips key 
stakeholders with tools to address and prevent human trafficking, 
intervenes through targeted campaigns, and enhances law enforcement 
access to tips and actionable information. Working to find and support 
victims, and prosecute traffickers, Polaris seeks to reverse the risk-to-
reward ratio and destroy the industry... MORE

ORGANISATION: Last Mile Health:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Health · Health Delivery · Youth Job Skills: 

REGIONS SERVED: Liberia:

WEB: www.lastmilehealth.org 

In developing countries, those who live an hour’s walk or more from a 
health clinic are at increased risk of dying from preventable or treatable 
diseases. Last Mile Health partners with government to deploy and 
manage networks of community health professionals integrated into 
the public health system. With training in maternal and child health, 
family planning, treatment adherence, and surveillance of epidemics, 
together with mentorship from nurse supervisors, these CHWs deliver 
high quality healthcare to remote communities. Newborn mortality has 
decreased while  children receiving treatment for diarrhoea, malaria 
+ pneumonia has increased. LMG now supports Health Ministries to 
prepare policy documents, in training and impact measurement. MORE

ORGANISATION: Angaza

FOCUS: Pay as you go clean energy and water.

ISSUE AREAS: Clean Energy · Environmental Sustainability:

REGIONS SERVED: Africa; India; Asia;

WEB: www.angaza.com

A solar energy system would easily pay for itself over time, but the 
poorest of the poor can’t afford the initial investment. Upfront costs 
stifle adoption rates. Angaza saw that flaw in the system and created an 
accessible, affordable, Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) financing mechanism to 
get solar and clean energy products into households with the greatest 
need. Angaza’s PAYG platform enables even the smallest, most remote, 
last-mile distributors to offer affordable financing to their customers on 
an ever-expanding portfolio of life-changing products in more than 30 
countries. Angaza’s business model is powered by two tools: technolo-
gy licenses that allow hardware manufacturers to embed remote-activa-
tion circuitry into products, and cloud-based loan activation... MORE

ORGANISATION: EnsoImpact

FOCUS: Changing educational outcomes for the poor

ISSUE AREAS: Affordable, high quality education which is 
relevant to the lives and emerging lives of the poor

REGIONS SERVED: Africa, Asia

WEB: www.ensoimpact.org 

EnSo Impact is a vision of founders Paul, Agi and Ayrton to tackle the 
 inadequacy of the current education system in Africa and other parts 
of the developing world. The enso model integrates solutions to all the 
major issues affecting education -  instructional quality, non polluting en-
ergy, health and hygiene, emotional well-being, and  supportive family 
life. It sources world  class  products, integrates them into a branded 
product range  with affordable payment plans. We’re building a large 
chain of SMART Communities which offer world class schooling, which 
serve as retail hubs (solar energy, health, water and hygiene products), 
and which place EQ/SQ at their centre... MORE

ORGANISATION: Benefit Corporation:

FOCUS: Intelligent Standards for Good Business

ISSUE AREAS: The Future of Social Enterprise: 

REGIONS SERVED: Global:

WEB: www.bcorporation.net 

BCorporation certified BCorps use the power of business to solve 
social and environmental problems. They now number more than 2,500 
organisations from 50 countries and 130 industries, with BCorp status 
helping embed sound culture and principles into existing business 
structures... MORE

ORGANISATION: Eco Capacity Exchange

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: Global:

WEB: www.ecocapacityexchange.com

The ECO Capacity Exchange is an alternative global market place of 
supply and demand where the ECO is the common unit of account 
for trade. Trading on the Exchange unlocks a whole range of benefits 
for business, creating value in new ways and improving financial 
performance. Use interest-free credit to procure the goods and services 
most frequently purchased by Fortune 500 companies, retaining cash 
on your balance sheet. Discover new customers and deliver incremental 
revenue while improving asset utilisation and ROCE.. MORE

FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,290 FOLLOWED BY 392 FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,900 FOLLOWED BY 34 FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

5,943 FOLLOWED BY 1,023

FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

3,211 FOLLOWED BY 871FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,030 FOLLOWED BY 89FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,897 FOLLOWED BY 321

ORGANISATION: The Juanfe Foundation

FOCUS: Young Mothers and Infant Mortality

ISSUE AREAS: Affordable, high quality education which is 
relevant to the lives and emerging lives of the poor

REGIONS SERVED: South America

WEB: www.ensoimpact.org 

The Juanfe foundation in Cartagena Columbia was set up in 2001 to 
address high rates of preventable infant mortality and the extreme 
poverty that led to many girls giving birth at a young age. It has helped 
and saved thousands of lives and now is scaling elsewhere. ... MORE

ORGANISATION: Evergreen Europe:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Sustainable Infrastructure · Finance · Public 
Sector · Climate Activity: 

REGIONS SERVED: Europe

WEB: www.evergreeneurope.org 

Evergreen Europe is a bold engagement and advocacy project which 
aims to create a European Sustainable Infrastructure Trust (ESIT). The 
objective is to catalyse a funding pathway to abundant, cheap, low 
carbon energy supplies and resilient, regenerative infrastructure. ESIT 
would be set up and owned by participating European governments. 
The entity would issue a unique form of bond to fund many €Billions 
in Low Carbon Infrastructure over 15 years. This would be a new class 
of sovereign backed, euro-denominated AAA-rated evergreen bonds 
called Euroconsols, which ESIT would issue to raise circa €5 trillion over 
15 years to invest in the renewal of European Infrastructure... MORE.

ORGANISATION: Atlantic Superconnection 

FOCUS: Clean Energy Distribution 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International Justice · Peace 
and Human Rights · Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: Iceland; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.atlanticsuperconnection.com

Our mission is to deliver sustainable, low carbon energy from Iceland 
to the UK through world-leading HVDC cable technology and energy 
infrastructure. Atlantic Superconnection Corp will source abundant, 
cheap geothermal energy, transported from Iceland to the UK via a 
1500 km high voltage direct current undersea cable, to profitably bene-
fit the UK and Icelandic populations and the environment by delivering 
abundant clean energy.. MORE

FOLLOW

DONATE SHARE

2,312 FOLLOWED BY 432FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

765 FOLLOWED BY 210FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

981 FOLLOWED BY 87

APPLY

Do good and do well by spreading  
the word to change the world.

YOU CAN HELP!

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

£45.30

£83.20

Promote Polaris on social media to show your support, help them raise awareness, help fund  
prizes and awards which they could win - and earn referral commissions you can spend or donate!

LOG OUT

ORGANISATION: Polaris:

FOCUS: Disruption and prevention of human trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International justice · Peace and human Rights · Responsible supply chains: 

HQ & REGIONS SERVED: HQ = Washington DC USA: Serving; Canada; Mexico; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.polarisproject.org 

FOLLOWING
DONATE/ SHARE/

4,212
Followed by 532

ABOUT

Human trafficking is a low-risk, high-profit criminal industry, enslaving more than 20 million people each year in forced labour and 
commercial sex and generating some $150 billion in profits. Law enforcement agencies lack data about trafficking patterns, specific 
sub-types, and locations. Victims rarely have access to channels of communication for help. Less than one percent of victims are 
identified globally each year. Polaris systematically disrupts human trafficking networks and restores freedom to survivors. Gathering 
key data from victims’ experiences, Polaris directly supports victims, equips key stakeholders with data to address and prevent human 
trafficking, and intervenes in specific industries through targeted campaigns. Working together to find and support victims, and 
prosecute traffickers, the Polaris team and partners seek to reverse the risk-to-reward ratio and destroy the industry.

IMPACT AMBITION

The vision has 2 core parts. 

1. Universal helplines available globally to serve trafficking victims. 

2. Efficiently sharing data and driving collaboration between regulators, law enforcement, and service agencies - leading to reliable 
identification and conviction of traffickers, dramatically increasing the risk equation for the industry. 

PATH TO SCALE

Partnerships. Collating data and providing technical support to national and global anti-trafficking hot-lines and networks + advocacy.

IMPACT & ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Provided assistance in 30k + cases of human trafficking in U.S.

Law enforcement shut down more than 40 percent of illicit massage businesses in Polaris’s 57 partner cities. Polaris’s state-by-state 
ratings system highlighted gaps in state laws against trafficking and led to passage of more than 100 state & local anti-trafficking laws.

BUSINESS MODEL

Philanthropic support for core operations; independent replication of the model by partners. Current Budget - $11m. 

VISION TO SCALE

The vision to enable maximum impact - which we believe would be enabled by the BIGCrowd award - is to take the core operating 
budget to $20m within 3 years, and to sign corporate partnerships giving $50M in annual cooperative CSR advertising within 3 years - 
to directly or indirectly address 500k of human trafficking cases in the US in 5 yrs. Further - raising an unrestricted $10m a year to seed 
the set up and replication costs of partner operations in key overseas locations - to identify and support over 25% of human trafficking 
victims within 10 years - inspiring others & destroying the industry.
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Technology partner

Campaign ideas

Expansion ptnrs & oard directors

Recruiting  -   Yes       No         More

Overview

Raising (in next 12 months)  Target Total ________Min________

Donor Funding      Donations        Impact Equity       Impact Debt

Full Time Equivalents (FTE’s) 
Employees            Volunteers 3055

Budget / Revenue

Zero     Under £1m     Under £10m     More than £10m  

BIGLeague Rating

SUBMIT

Importance of impact

Impact potential relative to issue

Strength of vision

Management capability

Competition

Joined up thinking

Potential to scale

Rate and submit to view the average rating of the BIGCrowd.

Qualify or apply for Impact  
Advocate Expert Status to Rate  
this Big Impact Game-changer

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Submit to reveal position  
in the BIGLeague _____?

More

More

More

CORE TEAM

KEY ADVISORS & AMBASSADORS

In depth summary

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

Bradley Miles

Bradley Myles serves as Executive Director 
and CEO of Polaris, a global leader in the fight 
to eradicate human trafficking and to restore 
freedom to survivors. For over a decade, he 
has devoted himself to combating human 
trafficking and modern slavery on a local, 
national, and global scale.  Mr. Myles’ early 
efforts focused on directly serving survivors, 
researching local human trafficking markets, 
and helping to build Washington DC’s.. MORE

Chief Executive Officer
Nancy McGuire Choi

Nancy McGuire Choi is a social enterprise 
executive with 15 years of experience in 
international development, information 
management, and technology innovation.  
She specializes in building high-performing 
teams, cultivating programmatic innovation, 
and leading organizational transformation. As 
Chief Operating Officer at Polaris, Nancy leads 
the organization’s strategy and day-to-day 
operations, as well as our data,  MORE

Chief Operating Officer
Caren Benjamin

Caren drives Polaris’s efforts to tell the story 
of how human trafficking works and to inspire 
a wide range of audiences to become part 
of the movement to end it. She joins Polaris 
from West End Strategy Team, a boutique 
public relations and communications firm that 
works with non-profit organizations and issue 
campaigns. As a vice president, Caren led the 
firm’s federal advocacy work, building and 
implementing campaigns for... MORE

Chief Communications Officer

Emily Tracy

Emily K. Tracy is a fundraising strategist with 
extensive experience serving mission-driven 
advocacy organizations in the equality, health 
and human services, environmental and higher 
education sectors. Her approach is focused on 
relationship building, strong partnerships and a 
donor-centered fundraising culture. In her role 
as Chief Development Officer at Polaris, Emily 
oversees planning, execution and growth of the 
organization’s revenue, including... MORE

Chief Development Officer
Matthew Bradley

Matthew Bradley joined Polaris in July of 2013 
as the organization’s Technology Architect. 
Prior to joining Polaris, Mr. Bradley worked 
for a decade in Washington, D.C. as a 
technologist, most recently, as a technical lead 
and developer for Edelman, supporting public 
affairs advocacy campaigns, and managing 
deployments of their Multiplier advocacy 
platform. Preceding Edelman, he worked for 
Grassroots Enterprise where he .. MORE

Technology Architect
Rochelle Keyhan

Rochelle is the Director of the Disruption 
Strategies at Polaris, a department focused on 
developing and implementing strategies to 
disrupt specific types of trafficking in the United 
States. She sets the department’s strategic 
direction, grounded in a deep understanding 
of stakeholder needs. Rochelle’s work includes 
recruiting and catalyzing robust collaborative 
networks of law enforcement, local and national 
agencies, service providers, legislators.. MORE

Director - Disruption Strategies

Catherine A. McLean

Catherine “Kiki” McLean is a leading public 
affairs and political strategist. She served 
as counsel for the Washington, D.C., office 
of Porter Novelli and the agency’s global 
public affairs efforts after four years leading 
their Washington, D.C. and global public 
affairs practices and serving as a member of 
the Executive Committee. In her work, Kiki’s 
expertise is in strategic communications and 
public affairs. A veteran of 6... MORE

Chairperson - Board of Directors
Ashley Judd

Ashley Judd is a dedicated humanitarian and 
acclaimed actor having starred in over 20 films 
and on Broadway. Nominated for multiple 
Golden Globe and Emmy Awards, her film titles 
range from Double Jeopardy and the Divine 
Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood to Where the 
Heart Is. A global ambassador for public health 
nonprofit Population Services International 
(PSI), Ashley’s activism and advocacy on behalf 
of vulnerable ... MORE

Polaris Ambassador
Steve McQueen

As a Polaris Ambassador, McQueen will work 
alongside us as an advocate against human 
trafficking, raising awareness that this is a 
modern-day problem that requires greater 
resources and action. Read our press release 
here. “I am deeply honored to accept my 
role as an ambassador for Polaris. This is 
an organization that I truly believe is vital in 
fighting slavery today. From my first encounter 
with them... MORE

Polaris Ambassador

The reason we restrict the rating to those 
who have “expert status’ is to be sure we 
are getting the strongest possible results 
to find the very best  and most promising 
Big Impact Game-changers.

You can automatically qualify for expert 
status based on the peer rating of 
your site wide comments from fellow 
subscribers, and on the amount you 
contribute and interact on the site, 
also helping to rate others. Should you 
wish to be considered for expert status 
immediately - PLEASE APPLY HERE.

All subscribers can still participate by 
liking or disliking the game-changer, 
by commenting, asking questions, 
and by voting on other comments and 
questions..  

(Dont forget to come back and re rate the 
Big Impact Game-changer as you learn 

more about what they are doing and their 
impact potential. Each time you re-rate, 
you will see the revised BIGCrowd vote 

and their position in the BIGLeague. 

Provide feedback on the make-up of the team HERE

Talent

Technology partners

 Campaign ideas

 International expansion partners & board directors

 

Wish-list

Testimonials

Police Force Canada

“After six long years trapped in the human trafficking networks that brought me to the  
United States, thanks to God – I got out alive. With the help of a good Samaritan,  

I’m now free from that world, where I was forced to sell my body.”

Natasha - East Coast USA

I am a survivor of human trafficking. I was heartbroken, confused and lonely. Without Polaris  
Project my life was going to be destroyed. Today my heart is full and I am proud of who I am.  

What I want is more support and strong justice for victims and survivors like me.

Alezandra, grassroots network member

When a student of mine became a victim of sex trafficking, time was of the essence to recover her.  
Polaris Project was an active part of the investigation and was there to mentor, guide and to assist me  

as well as the victim. The dedication of the staff was evident in their around the clock support.

Time-line

Awards and recognition

In 2013, Google gave Polaris the prestigious Global Impact Award to support our effort to build a global safety net for 
survivors of modern-day slavery and develop a more coordinated global response for victims of this transnational crime. The 
award also fosters a data-driven approach that identifies human trafficking trends and informs eradication, prevention, and 
victim protection strategies. 

Google’s Global Impact Award is making it possible for Polaris to connect with diverse anti-trafficking organizations around 
the world so that the fight against human trafficking is a more collective and data-driven effort. Global Impact Awards support 
entrepreneurial non-profits using technology to change the world. Read more about our work to build a global safety net 
HERE.

In 2014, a collaboration between Caravan Studios, Polaris, and the New Jersey Department of Children and Families to help 
increase shelter services for human trafficking survivors was named as a winner of the Partnership for Freedom’s Re-imagine: 
Opportunity innovation challenge. The survivors we serve have experienced ongoing hardship when trying to secure a safe 
place to stay after they exit their trafficking situations. The Safe Shelter Collaborative received $1.17 million to dramatically 
increase access to appropriate, supportive shelters for survivors of human trafficking. 

The project is extending the ability of service providers, law enforcement agencies, and other stakeholders to either find 
immediate shelter space for survivors or, if none is available, access funding to place them in hotels. Using mobile and 
crowd-sourcing technology, the project engages individual donors to fund emergency hotel stays for survivors securely and 
anonymously. The project will also leverage existing local resources, build partnerships in related fields to fill gaps in service, 
and deliver tailored training to organizations to expand the availability of quality, specialized services to survivors of human 
trafficking. The project has been piloted initially in New Jersey.

The Skoll Awards distinguish transformative leaders whose organizations disrupt the status quo, drive sustainable large-
scale change, and are poised to create even greater impact on the world. “Social entrepreneurs share several important 
characteristics: concern for the vulnerable, optimism about our future, an ability to think and do, and most importantly, an 
unfailing belief in solutions,” said Jeff Skoll, Founder and Chairman of the Skoll Foundation. “These four remarkable people 
give us great hope that a more peaceful, prosperous, and sustainable future is within reach.”

Polaris is honoured to be included among the recipients and will receive a $1.25m grant over three years from Skoll 
Foundation to provide core support to scale our efforts to disrupt human trafficking networks and increase the number of 
survivors we are able to reach.

£10m               None

Questions and Answers. 

The bigger you get, how do you manage your security threat? Putting traffickers out of business must put 
your staff in danger? 

Q. Jonathan Porrit, Author,

A. Bradley Miles, CEO - Polaris Project

Thanks for the question Jonathan. Yes we take security seriously. Hopefully you will also understand - detailing our 
procedures publicly, might not actually help our security! Though we have strong measures in place, which are to the 
same standard of the law enforcement agencies we work with. 

981 Views : View Upvoters  : View Sharers    

Comment 

I can see on your website and BIGCrowd profile page above, that part of what you do is send tips to law 
enforcement? It is well known that in some countries, law enforcement is part of the problem, taking bribes 
and payoffs from traffickers of all kinds. How do you know if you are working with the good or bad guys? 

Q. Mark Aldington, Consultant and humanitarian.

A. Rochelle Keyhan - Polaris team. 

Hi Mark. This is a very important issue. Before we work with any law enforcement agency, we work hard to 
understand if they have been infiltrated or are recognised as corrupt by our network of national and international 
organisations. Obviously, this additional admin carries a cost, which is why we can only scale in line with the funding 
we have to do this properly, with the minimum risk to those we are working to save and support. We welcome 
feedback on this from law enforcement professionals around the world. 

423 Views : View Upvoters  : View Sharers    

Asked 01/09/2018 at 10.14

Answered 01/09/2018 at 18.23

Answered 11/06/2018 at 08.57

Asked 10/06 /2018 at 10.14

Thanks Rochelle. I’m just curious as to the best ways to support victims when authorities are part of the problem? 
Is it possible to work with trusted local parties and to provide victim support when corruption is so prevalence. In 
other words, are their No Go areas for you? and how do you see those in these areas can eventually be supported. 

R. Mark Aldington.  Consultant and humanitarian.

Comments & Suggestions (with private response if necessary)

I really love what you are doing. I would like to make you aware of a UK event that is happening on Modern 
Slavery. it would be fantastic if you could get over here to talk about your work. 

C. Albert Goretex, speaker and environmentalist, London.

I would like to suggest that you create a secure back to work program in conjunction with local employers via 
an apprenticeship program, perhaps in partnership with local NGOs that already support women and girls. The 
employers who are your sponsors could provide many thousands of entry level jobs. Is this part of your thinking? 

S. Peter Davies

Donate BIGPoints / Cash NOW

Where we can improve. 
Where we need help. 

The learnings of Polaris have been 
significant. It took us time to really 
develop the model we use today, which 
focusses on a four part approach as can 
be seen above. Donors very often see 
program activity as most important. 
Meaning, the funds actually spent on 
victim support. 

We of course see this as highly 
important too - and in our case, this 
is the money spent on the helplines. 
However in our case, the data and 
advocacy side of Polaris is just as 
important, and this has been the 
hardest to fund raise for. Had we known 
this when we started, or earlier in our 
evolution, we would have focussed 
to understand our donors more, 
seeking out those who understand 
this distinction to fund either program 
activity or core activity and infrastructure 
costs. We would have worked harder 
to communicate the right message in 
the right way - and would have worked 
hard to help educate program donors 
that funding data can make program 
investment that much more productive. 

To improve going forward, we are 
fortunate to have many case studies and 
also the hard numbers, as well as willing 
supporters as references. We need help 
to replicate the Polaris model, finding 
the right management for new locations, 
partners and funders. 

Key lessons and learnings. 
“One of the very striking realities in 
the human trafficking field is this vast 
disparity between work that happens on 
sex trafficking and work that happens on 
labour trafficking. But labour trafficking 
is the largest form of trafficking in the 
United States, around the world, and 
most likely in Mexico as well, but even 
though it is the largest form of trafficking 
it gets the smallest amount of attention. 

The field working on trafficking needs 
to put more emphasis on the different 
types of labour trafficking and [to better 
understand] labour trafficking because 
there has been years of overlooking how 
big this problem is.” - Bradley Myles, 
CEO of Polaris at the Forum on Labour 
Trafficking event in Mexico.

Individuals with disabilities may face 
increased risk of human trafficking.

Any vulnerable person is at risk for 
human trafficking, however, individuals 
with disabilities may face increased risk 
for several reasons.

Upcoming Events

Past Event Content

Governance and structure

Dream Collaborators
Law enforcement agencies

We love to be connected to law 
enforcement. We have detailed training 
programs. Currently they are delivered 
in class only, however we are working 
to deliver them online anywhere in the 
world on a regular basis. 

Advocacy groups

Sharing best practice with other 
advocacy groups around the world is a 
high priority. We have a Washington DC 
based team. Should you know advocacy 
groups who want to share with us, or 
learn from us, or should you represent a 
group that would like to collaborate with 
Polaris please get in touch. 

Hotel groups

We are finding partnerships with hotel 
groups to be especially productive in 
the identification of human trafficking 
operations. We do not advertise all 
the details of why, for obvious reasons 
- but are keen to connect with senior 
management of the main hotel groups, 
or industry associations. 

Legislators

Setting laws to work is a high priority so 
we have a team that advises legislators, 
and we are keen to connect with 
counterparts around the world. 

Polaris is a tech developer and we especially work with data. Therefore, we are 
always interested in improving our tech and systems. Ideally we would love to 
hear from major database development companies and suppliers, for storage, 
management, analysis of big data etc. In addition, we are always seeking 
those who can help train survivors giving them skills for the workplace. Here, 
technology and other companies can help in several ways such as donating 
desktops and laptops for use by our training partners, and by providing paid 
internship and apprenticeship positions for those who need them most.. MORE

Tackling human trafficking and modern day slavery is about winning hearts 
and minds. It is about getting people who might be suspicious to act. 
Sometimes, this means encouraging them to do things that might make them 
uncomfortable because of the risk (or perceived risk) of speaking out or calling 
a helpline. So from a marketing perspective, we need the very best campaign 
ideas to help raise awareness of human trafficking on every level and then 
to stimulate people to call helplines or support . We are seeking amazing 
campaign and messaging ideas, both in concept form, and fully worked up with 
visuals and or video.. For this, we will run periodic competitions.... MORE

Especially we are interested in hearing from experienced management and 
teams who can drive the expansion of Polaris around the world. We are open 
to supporting the launch of independently run satellite organisations, who 
fund-raise for and operate Polaris clones, with tech, systems and knowledge 
provided and strategy supported from Polaris HQ. Interested parties would have 
a background in the addressing human trafficking or in the support of survivors. 
Useful experience includes legal / human rights and law enforcement...   MORE

Direct Marketing Manager
The Direct Marketing Manager plays a critical role in growing Polaris’s 
individual donor base. The individual in this role implements and 
coordinates all direct response fundraising... MORE/APPLY

Major Gifts Officer
Polaris seeks a Major Gifts Officer to join a six person development team 
and help build the organization’s financial support base from a wide 
range of funding sources including foundations, government, corporate, 
individual and earned revenue sources...MORE/APPLY

Development Operations Manager
The Development Operations Manager will play a key role to build out, 
support and refine systems, processes and tools used by...MORE/APPLY

Grant Writer 
The Grant Writer plays a critical role in managing Polaris’s significant 
foundation and government grants portfolio, prospecting new 
opportunities for institutional support, and securing the resources 
necessary advance Polaris’s mission...MORE/APPLY

Director of Foundation Relations 
Polaris seeks a Director of Foundation Relations to join a six person 
development team charged with building organization’s financial support 
base from a wide range of funding sources including foundations, 
government... MORE/APPLY

Executive Coordinator
The Direct Marketing Manager plays a critical role in growing Polaris’s 
individual donor base. The individual in this role implements and 
coordinates all direct response fundraising... MORE/APPLY

Recruiting

Documents

More...

Answered 11/06/2018 at 12.29

News & updates

More...

Notable Supporters / Investors

$500k +

$100k +

$50k +

$25k +

$10k +

P P P

P

Polaris Founder Testifies in senate hearing.

Bradley Myers at human trafficking event.

Kaitlyn Keisel at New Jersey trafficking rally.
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The screen shots to the left are taken from 
Quora. The goal is to incorporate a similar 
mechanism of tracking activity, such as 
sharing, asking a question, commenting and 
responding, and building up points based on 
that activity. 

More specifically, the goal will be to allocate 
points - to award crypto currency - based 
not just upon the amount of activity, but also 
based upon the ratings of others. Voting a 
users questions, comments and responses up 
or down. 

The formulae for payment of rewards is yet 
to be worked out and will be based on the 
broader economics of the model, and of the 
token economics. 

On the supporters or investors section, ideally 
this could incorporate either one image, 
multiple images, free form text, or text 
organised in tables.  As with all elements, the 
goal will be to enable both mobile and web 
based display, with the minimum of design 
input at the BIGCrowd side, or the side of 
the Big Impact Game-changer that would 
be uploading their material.  If supporter 
or client or investor logos are used, or if 
corporates or investors are mentioned by 
name, the Big Impact Game-changer signs 
to attest they do have said organisation as 
sponsor etc.  We might need to check if 
permission must be given explicitly for logo 
usage. The site should adapt automatically, 
look smart, functional and modern. 

BIGCrowd Lite Platform Specification. 
The lite version of the BIGCrowd platform will 
be the MVP which will showcase a number 
of core parts of the business model - while 
omitting others. It aims to generate revenue 
from core supporters, and give them multiple 
benefits including crypto currency that they 
can use or cash in at a later date. 

The ability for subscribers to introduce others 
and get paid via the social network marketing 
element of the model (see full business plan) 
will not be fully enabled in the lite platform. 

When the lite platform is built, operational, 
and generating feedback, the functionality 
for the full platform will be developed in the 
background - with the goal of formal launch in 
late 2019 to early 2020 - when the community 
of BIGCrowd BETA subscribers has built to 
a reasonable level (target of 150,000 paying 
subscribers and unlimited free subscribers).  

Launch could be sooner, providing the 
platform is fully functional and tested and 
the paying supporter community is large 
enough. When it is - delaying would be a 
lost opportunity. As soon as is practically 
possible it is important to provide subscribers 
the ability to earn micro commissions for 
contributing to the marketing efforts to 
generate revenue. 

So delivering the earning functionality is 
a key component of the sales growth and 
necessary for us to help as many Big Impact 
Game-changers as possible - ideally as soon 
as possible. Yet it cannot be too soon. Initial 
development will be funded by the equity 
raise (with tokens in advance also given to 
equity investors - and the goal of enabling the 
equity to be done via a security token).  

The goal is for the ICO and formal launch 
to be synchronised, so along with giving 
the ability for subscribers to earn tokens for 
collaborating on the platform or for their roll 
in the marketing activity, and to trade or cash 
in tokens on an exchange, at the same time 
the marketing for the ICO will work to help 
market the formal launch, and vice versa. 

Thus, launch will help us generate revenue, 
but also to raise funds (a target of £100m) 
that can go towards further development and 
marketing, thus further driving sales adoption, 
rasing awarness of and raising money to 
support BIGs, and in turn helping underpin 
and even appreciated the price of the token. 

From the BETA launch however, subscribers 
will be able to introduce others to the lite 
platform, and can earn ‘future rewards’ for 
doing so - building up a bank of good will, 
and future earning potential. 

The crypto they will be gifted or can earn in 
the BETA period would be available to spend 
on the platform on launch, or with conditions 
to prevent dumping, they could be gradually 
converted to fiat currency. 

For those who work to introduce others and 
collaborate in the BETA stages, while they 
will not be able to earn or take commissions 
in that period, they can build up a network 
of subscribers they have directly or indirectly 
introduced - and can benefit from those 
BIGCrowd and others introduce, as per 
the spillover feature in the social network 
marketing strategy. Thus, on formal launch, it 
is very possible for subscribers (who have paid 
and also effectively volunteered up to this 
period) will have a commission stream that 
they can take as earnings, or donate or spend 
on the platform. From this point, a modest 
commission stream could quickly build to 
a decent monthly earning level (with fair 
earning caps and qualifications for earning).

The goal is to track activity and build up 
points in the beta stage - with those points 
being able to convert into crypto at a later 
date. We are of course keen to get the crypto 
or token economics right for the full business, 
but the basics of what we intend to do are 
already laid out to a sufficient degree that the 
crowd-funding portion of these rewards and 
the criteria for them can be delivered into the 
user account from the beta launch. 

This beta stage means we can deliver the 
MVP without having the exact block-chain 
development environment or platform clearly 
defined (POW / POS etc. - ERC 20 etc.). 
Actually this strategy will help us define it all 
and give us the best chance to ensure the 
architecture is fit for purpose. 

The key will be ensuring that whatever tech 
and block-chain environment we choose 
(primarily for the payment and incentivisation 
elements of the platform) will not have 
negative environmental consequences such 
as energy cost. It is also important it can 
cope with transaction volumes that are likely 
in the BIGCrowd business model, and also 
work for the buyers, earners (collaborators 
and subscribers) and sellers of our token. 
Utility will be embedded in the token to 
best incentivise positive collaborative and 
behaviour on the platform. 

Getting the full and integrated tech stack to 
work, to pay commissions and bonuses to 
introducers in an automated way, to do this 
using our own coin/token (or another if this 
proves to be a better alternative) needs to be 
done properly and to be fully stress tested. It 
does not need to be perfect in every sense, 
but it does need to deliver the core payment 
and reward functionality. 

Whatever the actual coin or token, if possible 
this would be some form of ‘stable coin or 
token’ backed by the commission elements 
of the BIGCrowd revenue model. Rather than 
pay out the cash itself in commissions, we 
believe it is possible to use these funds to 
make impact investments into the for profit 
projects that seek to raise capital and that are 
featured on the platform.  

Tokens then paid out to subscribers as 
commissions or benefits, could be effectively 
backed by these hard and appreciating 
assets. With the collective support of the 
BIGCrowd to support these high impact 
ventures, and with the prizes and awards, the 
chances of success is increased. The goal is to 
align activity in this way to create a price floor 
on the token, and also enabling appreciation 
over time in line with the growth of the assets 
backed funds are placed into. 

Doing so with the ideal infrastructure in place 
to scale globally - has complexity. BIGCrowd 
is about potentially an ultra high number of 
transactions when at scale. Every monthly 
paying subscriber triggers multiple very small 
transactions each month (micro payments to 
the up-line, and to the organisation). When 
at scale, this is a big number. So, seamless 
instant and very low cost payment solutions 
are important. 

Hence the reason to schedule the ICO circa 
15- 18 months out from the launch of the lite 
platform - which gives time to get this right. 

The lite platform will enable beta subscribers 
to participate on tiered levels (with different 
elite benefits for each level), to introduce 
others, with different numbers of subscribers 
available at different price points (1,000 x 
Diamond Beta Subscribers @ £78.60 ; 5,000 
x Platinum Beta Subscribers @ £38.40 per 
month; 25,000 x Gold Beta Subscribers @ 
£19.20 per month,125,000 Silver Subscribers 
@ £9.60 per month, and unlimited Bronze 
Free subscribers (Free until launch in Feb 
2020- putting a card on file until then, and 
£9.60 per month thereafter). 

Each of the Beta subscribers  will receive a 
number of benefits, including FREE tokens for 
introducing others (with the number of tokens 
they receive, greater if they subscribe at a 
higher price, and also greater if the subscriber 
they introduce subscribes at a higher price 
- which encourages more support). These 
tokens will only be available to donate to 
others on the platform, or to spend on a 
gradual basis - or after a lock in period). 

The lite platform will enable the team to 
upload profiles on Big Impact Game-changers 
in a uniform format, or for beta subscribers 
to nominate and provide details of potential 
Big Impact Game-changers, or for Big Impact 
Game-changers to apply. 

The navigation / search shown to the left is 
what subscribers will see to help them 

Shown here is some information on the 
governance structure. Polaris is a charity with 
an established record, however if it is a profit 
with purpose venture, or a policy idea or 
other structure, details on the intended and 
then updated structure must be given in the 
best way possible. 

This page could also be used for a CALL on 
specific questions about how to improve 
the governance structure - depending on 
the goals of the organisation. Subscribers 
could have input, and this could include a 
comments / Q and A module. 

Comments and suggestions could specify 
if they seek a response, but would not 
automatically be needing or wanting a public 
response or discussion, unlike questions 
where the entire response would be in public. 

My thought is that comments could be both 
in public, or in private, however if the Big 
Impact Game-changer did not acknowledge 
or respond within a set time-frame the 
comment would automatically become public. 
The reason for this is to help ensure the BIG is 
responsive to collaborators. 
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Comment 

I would like to add, in my time as Governor of California, we had some issues with law enforcement. There are watch lists on 
government corruption. I would be very happy to connect you to some of the people I know. Please get in touch directly. 

R. Albert Schwarzberger, Actor, politician, environmentalist Answered 12/06/2018 at 15.48

The Q and A portion, and comments and 
suggestion sections of the Big Impact 
Game-changer page, would be used for 
collaboration in several ways. 

The info gained would help ‘Expert’ status 
subscribers who were rating the Big Impact 
Game-changer for their position in the max 
impact league, or for their eligibility or 
selection to be awarded a £3.6m award or 
win a similar prize. 

Paying subscribers only would be able to ask 
questions, make comments etc. 

Non paying subscribers would be able 
to rate these questions up or down, but 
would be restricted from actually asking or 
commenting. To encourage them to take a 
paying subscription, or earn one via sharing.  

All subscribers would have a limited number 
of up or down votes each month. Subscribers 
would be awarded tokens for asking quality 
questions or making quality comments, as 
rated by their peers and other subscribers. 
Equally, subscribers who vote up for the best, 
or down for the worst (total no of up or down 
votes would be invisible until a subscriber 
casts their vote) could be awarded tokens. 

How many tokens available and how they 
would be awarded, still needs to be worked 
out. It is unlikely that it would be a fixed 
number of tokens per question or vote, but 
would perhaps be a share of token pot, with 
a combination of those who are most active 
with the highest quality of interaction, earning 
a proportionate share of the monthly pool. 
However it is structured, the collaboration 
reward pool size would rise with revenue. 

Intro / Connect Form

The idea for this Big Impact Game-changer 
page, is to have modules which are in 
common, but subtly different depending 
on the organisation stage and structure. It 
is unlikely that a newish proposal (which we 
also wish to include), will have awards or 
recognition of any significance. 

However, in the absence of awards, the 
comments from an independent third 
party could be highly valuable. This section 
could include referees to vouch for the 
people behind the idea, or a trusted firm of 
accountants, lawyers, consultants or even 
partner organisations.... 

Over time, as awards are won (including a 
BIGCrowd award or prize), either the 3rd 
party validation would be unnecessary, 
or could be retained and the awards and 
recognition section could be added. 

Validation could also be in the form of 
comments from BIGCrowd Subscribers, 
especially those with expert status. 

(Independent 3rd party validation)

Time-lines are great way of giving context 
of from where, and where to. And so as the 
platform emerges we will want to include a 
number of time-line modules.

Initially, this might be a more manual process, 
uploading a time-line image for example. 
Over time though, the users (the Big Impact 
Game-changer designated contact/editor) or 
BIGCrowd service rep would select a format, 
and enter images, headlines and comments 
for each point on the time-line, which would 
then build out and be inserted automatically. 

As with all elements, the BIGCrowd 
subscribers - who wish to collaborate with 
a specific Big Impact Game-changer can 
‘Suggest an Edit”.  This ‘suggest an edit’ 
activity could also count towards the user 
engagement on the site, though the Big 
Impact Game-changer would ‘rate’ as useful 
or not useful - to help ensure subscribers 
do not game the system with useless but 
plentiful edits just to earn crypto. 

Testimonials are normally those satisfied by 
a product or service. If we can get them on 
video, so much the better. They deliver far 
more value -  as a sincere piece to camera 
or hearing people speak up for a project 
at a live event. This can be at the start or 
development phase or as it is up and running 
and scaling. Testimonials would be a mix of 
video and written. The better, the better. 

Documents is the place where supplemental 
material such business plans, proposals, or 
other PDFs can be uploaded and available to 
subscribers for viewing or downloading. This 
would include the ability to grant free access 
or to put a link to request viewing permission. 

The objective would be to make it as easy as 
possible for the Big Impact Game-changer 
to keep their page on BIGCrowd up to date. 
So news and updates could be a feed from 
their existing facebook, twitter or Instagram 
account (or other social media site), or from 
their blog or news item page on their existing 
site. Auto feeds might be a problem, because 
ideally we want content to be relevant to the 
BIGCrowd (not overwhelming) so if feeds are 
possible, perhaps there is an approval process 
(where reformatting might also be possible). 

The wish list is as it says. The goal is to 
provide the format for the Big Impact Game-
changer to put exactly what they are seeking 
to enable their impact, out there for the 
subscribers and collaborators to respond 
to as they see fit. As the subscriber base 
grows, experts or others can be nominated, 
increasing the chance of finding people and 
resources required, directly and from those 
who are best positioned to introduce them.

One objective will be to connect potential 
recruits to the Big Impact Game-changers. 
Some BIGs will have existing recruitment apps 
which they use. We aim to connect directly 
to them if possible (manually copying and 
pasting if not) to show available positions 
and linking (with a mechanism of tracking 
and reporting on the value we add from any 
people BIGCrowd introduces). However, 
also over time a key objective is to provide 
our own recruiting application for free - not 
just for processing but also linking to paid 
referrers and to apps with job boards. 

My Notes

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

The talent section in the profile is designed 
to be modular and feeding from the team 
and talent section on the Big Impact Game-
changers own site, or with bios adapted and 
input manually. Some organisations might 
wish to be more detailed in the information 
they show on the team, or less, or indeed, if 
they are earlier stage or start ups, then the 
information that needs to be provided from 
founders needs to be more inspiring. The 
talent section can show what the team and 
recruitment strategy is, and who the target 
team or advisors are. While not specifically 
the recruitment page (see separate section) 
it is possible to attract feedback and point 
potential recruits at the recruiting app. 

The dream collaborators section is designed 
to show a selection of introductions or direct 
contacts the Big Impact Game-changer 
wishes to work with. This can be types of 
entities as shown, or it could be specific 
organisations and departments or even 
the people within them. It can even say 
specifically the type of introduction and the 
nature of the collaboration desired. Should 
the BIG have a bounty or introduction fee 
that they would pay for said introductions, 
this would be detailed here. However, in 
the absence of any direct incentive from the 
Big Impact Game-changer, the platform will 
incentivise collaboration and introductions 
with crypto currency as appropriate. 

Upcoming events are extremely useful to 
know about and participate in to build 
awareness for the scaling of a vision. With 
the number of events that are held around 
the world, it is very easy to miss what are 
often important methods of communication 
and learning. Here, not only would upcoming 
events the Big Impact Game-changer is 
holding, or its representatives are listed to 
attend be detailed. BIGCrowd subscribers 
would also be able to list additional events 
to be held regarding the subject at hand, 
they could request speakers from the BIG for 
events they might hold, or with training and 
instruction, the collaborators would also be 
able to attend as impact advocates to speak 
on behalf of the Big Impact Game-changers. 

Collating past event videos and even audio 
into one place fills an insatiable need for 
content people have these days. For those 
who are interested in a subject, they will 
watch a great deal of content online and also 
listen to podcasts or audio interviews. They 
will consume many hours of material. The 
more the better. Content can be educational 
and can showcase credibility and effort. So 
here, content can be collated. Targetted 
curated material will be pinned at the top of 
the BIG profile page. 

Authenticity is hugely important to build a 
high impact high performing organisation. 
Being honest about where improvements 
can be made and where help is required, 
is something that shows one is aware of 
shortfalls and both keen and prepared to 
tackle them. This again is the opportunity for 
the subscribers, and all kinds of collaborators 
to get involved. It also highlights suitability for 
a £3.6m 3 year award or prize. Of course, the 
platform itself is designed to help regardless 
of if the Big Impact Game-changer receives 
an award or prize. However if they do receive 
the prize, this leverages our ability to provide 
the necessary and focussed support with the 
in house and outsourced funds and the close 
relationship the prize or award enables.

Should subscribers have been supportive as 
volunteers or collaborators, then should paid 
positions or work become available, either 
from the prize or from the funds that the 
prize then helps the BIG to raise, then the 
said subscribers are best positioned to gain 
consultancy work, part time or even full time 
paid work with the Game-changers. The same 
can be said for other forms of collaborators. 
Should a PR, technology or legal firm, for 
example, provide pro or low bono support 
and build the relationship, when funds are 
available and the need for services expands, 
they are ideally placed and in a position of 
trust to win contracts or ad hock work - with 
any contracts expanding accordingly with 
growth of the Big Impact Game-changer. 

Key lessons and learnings is the opportunity 
for the Big Impact Game-changer to 
showcase some of the knowledge they 
have gained on the journey. This would be 
knowledge that could be useful to others, 
or lessons that help give collaborators and 
voters an understanding of the potential 
of the team and of the entity to scale for 
maximum impact. Lessons could relate to the 
starting or building of the organisation, or 
could include sector specific information as 
per the example shown. Should this be a bold 
but well defined start up or proposal, then 
this section could be background learning 
and theories that position or differentiate the 
initiative and team for success. 

Funding
As can be seen above in the highlights, 
Polaris has three distinct funding 
requirements:-

1. Is to take our core operating 
budget from $11m to $20m within 
3 years. Our current strategy for 
this is to increase our outreach to 
all categories of primarily US donor, 
including with our existing donors 
which we would ideally like to 
increase the commitments of. 

2. Next is an innovative funding 
mechanism we have used but only 
scratched the surface of in the past. 
We believe Polaris can secure circa 
$50m in free advertising over the 
next 3 years or so.  Governments in 
their local public transit authorities, 
along with media companies and 
space owners of all sizes have a great 
deal of spare advertising space or 
media airtime. Being time sensitive, 
if this goes unsold, it effectively 
disappears - and many $Billions in 
advertising space and time is lost 
this way each year.  In conjunction 
with foundations and media agencies 
that work explicitly to make better 
use of these resources, we believe 
it is possible to secure an increasing 
share of this unsold advertising space 
in a pro bono media support.  
 
Further, certain corporates have 
huge marketing budgets, but 
despite often doing amazing works, 
rarely do they fully demonstrate their 
commitment to do and go beyond 
corporate social responsibility. We 
believe this is a lost opportunity on 
both sides, and so it is possible to 
work with our partner corporations 
to help them promote the work they 
do to practically support Polaris. In 
turn we believe this can help them 
with their public outreach and brand 
loyalty and marketing programs. 

3. Finally, we are seeking $10m to 
create a seed fund to help start up 
international satellite or ‘franchise’ 
Polaris operations. The goal is to 
provide sufficient funds and support 
so  these entities in target cities 
around the world can launch and 
become self sustaining within 2 
years. The goal would be to raise this 
money as an impact debt fund, so 
any investment made can be repaid 
along with modest interest out of 
local funding sources, so investment 
can be recycled effectively.  

As can be seen, the funding section can be 
used for the free-form explanation of the 
funding requirement, or in the case of an 
active fund raise, it could be used to detail 
headline donor or investment terms and 
potential benefits (clearly - with no promises). 

In terms of impact debt or equity investments, 
or major donations - the BIGCrowd platform 
will not seek to offer advice or enable BIGs to 
raise funds on the platform directly. However 
the platform will enable the Big Impact 
Game-changers to raise the awareness of 
any fund-raise they are doing - effectively 
connecting the BIG and potential investors 
or donors, leaving them to do their own due 
diligence, seek independent advice, and 
agree any terms between parities.

Where there is a fund raise on a separate 
crowd fund platform - BIGCrowd will happily 
point to the platform in question. 

Re micro donor funding, BIGCrowd will 
facilitate payments, with 100% of donor funds 
(less payment/admin costs of 5%) going to 
the BIG in question. Subscribers can donate 
personal funds, or donate from their earnings 
or donations pot to do this. 

Should the BIG win a £3.6m prize or receive 
an award, part of the support services offered 
is fundraising or investment. In this case 
any fund raise will be properly supported 
by regulated advisors who are able to make 
introductions, give advice and actively raise.  

A large part of the BIGCrowd approach is 
to help leverage the power and wisdom of 
the crowd to get all parts of the ecosystem 
to use the platform and find BIGs they want 
to support. By asking questions with the BIG 
engaging to answer them, this acts as a kind 
of collective due diligence - which is can be 
useful to investors and donors of all kinds. 

The space for the in-depth summary is 
designed to enable the BIG to go into 
sufficient detail so the Impact Advocates 
(subscribers) can get a strong understanding 
of detail of the business or initiative of 
whatever kind. 

If one is to be an advocate for impact it is 
important to understand enough about a 
vision or operation to be sufficiently confident 
to speak up on behalf of a potential or current 
Big Impact Game-changers and support them 
to their friends and contacts. 

The caveat is that it is unwise to go into too 
much detail for all. The goal is to present 
information well and clearly, using visuals, 
graphs or images if possible. The subscriber 
who may have already seen the headlines and 
found the page, and perhaps already watched 
an introductory video is looking for a reason 
to learn more. This is the space to stand out. 

Like all sections this space can be updated 
regularly. In the example shown, the space is 
used for a very simple 4 point explanation, 
with the balance used for headline entries 
from a blog which help highlight the extent 
and nature of the organisation. 

As can be seen at the bottom of the section, 
there is space to ask for help on how to 
present, visualise or explain the business. 
Should subscribers participate or succeed in 
getting an idea adopted, our goal is to enable 
them to be rewarded by the BIG in crypto 
(though the mechanisms and parameters for 
collaboration rewards need to be worked out).

The goal of limiting those who can rate 
the Big Impact Game-changers to those 
subscribers who qualify with expert status is 
to best harness the wisdom of the BIGCrowd.

The purpose is searching out the BIGs with 
the greatest potential for positive impact at 
real scale. They have to be BIG (in ambition), 
bold, innovative, scalable and or replicable, 
with joined up thinking, and focussed on 
tackling one or several of the Global Goals. 

Expert subscribers would be encouraged to 
re-rate the BIGs on a regular basis as they 
learn more about them, so that the trajectory 
of the BIG can be assessed over time. Do 
they think management or the plan is getting 
stronger, or weaker, for example? Trend-lines 
pointing upwards are good. Downwards? Not 
so good. When input for ratings comes from 
a diverse set of motivated BIGCrowd expert 
subscribers - analysis can be highly effective.  

The rating criteria shown are just examples. 
There could be different questions used for 
different stages or different structures. The 
point is we want to have a modular system to 
that can help rate the BIGs into categories.  

The Overview section aims to expand 
on the highlights above. This text based 
section would summarise the operation (or 
vision if it is a new proposal), the impact 
ambition, path to scale, existing impact and 
accomplishments if relevant, business model 
and vision to scale. The goal for this section 
is in no more than 500 words (the current 
example is 360) for an expansion into the 
nature of the Big Impact Game-changer. 

Profile highlights aim to put key information 
into one place for easy reference, with all 
the basics one needs to decide if one wants 
to dig deeper to learn about the Big Impact 
Game-changer -  quickly and effectively.

This will include bullet points covering their 
focus area and issues covered, their size, 
stage, no of employees or volunteers, wish 
list, recruiting activity, funding status etc.  

This is also the place where introductory 
videos would be hosted. Ideally, there would 
be a 30 - 60 second short video or animation 
and also a longer form 1 - 15 minute video for 
those that might have interest in the detail of 
the vision. There is space for other content in 
sections below, but the highlights area is for 
introductory video content and overviews. 

The highlights section is also from where 
subscribers can share content with their social 
networks or email specific friends or groups. 

Also in highlights is the vote up / vote down 
button. We are looking into the concept 
of placing a limit on the number of likes or 
dislikes subscribers have available to them 
each month, to place a value on these votes. 
In part, this is to ensure that subscribers 
do not engage in indiscriminate voting in 
an attempt to earn crypto through gaming 
the system. They could however earn more 
votes because of the level of questions or 
comments for example, or purchase more 
votes using their points / crypto currency.  

Additionally subscribers will be able to view 
their own statistics  (up or down votes, the 
number of suggestions, and questions made, 
and up or down votes on their input). They 
would also be able to see the general stats 
regarding the Big Impact Game-changer 
though it might be general stats only become 
visible when the subscriber themselves have 
voted (to avoid being biased by the crowd).

P

Donor / Investor Form

Notify / volunteer for events

More

Add a testimonial

More roles

Provide feedback on the makeup of the team HERE - or SUGGEST A NEW ADVISOR, AMBASSADOR OR TEAM MEMBER.

Suggest an Edit

SUGGEST or NOMINATE FOR AN AWARD

Ask a Question on Governance and Structure?

Suggest or Introduce a Sponsor, Donor or Investor

Propose an alternative way of presenting or explaining Polaris as an organisation and its operating model.

Back  
to

Search

Up or down ratings on my 
questions and comments
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FOLLOW/

DONATED £25 SHARED 4 times
Highlights

Earnings Account

Donations Account

The BIGCrowd  
Technology Plan

While the visual design  
is yet to be to be completed,  

core site and business functionality 
is designed operationally and the 

platform will be built and launched 
following the impact investment.

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

SUBSCRIBE IN BETA FROM FREE TO £78.60 P/M

WHY SUPPORT US TO CHANGE THE WORLD?

LEARN ABOUT IMPACT ADVOCATE BENEFITS?

Impact Advocates (subscribers) LOG IN

SIGN UPRaise funds and win cash and support prizes and awards worth £3.6m Help find, fund and support those changing the world.

About
Addressing the SDGs now

Win prizes and awards

Collaborate and earn

Partner with us
Work with us
Invest
FAQ’s
More

Many doing something small can add up to something very BIG indeed...
Harnessing the wisdom, collaboration and funding potential of the BIGCrowd presents the power to change the world. 

BIGCrowd is simple. A free or affordable subscription gives content to highlight the issues at the heart of the 17 Global Goals for Sustainable 
Development - and the Big Impact Game-changers doing the most to address them. Cash earnings and rewards are designed to ethically 
incentivise subscribers to help find, fund and support the Big Impact Game-changers who are best tackling the issues they care about. 

Big Impact Game-changers are those with big and bold plans and activities to address one or more of the SDGs at scale and speed. Often they 
struggle to secure funding and support they need to start and or scale to deliver maximum impact. On the BIGCrowd platform, they can showcase 
their activity, raise donations and investment - and win powerful crowd funded £3.6m 3 year awards of cash and support, all to help them succeed. 

Nominate or Apply Collaborate and Earn

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

When BIGCrowd formally launches, Impact Advocates 
will be able to earn cash commissions for those they 
directly and indirectly introduce and for how much and 
how well they collaborate. The minimum they need to 
do is to watch 10 mins or more of content, vote and 
share each month - to be qualified to earn.

The unique hybrid social marketing engine will 
supplement the referral efforts of subscribers with 
conventional marketing. This is designed to generate 
revenue to support Big Impact Game-changers, raise 
funds for charities - and also incentivise collaboration.  

For those that subscribe in the BETA stage to support 
our launch - they will receive special benefits along 
with FREE crypto currency. If we are successful, this 
could have a value at launch and beyond. Plus the 
more one tells the larger the income stream at launch. 

Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

Launch Earnings

£45.30 per month

What’s in it for  
Impact Advocate Subscribers?

What’s in it for  
Big Impact Game-changers?

More on the vision to   
help people do good and do well !

LOG OUT

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

My Dashboard

Platinum Impact Advocate subscriber from?

Subscribers I’ve directly introduced

Total subscribers in my network (including spillover)

Revenue p/m I’m generating to support BIGCrowd

Total revenue I’ve raised to support BIGCrowd

Monthly target BIGSupport revenue at launch

Monthly base commissions at launch

Monthly match bonus at launch

My position in the impact league

Crypto tokens I’ve earned to date

Potential token value at 2020 launch (target)

Potential token value in 2022 (target)
Big Impact Game-changers I’m following

Big Impact Game-changers I’ve donated to 
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Vote For The Winner Of £3.6m  
European Plastics Replacement Challenge

LOG OUT

GLOBAL GOAL NO’s REGION / COUNTRY STAGE / STRUCTURE INDUSTRY / DISCIPLINE

1. No poverty

2. Zero hunger

3. Good health and well being

4. Quality education

5. Gender equality

6. Clean water and sanitation

7. Affordable clean energy

8. Decent work and economic growth

9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure

10. Reduced inequalities

11. Sustainable cities and communities

12. Responsible consumption and production

13. Climate action

14. Life below water

15. Life on land

16. Peace and justice 

17. Partnerships for the global goals

REGION

Asia

Middle East, North Africa, and Greater Arabia

Europe

North America

Central America and the Caribbean

South America

Sub Saharan-Africa

COUNTRY

Asia

Bangladesh

Bhutan

Brunei

Cambodia

China

India

Indonesia

Japan

Kazakhstan

North Korea

              Cont.. 

STAGE

CONCEPT / PROPOSAL

START UP / EARLY STAGE

SCALE UP (Less than 3 years operations)

SCALE UP (More than 3 years operations)

SCALE UP (Less than £1m Revenue)

SCALE UP (Less than £10m Revenue)

SCALE UP (More than £10m Revenue)

RAISING IMPACT INVESTMENT

RAISING DONOR FUNDING

SEEKING OTHER SUPPORT

COMPETING FOR A BIGCrowd PRIZE

APPLYING FOR A BIGCrowd AWARD

STRUCTURE

For profit with purpose (PWP)

Not for shareholder profit (NSP)

Policy intervention / initiative (PII)

Awareness / advocacy campaign (AAC)

Structure currently unclear (SCU) 

Corporate purpose initiative (CPI)

Social / commercial hybrid (SCH)

INDUSTRY / DISCIPLINE

AGRICULTURE 

CHEMICALS 

CONSTRUCTION 

EDUCATION 

ENERGY

ENGINEERING

ENTERTAINMENT

FINANCE 

HOSPITALITY

INFRASTRUCTURE 

MANUFACTURING

MEDIA 

MINING

PHARMACEUTICALS

PUBLIC SECTOR

TECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORT

SEARCH ORG NAME
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Launch Earnings

£79.60 per month

BIGCrowd Impact Rating
Live Prize or Award Recipient

BIG’s I’m Supporting

BIG’s I’m Following

Trending

Live Challenges

Time on the Platform 

No of Up Votes

Latest News CLEAR

Vote For The Next 
Big Crowd Grand Challenge

Attend A Regional
BIGCrowd Impact Advocate Event

Sept 2018
8

224
£1,792
£6,224

£20,000
£45.20
£34.40

127
45,542

£455
£4,550
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ORGANISATION: Polaris:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International Justice · Peace 
and Human Rights · Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: USA; Canada; Mexico; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.polarisproject.org 

Human trafficking is a low-risk,  $150 billion profit criminal industry, 
enslaving more than 20 million people each year in forced labour 
and commercial sex. Polaris systematically disrupts human trafficking 
networks and restores freedom to survivors. With data gathered from 
victims’ experiences, Polaris directly supports victims, equips key 
stakeholders with tools to address and prevent human trafficking, 
intervenes through targeted campaigns, and enhances law enforcement 
access to tips and actionable information. Working to find and support 
victims, and prosecute traffickers, Polaris seeks to reverse the risk-to-
reward ratio and destroy the industry... MORE

ORGANISATION: Last Mile Health:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Health · Health Delivery · Youth Job Skills: 

REGIONS SERVED: Liberia:

WEB: www.lastmilehealth.org 

In developing countries, those who live an hour’s walk or more from a 
health clinic are at increased risk of dying from preventable or treatable 
diseases. Last Mile Health partners with government to deploy and 
manage networks of community health professionals integrated into 
the public health system. With training in maternal and child health, 
family planning, treatment adherence, and surveillance of epidemics, 
together with mentorship from nurse supervisors, these CHWs deliver 
high quality healthcare to remote communities. Newborn mortality has 
decreased while  children receiving treatment for diarrhoea, malaria 
+ pneumonia has increased. LMG now supports Health Ministries to 
prepare policy documents, in training and impact measurement. MORE

ORGANISATION: Angaza

FOCUS: Pay as you go clean energy and water.

ISSUE AREAS: Clean Energy · Environmental Sustainability:

REGIONS SERVED: Africa; India; Asia;

WEB: www.angaza.com

A solar energy system would easily pay for itself over time, but the 
poorest of the poor can’t afford the initial investment. Upfront costs 
stifle adoption rates. Angaza saw that flaw in the system and created an 
accessible, affordable, Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) financing mechanism to 
get solar and clean energy products into households with the greatest 
need. Angaza’s PAYG platform enables even the smallest, most remote, 
last-mile distributors to offer affordable financing to their customers on 
an ever-expanding portfolio of life-changing products in more than 30 
countries. Angaza’s business model is powered by two tools: technolo-
gy licenses that allow hardware manufacturers to embed remote-activa-
tion circuitry into products, and cloud-based loan activation... MORE

ORGANISATION: EnsoImpact

FOCUS: Changing educational outcomes for the poor

ISSUE AREAS: Affordable, high quality education which is 
relevant to the lives and emerging lives of the poor

REGIONS SERVED: Africa, Asia

WEB: www.ensoimpact.org 

EnSo Impact is a vision of founders Paul, Agi and Ayrton to tackle the 
 inadequacy of the current education system in Africa and other parts 
of the developing world. The enso model integrates solutions to all the 
major issues affecting education -  instructional quality, non polluting en-
ergy, health and hygiene, emotional well-being, and  supportive family 
life. It sources world  class  products, integrates them into a branded 
product range  with affordable payment plans. We’re building a large 
chain of SMART Communities which offer world class schooling, which 
serve as retail hubs (solar energy, health, water and hygiene products), 
and which place EQ/SQ at their centre... MORE

ORGANISATION: Benefit Corporation:

FOCUS: Intelligent Standards for Good Business

ISSUE AREAS: The Future of Social Enterprise: 

REGIONS SERVED: Global:

WEB: www.bcorporation.net 

BCorporation certified BCorps use the power of business to solve 
social and environmental problems. They now number more than 2,500 
organisations from 50 countries and 130 industries, with BCorp status 
helping embed sound culture and principles into existing business 
structures... MORE

ORGANISATION: Eco Capacity Exchange

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: Global:

WEB: www.ecocapacityexchange.com

The ECO Capacity Exchange is an alternative global market place of 
supply and demand where the ECO is the common unit of account 
for trade. Trading on the Exchange unlocks a whole range of benefits 
for business, creating value in new ways and improving financial 
performance. Use interest-free credit to procure the goods and services 
most frequently purchased by Fortune 500 companies, retaining cash 
on your balance sheet. Discover new customers and deliver incremental 
revenue while improving asset utilisation and ROCE.. MORE

FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,290 FOLLOWED BY 392 FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,900 FOLLOWED BY 34 FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

5,943 FOLLOWED BY 1,023

FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

3,211 FOLLOWED BY 871FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,030 FOLLOWED BY 89FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,897 FOLLOWED BY 321

ORGANISATION: The Juanfe Foundation

FOCUS: Young Mothers and Infant Mortality

ISSUE AREAS: Affordable, high quality education which is 
relevant to the lives and emerging lives of the poor

REGIONS SERVED: South America

WEB: www.ensoimpact.org 

The Juanfe foundation in Cartagena Columbia was set up in 2001 to 
address high rates of preventable infant mortality and the extreme 
poverty that led to many girls giving birth at a young age. It has helped 
and saved thousands of lives and now is scaling elsewhere. ... MORE

ORGANISATION: Evergreen Europe:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Sustainable Infrastructure · Finance · Public 
Sector · Climate Activity: 

REGIONS SERVED: Europe

WEB: www.evergreeneurope.org 

Evergreen Europe is a bold engagement and advocacy project which 
aims to create a European Sustainable Infrastructure Trust (ESIT). The 
objective is to catalyse a funding pathway to abundant, cheap, low 
carbon energy supplies and resilient, regenerative infrastructure. ESIT 
would be set up and owned by participating European governments. 
The entity would issue a unique form of bond to fund many €Billions 
in Low Carbon Infrastructure over 15 years. This would be a new class 
of sovereign backed, euro-denominated AAA-rated evergreen bonds 
called Euroconsols, which ESIT would issue to raise circa €5 trillion over 
15 years to invest in the renewal of European Infrastructure... MORE.

ORGANISATION: Atlantic Superconnection 

FOCUS: Clean Energy Distribution 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International Justice · Peace 
and Human Rights · Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: Iceland; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.atlanticsuperconnection.com

Our mission is to deliver sustainable, low carbon energy from Iceland 
to the UK through world-leading HVDC cable technology and energy 
infrastructure. Atlantic Superconnection Corp will source abundant, 
cheap geothermal energy, transported from Iceland to the UK via a 
1500 km high voltage direct current undersea cable, to profitably bene-
fit the UK and Icelandic populations and the environment by delivering 
abundant clean energy.. MORE

FOLLOW

DONATE SHARE

2,312 FOLLOWED BY 432FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

765 FOLLOWED BY 210FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

981 FOLLOWED BY 87

APPLY

Do good and do well by spreading  
the word to change the world.

YOU CAN HELP!

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

£45.30

£83.20

Promote Polaris on social media to show your support, help them raise awareness, help fund  

prizes and awards which they could win - and earn referral commissions you can spend or donate!

LOG OUT

ORGANISATION: Polaris:

FOCUS: Disruption and prevention of human trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International justice · Peace and human Rights · Responsible supply chains: 

HQ & REGIONS SERVED: HQ = Washington DC USA: Serving; Canada; Mexico; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.polarisproject.org 

FOLLOWING
DONATE/ SHARE/

4,212
Followed by 532

ABOUT

Human trafficking is a low-risk, high-profit criminal industry, enslaving more than 20 million people each year in forced labour and 
commercial sex and generating some $150 billion in profits. Law enforcement agencies lack data about trafficking patterns, specific 
sub-types, and locations. Victims rarely have access to channels of communication for help. Less than one percent of victims are 
identified globally each year. Polaris systematically disrupts human trafficking networks and restores freedom to survivors. Gathering 
key data from victims’ experiences, Polaris directly supports victims, equips key stakeholders with data to address and prevent human 
trafficking, and intervenes in specific industries through targeted campaigns. Working together to find and support victims, and 
prosecute traffickers, the Polaris team and partners seek to reverse the risk-to-reward ratio and destroy the industry.

IMPACT AMBITION

The vision has 2 core parts. 

1. Universal helplines available globally to serve trafficking victims. 

2. Efficiently sharing data and driving collaboration between regulators, law enforcement, and service agencies - leading to reliable 
identification and conviction of traffickers, dramatically increasing the risk equation for the industry. 

PATH TO SCALE

Partnerships. Collating data and providing technical support to national and global anti-trafficking hot-lines and networks + advocacy.

IMPACT & ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Provided assistance in 30k + cases of human trafficking in U.S.

Law enforcement shut down more than 40 percent of illicit massage businesses in Polaris’s 57 partner cities. Polaris’s state-by-state 
ratings system highlighted gaps in state laws against trafficking and led to passage of more than 100 state & local anti-trafficking laws.

BUSINESS MODEL

Philanthropic support for core operations; independent replication of the model by partners. Current Budget - $11m. 

VISION TO SCALE

The vision to enable maximum impact - which we believe would be enabled by the BIGCrowd award - is to take the core operating 
budget to $20m within 3 years, and to sign corporate partnerships giving $50M in annual cooperative CSR advertising within 3 years - 
to directly or indirectly address 500k of human trafficking cases in the US in 5 yrs. Further - raising an unrestricted $10m a year to seed 
the set up and replication costs of partner operations in key overseas locations - to identify and support over 25% of human trafficking 
victims within 10 years - inspiring others & destroying the industry.
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WISH LIST

Technology partner

Campaign ideas

Expansion ptnrs & oard directors

Recruiting  -   Yes       No         More

Overview

Raising (in next 12 months)  Target Total ________Min________

Donor Funding      Donations        Impact Equity       Impact Debt

Full Time Equivalents (FTE’s) 
Employees            Volunteers 3055

Budget / Revenue

Zero     Under £1m     Under £10m     More than £10m  

BIGLeague Rating

SUBMIT

Importance of impact

Impact potential relative to issue

Strength of vision

Management capability

Competition

Joined up thinking

Potential to scale

Rate and submit to view the average rating of the BIGCrowd.

Qualify or apply for Impact  
Advocate Expert Status to Rate  
this Big Impact Game-changer

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Submit to reveal position  
in the BIGLeague _____?

More

More

More

CORE TEAM

KEY ADVISORS & AMBASSADORS

In depth summary

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

Bradley Miles

Bradley Myles serves as Executive Director 
and CEO of Polaris, a global leader in the fight 
to eradicate human trafficking and to restore 
freedom to survivors. For over a decade, he 
has devoted himself to combating human 
trafficking and modern slavery on a local, 
national, and global scale.  Mr. Myles’ early 
efforts focused on directly serving survivors, 
researching local human trafficking markets, 
and helping to build Washington DC’s.. MORE

Chief Executive Officer
Nancy McGuire Choi

Nancy McGuire Choi is a social enterprise 
executive with 15 years of experience in 
international development, information 
management, and technology innovation.  
She specializes in building high-performing 
teams, cultivating programmatic innovation, 
and leading organizational transformation. As 
Chief Operating Officer at Polaris, Nancy leads 
the organization’s strategy and day-to-day 
operations, as well as our data,  MORE

Chief Operating Officer
Caren Benjamin

Caren drives Polaris’s efforts to tell the story 
of how human trafficking works and to inspire 
a wide range of audiences to become part 
of the movement to end it. She joins Polaris 
from West End Strategy Team, a boutique 
public relations and communications firm that 
works with non-profit organizations and issue 
campaigns. As a vice president, Caren led the 
firm’s federal advocacy work, building and 
implementing campaigns for... MORE

Chief Communications Officer

Emily Tracy

Emily K. Tracy is a fundraising strategist with 
extensive experience serving mission-driven 
advocacy organizations in the equality, health 
and human services, environmental and higher 
education sectors. Her approach is focused on 
relationship building, strong partnerships and a 
donor-centered fundraising culture. In her role 
as Chief Development Officer at Polaris, Emily 
oversees planning, execution and growth of the 
organization’s revenue, including... MORE

Chief Development Officer
Matthew Bradley

Matthew Bradley joined Polaris in July of 2013 
as the organization’s Technology Architect. 
Prior to joining Polaris, Mr. Bradley worked 
for a decade in Washington, D.C. as a 
technologist, most recently, as a technical lead 
and developer for Edelman, supporting public 
affairs advocacy campaigns, and managing 
deployments of their Multiplier advocacy 
platform. Preceding Edelman, he worked for 
Grassroots Enterprise where he .. MORE

Technology Architect
Rochelle Keyhan

Rochelle is the Director of the Disruption 
Strategies at Polaris, a department focused on 
developing and implementing strategies to 
disrupt specific types of trafficking in the United 
States. She sets the department’s strategic 
direction, grounded in a deep understanding 
of stakeholder needs. Rochelle’s work includes 
recruiting and catalyzing robust collaborative 
networks of law enforcement, local and national 
agencies, service providers, legislators.. MORE

Director - Disruption Strategies

Catherine A. McLean

Catherine “Kiki” McLean is a leading public 
affairs and political strategist. She served 
as counsel for the Washington, D.C., office 
of Porter Novelli and the agency’s global 
public affairs efforts after four years leading 
their Washington, D.C. and global public 
affairs practices and serving as a member of 
the Executive Committee. In her work, Kiki’s 
expertise is in strategic communications and 
public affairs. A veteran of 6... MORE

Chairperson - Board of Directors
Ashley Judd

Ashley Judd is a dedicated humanitarian and 
acclaimed actor having starred in over 20 films 
and on Broadway. Nominated for multiple 
Golden Globe and Emmy Awards, her film titles 
range from Double Jeopardy and the Divine 
Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood to Where the 
Heart Is. A global ambassador for public health 
nonprofit Population Services International 
(PSI), Ashley’s activism and advocacy on behalf 
of vulnerable ... MORE

Polaris Ambassador
Steve McQueen

As a Polaris Ambassador, McQueen will work 
alongside us as an advocate against human 
trafficking, raising awareness that this is a 
modern-day problem that requires greater 
resources and action. Read our press release 
here. “I am deeply honored to accept my 
role as an ambassador for Polaris. This is 
an organization that I truly believe is vital in 
fighting slavery today. From my first encounter 
with them... MORE

Polaris Ambassador

The reason we restrict the rating to those 
who have “expert status’ is to be sure we 
are getting the strongest possible results 
to find the very best  and most promising 
Big Impact Game-changers.

You can automatically qualify for expert 
status based on the peer rating of 
your site wide comments from fellow 
subscribers, and on the amount you 
contribute and interact on the site, 
also helping to rate others. Should you 
wish to be considered for expert status 
immediately - PLEASE APPLY HERE.

All subscribers can still participate by 
liking or disliking the game-changer, 
by commenting, asking questions, 
and by voting on other comments and 
questions..  

(Dont forget to come back and re rate the 
Big Impact Game-changer as you learn 

more about what they are doing and their 
impact potential. Each time you re-rate, 
you will see the revised BIGCrowd vote 

and their position in the BIGLeague. 

Provide feedback on the make-up of the team HERE

Talent

Technology partners

 Campaign ideas

 International expansion partners & board directors

 

Wish-list

Testimonials

Police Force Canada

“After six long years trapped in the human trafficking networks that brought me to the  
United States, thanks to God – I got out alive. With the help of a good Samaritan,  

I’m now free from that world, where I was forced to sell my body.”

Natasha - East Coast USA

I am a survivor of human trafficking. I was heartbroken, confused and lonely. Without Polaris  
Project my life was going to be destroyed. Today my heart is full and I am proud of who I am.  

What I want is more support and strong justice for victims and survivors like me.

Alezandra, grassroots network member

When a student of mine became a victim of sex trafficking, time was of the essence to recover her.  
Polaris Project was an active part of the investigation and was there to mentor, guide and to assist me  

as well as the victim. The dedication of the staff was evident in their around the clock support.

Time-line

Awards and recognition

In 2013, Google gave Polaris the prestigious Global Impact Award to support our effort to build a global safety net for 
survivors of modern-day slavery and develop a more coordinated global response for victims of this transnational crime. The 
award also fosters a data-driven approach that identifies human trafficking trends and informs eradication, prevention, and 
victim protection strategies. 

Google’s Global Impact Award is making it possible for Polaris to connect with diverse anti-trafficking organizations around 
the world so that the fight against human trafficking is a more collective and data-driven effort. Global Impact Awards support 
entrepreneurial non-profits using technology to change the world. Read more about our work to build a global safety net 
HERE.

In 2014, a collaboration between Caravan Studios, Polaris, and the New Jersey Department of Children and Families to help 
increase shelter services for human trafficking survivors was named as a winner of the Partnership for Freedom’s Re-imagine: 
Opportunity innovation challenge. The survivors we serve have experienced ongoing hardship when trying to secure a safe 
place to stay after they exit their trafficking situations. The Safe Shelter Collaborative received $1.17 million to dramatically 
increase access to appropriate, supportive shelters for survivors of human trafficking. 

The project is extending the ability of service providers, law enforcement agencies, and other stakeholders to either find 
immediate shelter space for survivors or, if none is available, access funding to place them in hotels. Using mobile and 
crowd-sourcing technology, the project engages individual donors to fund emergency hotel stays for survivors securely and 
anonymously. The project will also leverage existing local resources, build partnerships in related fields to fill gaps in service, 
and deliver tailored training to organizations to expand the availability of quality, specialized services to survivors of human 
trafficking. The project has been piloted initially in New Jersey.

The Skoll Awards distinguish transformative leaders whose organizations disrupt the status quo, drive sustainable large-
scale change, and are poised to create even greater impact on the world. “Social entrepreneurs share several important 
characteristics: concern for the vulnerable, optimism about our future, an ability to think and do, and most importantly, an 
unfailing belief in solutions,” said Jeff Skoll, Founder and Chairman of the Skoll Foundation. “These four remarkable people 
give us great hope that a more peaceful, prosperous, and sustainable future is within reach.”

Polaris is honoured to be included among the recipients and will receive a $1.25m grant over three years from Skoll 
Foundation to provide core support to scale our efforts to disrupt human trafficking networks and increase the number of 
survivors we are able to reach.

£10m               None

Questions and Answers. 

The bigger you get, how do you manage your security threat? Putting traffickers out of business must put 
your staff in danger? 

Q. Jonathan Porrit, Author,

A. Bradley Miles, CEO - Polaris Project

Thanks for the question Jonathan. Yes we take security seriously. Hopefully you will also understand - detailing our 
procedures publicly, might not actually help our security! Though we have strong measures in place, which are to the 
same standard of the law enforcement agencies we work with. 

981 Views : View Upvoters  : View Sharers    

Comment 

I can see on your website and BIGCrowd profile page above, that part of what you do is send tips to law 
enforcement? It is well known that in some countries, law enforcement is part of the problem, taking bribes 
and payoffs from traffickers of all kinds. How do you know if you are working with the good or bad guys? 

Q. Mark Aldington, Consultant and humanitarian.

A. Rochelle Keyhan - Polaris team. 

Hi Mark. This is a very important issue. Before we work with any law enforcement agency, we work hard to 
understand if they have been infiltrated or are recognised as corrupt by our network of national and international 
organisations. Obviously, this additional admin carries a cost, which is why we can only scale in line with the funding 
we have to do this properly, with the minimum risk to those we are working to save and support. We welcome 
feedback on this from law enforcement professionals around the world. 

423 Views : View Upvoters  : View Sharers    

Asked 01/09/2018 at 10.14

Answered 01/09/2018 at 18.23

Answered 11/06/2018 at 08.57

Asked 10/06 /2018 at 10.14

Thanks Rochelle. I’m just curious as to the best ways to support victims when authorities are part of the problem? 
Is it possible to work with trusted local parties and to provide victim support when corruption is so prevalence. In 
other words, are their No Go areas for you? and how do you see those in these areas can eventually be supported. 

R. Mark Aldington.  Consultant and humanitarian.

Comments & Suggestions (with private response if necessary)

I really love what you are doing. I would like to make you aware of a UK event that is happening on Modern 
Slavery. it would be fantastic if you could get over here to talk about your work. 

C. Albert Goretex, speaker and environmentalist, London.

I would like to suggest that you create a secure back to work program in conjunction with local employers via 
an apprenticeship program, perhaps in partnership with local NGOs that already support women and girls. The 
employers who are your sponsors could provide many thousands of entry level jobs. Is this part of your thinking? 

S. Peter Davies

Donate BIGPoints / Cash NOW

Where we can improve. 
Where we need help. 

The learnings of Polaris have been 
significant. It took us time to really 
develop the model we use today, which 
focusses on a four part approach as can 
be seen above. Donors very often see 
program activity as most important. 
Meaning, the funds actually spent on 
victim support. 

We of course see this as highly 
important too - and in our case, this 
is the money spent on the helplines. 
However in our case, the data and 
advocacy side of Polaris is just as 
important, and this has been the 
hardest to fund raise for. Had we known 
this when we started, or earlier in our 
evolution, we would have focussed 
to understand our donors more, 
seeking out those who understand 
this distinction to fund either program 
activity or core activity and infrastructure 
costs. We would have worked harder 
to communicate the right message in 
the right way - and would have worked 
hard to help educate program donors 
that funding data can make program 
investment that much more productive. 

To improve going forward, we are 
fortunate to have many case studies and 
also the hard numbers, as well as willing 
supporters as references. We need help 
to replicate the Polaris model, finding 
the right management for new locations, 
partners and funders. 

Key lessons and learnings. 

“One of the very striking realities in 
the human trafficking field is this vast 
disparity between work that happens on 
sex trafficking and work that happens on 
labour trafficking. But labour trafficking 
is the largest form of trafficking in the 
United States, around the world, and 
most likely in Mexico as well, but even 
though it is the largest form of trafficking 
it gets the smallest amount of attention. 

The field working on trafficking needs 
to put more emphasis on the different 
types of labour trafficking and [to better 
understand] labour trafficking because 
there has been years of overlooking how 
big this problem is.” - Bradley Myles, 
CEO of Polaris at the Forum on Labour 
Trafficking event in Mexico.

Individuals with disabilities may face 
increased risk of human trafficking.

Any vulnerable person is at risk for 
human trafficking, however, individuals 
with disabilities may face increased risk 
for several reasons.

Upcoming Events

Past Event Content

Governance and structure

Dream Collaborators

Law enforcement agencies

We love to be connected to law 
enforcement. We have detailed training 
programs. Currently they are delivered 
in class only, however we are working 
to deliver them online anywhere in the 
world on a regular basis. 

Advocacy groups

Sharing best practice with other 
advocacy groups around the world is a 
high priority. We have a Washington DC 
based team. Should you know advocacy 
groups who want to share with us, or 
learn from us, or should you represent a 
group that would like to collaborate with 
Polaris please get in touch. 

Hotel groups

We are finding partnerships with hotel 
groups to be especially productive in 
the identification of human trafficking 
operations. We do not advertise all 
the details of why, for obvious reasons 
- but are keen to connect with senior 
management of the main hotel groups, 
or industry associations. 

Legislators

Setting laws to work is a high priority so 
we have a team that advises legislators, 
and we are keen to connect with 
counterparts around the world. 

Polaris is a tech developer and we especially work with data. Therefore, we are 
always interested in improving our tech and systems. Ideally we would love to 
hear from major database development companies and suppliers, for storage, 
management, analysis of big data etc. In addition, we are always seeking 
those who can help train survivors giving them skills for the workplace. Here, 
technology and other companies can help in several ways such as donating 
desktops and laptops for use by our training partners, and by providing paid 
internship and apprenticeship positions for those who need them most.. MORE

Tackling human trafficking and modern day slavery is about winning hearts 
and minds. It is about getting people who might be suspicious to act. 
Sometimes, this means encouraging them to do things that might make them 
uncomfortable because of the risk (or perceived risk) of speaking out or calling 
a helpline. So from a marketing perspective, we need the very best campaign 
ideas to help raise awareness of human trafficking on every level and then 
to stimulate people to call helplines or support . We are seeking amazing 
campaign and messaging ideas, both in concept form, and fully worked up with 
visuals and or video.. For this, we will run periodic competitions.... MORE

Especially we are interested in hearing from experienced management and 
teams who can drive the expansion of Polaris around the world. We are open 
to supporting the launch of independently run satellite organisations, who 
fund-raise for and operate Polaris clones, with tech, systems and knowledge 
provided and strategy supported from Polaris HQ. Interested parties would have 
a background in the addressing human trafficking or in the support of survivors. 
Useful experience includes legal / human rights and law enforcement...   MORE

Direct Marketing Manager
The Direct Marketing Manager plays a critical role in growing Polaris’s 
individual donor base. The individual in this role implements and 
coordinates all direct response fundraising... MORE/APPLY

Major Gifts Officer
Polaris seeks a Major Gifts Officer to join a six person development team 
and help build the organization’s financial support base from a wide 
range of funding sources including foundations, government, corporate, 
individual and earned revenue sources...MORE/APPLY

Development Operations Manager
The Development Operations Manager will play a key role to build out, 
support and refine systems, processes and tools used by...MORE/APPLY

Grant Writer 
The Grant Writer plays a critical role in managing Polaris’s significant 
foundation and government grants portfolio, prospecting new 
opportunities for institutional support, and securing the resources 
necessary advance Polaris’s mission...MORE/APPLY

Director of Foundation Relations 
Polaris seeks a Director of Foundation Relations to join a six person 
development team charged with building organization’s financial support 
base from a wide range of funding sources including foundations, 
government... MORE/APPLY

Executive Coordinator
The Direct Marketing Manager plays a critical role in growing Polaris’s 
individual donor base. The individual in this role implements and 
coordinates all direct response fundraising... MORE/APPLY

Recruiting

Documents

More...

Answered 11/06/2018 at 12.29

News & updates

More...

Notable Supporters / Investors

$500k +

$100k +

$50k +

$25k +

$10k +
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Polaris Founder Testifies in senate hearing.

Bradley Myers at human trafficking event.

Kaitlyn Keisel at New Jersey trafficking rally.
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The screen shots to the left are taken from 
Quora. The goal is to incorporate a similar 
mechanism of tracking activity, such as 
sharing, asking a question, commenting and 
responding, and building up points based on 
that activity. 

More specifically, the goal will be to allocate 
points - to award crypto currency - based 
not just upon the amount of activity, but also 
based upon the ratings of others. Voting a 
users questions, comments and responses up 
or down. 

The formulae for payment of rewards is yet 
to be worked out and will be based on the 
broader economics of the model, and of the 
token economics. 

On the supporters or investors section, ideally 
this could incorporate either one image, 
multiple images, free form text, or text 
organised in tables.  As with all elements, the 
goal will be to enable both mobile and web 
based display, with the minimum of design 
input at the BIGCrowd side, or the side of 
the Big Impact Game-changer that would 
be uploading their material.  If supporter 
or client or investor logos are used, or if 
corporates or investors are mentioned by 
name, the Big Impact Game-changer signs 
to attest they do have said organisation as 
sponsor etc.  We might need to check if 
permission must be given explicitly for logo 
usage. The site should adapt automatically, 
look smart, functional and modern. 

BIGCrowd Lite Platform Specification. 
The lite version of the BIGCrowd platform will 
be the MVP which will showcase a number 
of core parts of the business model - while 
omitting others. It aims to generate revenue 
from core supporters, and give them multiple 
benefits including crypto currency that they 
can use or cash in at a later date. 

The ability for subscribers to introduce others 
and get paid via the social network marketing 
element of the model (see full business plan) 
will not be fully enabled in the lite platform. 

When the lite platform is built, operational, 
and generating feedback, the functionality 
for the full platform will be developed in the 
background - with the goal of formal launch in 
late 2019 to early 2020 - when the community 
of BIGCrowd BETA subscribers has built to 
a reasonable level (target of 150,000 paying 
subscribers and unlimited free subscribers).  

Launch could be sooner, providing the 
platform is fully functional and tested and 
the paying supporter community is large 
enough. When it is - delaying would be a 
lost opportunity. As soon as is practically 
possible it is important to provide subscribers 
the ability to earn micro commissions for 
contributing to the marketing efforts to 
generate revenue. 

So delivering the earning functionality is 
a key component of the sales growth and 
necessary for us to help as many Big Impact 
Game-changers as possible - ideally as soon 
as possible. Yet it cannot be too soon. Initial 
development will be funded by the equity 
raise (with tokens in advance also given to 
equity investors - and the goal of enabling the 
equity to be done via a security token).  

The goal is for the ICO and formal launch 
to be synchronised, so along with giving 
the ability for subscribers to earn tokens for 
collaborating on the platform or for their roll 
in the marketing activity, and to trade or cash 
in tokens on an exchange, at the same time 
the marketing for the ICO will work to help 
market the formal launch, and vice versa. 

Thus, launch will help us generate revenue, 
but also to raise funds (a target of £100m) 
that can go towards further development and 
marketing, thus further driving sales adoption, 
rasing awarness of and raising money to 
support BIGs, and in turn helping underpin 
and even appreciated the price of the token. 

From the BETA launch however, subscribers 
will be able to introduce others to the lite 
platform, and can earn ‘future rewards’ for 
doing so - building up a bank of good will, 
and future earning potential. 

The crypto they will be gifted or can earn in 
the BETA period would be available to spend 
on the platform on launch, or with conditions 
to prevent dumping, they could be gradually 
converted to fiat currency. 

For those who work to introduce others and 
collaborate in the BETA stages, while they 
will not be able to earn or take commissions 
in that period, they can build up a network 
of subscribers they have directly or indirectly 
introduced - and can benefit from those 
BIGCrowd and others introduce, as per 
the spillover feature in the social network 
marketing strategy. Thus, on formal launch, it 
is very possible for subscribers (who have paid 
and also effectively volunteered up to this 
period) will have a commission stream that 
they can take as earnings, or donate or spend 
on the platform. From this point, a modest 
commission stream could quickly build to 
a decent monthly earning level (with fair 
earning caps and qualifications for earning).

The goal is to track activity and build up 
points in the beta stage - with those points 
being able to convert into crypto at a later 
date. We are of course keen to get the crypto 
or token economics right for the full business, 
but the basics of what we intend to do are 
already laid out to a sufficient degree that the 
crowd-funding portion of these rewards and 
the criteria for them can be delivered into the 
user account from the beta launch. 

This beta stage means we can deliver the 
MVP without having the exact block-chain 
development environment or platform clearly 
defined (POW / POS etc. - ERC 20 etc.). 
Actually this strategy will help us define it all 
and give us the best chance to ensure the 
architecture is fit for purpose. 

The key will be ensuring that whatever tech 
and block-chain environment we choose 
(primarily for the payment and incentivisation 
elements of the platform) will not have 
negative environmental consequences such 
as energy cost. It is also important it can 
cope with transaction volumes that are likely 
in the BIGCrowd business model, and also 
work for the buyers, earners (collaborators 
and subscribers) and sellers of our token. 
Utility will be embedded in the token to 
best incentivise positive collaborative and 
behaviour on the platform. 

Getting the full and integrated tech stack to 
work, to pay commissions and bonuses to 
introducers in an automated way, to do this 
using our own coin/token (or another if this 
proves to be a better alternative) needs to be 
done properly and to be fully stress tested. It 
does not need to be perfect in every sense, 
but it does need to deliver the core payment 
and reward functionality. 

Whatever the actual coin or token, if possible 
this would be some form of ‘stable coin or 
token’ backed by the commission elements 
of the BIGCrowd revenue model. Rather than 
pay out the cash itself in commissions, we 
believe it is possible to use these funds to 
make impact investments into the for profit 
projects that seek to raise capital and that are 
featured on the platform.  

Tokens then paid out to subscribers as 
commissions or benefits, could be effectively 
backed by these hard and appreciating 
assets. With the collective support of the 
BIGCrowd to support these high impact 
ventures, and with the prizes and awards, the 
chances of success is increased. The goal is to 
align activity in this way to create a price floor 
on the token, and also enabling appreciation 
over time in line with the growth of the assets 
backed funds are placed into. 

Doing so with the ideal infrastructure in place 
to scale globally - has complexity. BIGCrowd 
is about potentially an ultra high number of 
transactions when at scale. Every monthly 
paying subscriber triggers multiple very small 
transactions each month (micro payments to 
the up-line, and to the organisation). When 
at scale, this is a big number. So, seamless 
instant and very low cost payment solutions 
are important. 

Hence the reason to schedule the ICO circa 
15- 18 months out from the launch of the lite 
platform - which gives time to get this right. 

The lite platform will enable beta subscribers 
to participate on tiered levels (with different 
elite benefits for each level), to introduce 
others, with different numbers of subscribers 
available at different price points (1,000 x 
Diamond Beta Subscribers @ £78.60 ; 5,000 
x Platinum Beta Subscribers @ £38.40 per 
month; 25,000 x Gold Beta Subscribers @ 
£19.20 per month,125,000 Silver Subscribers 
@ £9.60 per month, and unlimited Bronze 
Free subscribers (Free until launch in Feb 
2020- putting a card on file until then, and 
£9.60 per month thereafter). 

Each of the Beta subscribers  will receive a 
number of benefits, including FREE tokens for 
introducing others (with the number of tokens 
they receive, greater if they subscribe at a 
higher price, and also greater if the subscriber 
they introduce subscribes at a higher price 
- which encourages more support). These 
tokens will only be available to donate to 
others on the platform, or to spend on a 
gradual basis - or after a lock in period). 

The lite platform will enable the team to 
upload profiles on Big Impact Game-changers 
in a uniform format, or for beta subscribers 
to nominate and provide details of potential 
Big Impact Game-changers, or for Big Impact 
Game-changers to apply. 

The navigation / search shown to the left is 
what subscribers will see to help them 

Shown here is some information on the 
governance structure. Polaris is a charity with 
an established record, however if it is a profit 
with purpose venture, or a policy idea or 
other structure, details on the intended and 
then updated structure must be given in the 
best way possible. 

This page could also be used for a CALL on 
specific questions about how to improve 
the governance structure - depending on 
the goals of the organisation. Subscribers 
could have input, and this could include a 
comments / Q and A module. 

Comments and suggestions could specify 
if they seek a response, but would not 
automatically be needing or wanting a public 
response or discussion, unlike questions 
where the entire response would be in public. 

My thought is that comments could be both 
in public, or in private, however if the Big 
Impact Game-changer did not acknowledge 
or respond within a set time-frame the 
comment would automatically become public. 
The reason for this is to help ensure the BIG is 
responsive to collaborators. 
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Comment 

I would like to add, in my time as Governor of California, we had some issues with law enforcement. There are watch lists on 
government corruption. I would be very happy to connect you to some of the people I know. Please get in touch directly. 

R. Albert Schwarzberger, Actor, politician, environmentalist Answered 12/06/2018 at 15.48

The Q and A portion, and comments and 
suggestion sections of the Big Impact 
Game-changer page, would be used for 
collaboration in several ways. 

The info gained would help ‘Expert’ status 
subscribers who were rating the Big Impact 
Game-changer for their position in the max 
impact league, or for their eligibility or 
selection to be awarded a £3.6m award or 
win a similar prize. 

Paying subscribers only would be able to ask 
questions, make comments etc. 

Non paying subscribers would be able 
to rate these questions up or down, but 
would be restricted from actually asking or 
commenting. To encourage them to take a 
paying subscription, or earn one via sharing.  

All subscribers would have a limited number 
of up or down votes each month. Subscribers 
would be awarded tokens for asking quality 
questions or making quality comments, as 
rated by their peers and other subscribers. 
Equally, subscribers who vote up for the best, 
or down for the worst (total no of up or down 
votes would be invisible until a subscriber 
casts their vote) could be awarded tokens. 

How many tokens available and how they 
would be awarded, still needs to be worked 
out. It is unlikely that it would be a fixed 
number of tokens per question or vote, but 
would perhaps be a share of token pot, with 
a combination of those who are most active 
with the highest quality of interaction, earning 
a proportionate share of the monthly pool. 
However it is structured, the collaboration 
reward pool size would rise with revenue. 

Intro / Connect Form

The idea for this Big Impact Game-changer 
page, is to have modules which are in 
common, but subtly different depending 
on the organisation stage and structure. It 
is unlikely that a newish proposal (which we 
also wish to include), will have awards or 
recognition of any significance. 

However, in the absence of awards, the 
comments from an independent third 
party could be highly valuable. This section 
could include referees to vouch for the 
people behind the idea, or a trusted firm of 
accountants, lawyers, consultants or even 
partner organisations.... 

Over time, as awards are won (including a 
BIGCrowd award or prize), either the 3rd 
party validation would be unnecessary, 
or could be retained and the awards and 
recognition section could be added. 

Validation could also be in the form of 
comments from BIGCrowd Subscribers, 
especially those with expert status. 

(Independent 3rd party validation)

Time-lines are great way of giving context 
of from where, and where to. And so as the 
platform emerges we will want to include a 
number of time-line modules.

Initially, this might be a more manual process, 
uploading a time-line image for example. 
Over time though, the users (the Big Impact 
Game-changer designated contact/editor) or 
BIGCrowd service rep would select a format, 
and enter images, headlines and comments 
for each point on the time-line, which would 
then build out and be inserted automatically. 

As with all elements, the BIGCrowd 
subscribers - who wish to collaborate with 
a specific Big Impact Game-changer can 
‘Suggest an Edit”.  This ‘suggest an edit’ 
activity could also count towards the user 
engagement on the site, though the Big 
Impact Game-changer would ‘rate’ as useful 
or not useful - to help ensure subscribers 
do not game the system with useless but 
plentiful edits just to earn crypto. 

Testimonials are normally those satisfied by 
a product or service. If we can get them on 
video, so much the better. They deliver far 
more value -  as a sincere piece to camera 
or hearing people speak up for a project 
at a live event. This can be at the start or 
development phase or as it is up and running 
and scaling. Testimonials would be a mix of 
video and written. The better, the better. 

Documents is the place where supplemental 
material such business plans, proposals, or 
other PDFs can be uploaded and available to 
subscribers for viewing or downloading. This 
would include the ability to grant free access 
or to put a link to request viewing permission. 

The objective would be to make it as easy as 
possible for the Big Impact Game-changer 
to keep their page on BIGCrowd up to date. 
So news and updates could be a feed from 
their existing facebook, twitter or Instagram 
account (or other social media site), or from 
their blog or news item page on their existing 
site. Auto feeds might be a problem, because 
ideally we want content to be relevant to the 
BIGCrowd (not overwhelming) so if feeds are 
possible, perhaps there is an approval process 
(where reformatting might also be possible). 

The wish list is as it says. The goal is to 
provide the format for the Big Impact Game-
changer to put exactly what they are seeking 
to enable their impact, out there for the 
subscribers and collaborators to respond 
to as they see fit. As the subscriber base 
grows, experts or others can be nominated, 
increasing the chance of finding people and 
resources required, directly and from those 
who are best positioned to introduce them.

One objective will be to connect potential 
recruits to the Big Impact Game-changers. 
Some BIGs will have existing recruitment apps 
which they use. We aim to connect directly 
to them if possible (manually copying and 
pasting if not) to show available positions 
and linking (with a mechanism of tracking 
and reporting on the value we add from any 
people BIGCrowd introduces). However, 
also over time a key objective is to provide 
our own recruiting application for free - not 
just for processing but also linking to paid 
referrers and to apps with job boards. 

My Notes

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

The talent section in the profile is designed 
to be modular and feeding from the team 
and talent section on the Big Impact Game-
changers own site, or with bios adapted and 
input manually. Some organisations might 
wish to be more detailed in the information 
they show on the team, or less, or indeed, if 
they are earlier stage or start ups, then the 
information that needs to be provided from 
founders needs to be more inspiring. The 
talent section can show what the team and 
recruitment strategy is, and who the target 
team or advisors are. While not specifically 
the recruitment page (see separate section) 
it is possible to attract feedback and point 
potential recruits at the recruiting app. 

The dream collaborators section is designed 
to show a selection of introductions or direct 
contacts the Big Impact Game-changer 
wishes to work with. This can be types of 
entities as shown, or it could be specific 
organisations and departments or even 
the people within them. It can even say 
specifically the type of introduction and the 
nature of the collaboration desired. Should 
the BIG have a bounty or introduction fee 
that they would pay for said introductions, 
this would be detailed here. However, in 
the absence of any direct incentive from the 
Big Impact Game-changer, the platform will 
incentivise collaboration and introductions 
with crypto currency as appropriate. 

Upcoming events are extremely useful to 
know about and participate in to build 
awareness for the scaling of a vision. With 
the number of events that are held around 
the world, it is very easy to miss what are 
often important methods of communication 
and learning. Here, not only would upcoming 
events the Big Impact Game-changer is 
holding, or its representatives are listed to 
attend be detailed. BIGCrowd subscribers 
would also be able to list additional events 
to be held regarding the subject at hand, 
they could request speakers from the BIG for 
events they might hold, or with training and 
instruction, the collaborators would also be 
able to attend as impact advocates to speak 
on behalf of the Big Impact Game-changers. 

Collating past event videos and even audio 
into one place fills an insatiable need for 
content people have these days. For those 
who are interested in a subject, they will 
watch a great deal of content online and also 
listen to podcasts or audio interviews. They 
will consume many hours of material. The 
more the better. Content can be educational 
and can showcase credibility and effort. So 
here, content can be collated. Targetted 
curated material will be pinned at the top of 
the BIG profile page. 

Authenticity is hugely important to build a 
high impact high performing organisation. 
Being honest about where improvements 
can be made and where help is required, 
is something that shows one is aware of 
shortfalls and both keen and prepared to 
tackle them. This again is the opportunity for 
the subscribers, and all kinds of collaborators 
to get involved. It also highlights suitability for 
a £3.6m 3 year award or prize. Of course, the 
platform itself is designed to help regardless 
of if the Big Impact Game-changer receives 
an award or prize. However if they do receive 
the prize, this leverages our ability to provide 
the necessary and focussed support with the 
in house and outsourced funds and the close 
relationship the prize or award enables.

Should subscribers have been supportive as 
volunteers or collaborators, then should paid 
positions or work become available, either 
from the prize or from the funds that the 
prize then helps the BIG to raise, then the 
said subscribers are best positioned to gain 
consultancy work, part time or even full time 
paid work with the Game-changers. The same 
can be said for other forms of collaborators. 
Should a PR, technology or legal firm, for 
example, provide pro or low bono support 
and build the relationship, when funds are 
available and the need for services expands, 
they are ideally placed and in a position of 
trust to win contracts or ad hock work - with 
any contracts expanding accordingly with 
growth of the Big Impact Game-changer. 

Key lessons and learnings is the opportunity 
for the Big Impact Game-changer to 
showcase some of the knowledge they 
have gained on the journey. This would be 
knowledge that could be useful to others, 
or lessons that help give collaborators and 
voters an understanding of the potential 
of the team and of the entity to scale for 
maximum impact. Lessons could relate to the 
starting or building of the organisation, or 
could include sector specific information as 
per the example shown. Should this be a bold 
but well defined start up or proposal, then 
this section could be background learning 
and theories that position or differentiate the 
initiative and team for success. 

Funding
As can be seen above in the highlights, 
Polaris has three distinct funding 
requirements:-

1. Is to take our core operating 
budget from $11m to $20m within 
3 years. Our current strategy for 
this is to increase our outreach to 
all categories of primarily US donor, 
including with our existing donors 
which we would ideally like to 
increase the commitments of. 

2. Next is an innovative funding 
mechanism we have used but only 
scratched the surface of in the past. 
We believe Polaris can secure circa 
$50m in free advertising over the 
next 3 years or so.  Governments in 
their local public transit authorities, 
along with media companies and 
space owners of all sizes have a great 
deal of spare advertising space or 
media airtime. Being time sensitive, 
if this goes unsold, it effectively 
disappears - and many $Billions in 
advertising space and time is lost 
this way each year.  In conjunction 
with foundations and media agencies 
that work explicitly to make better 
use of these resources, we believe 
it is possible to secure an increasing 
share of this unsold advertising space 
in a pro bono media support.  
 
Further, certain corporates have 
huge marketing budgets, but 
despite often doing amazing works, 
rarely do they fully demonstrate their 
commitment to do and go beyond 
corporate social responsibility. We 
believe this is a lost opportunity on 
both sides, and so it is possible to 
work with our partner corporations 
to help them promote the work they 
do to practically support Polaris. In 
turn we believe this can help them 
with their public outreach and brand 
loyalty and marketing programs. 

3. Finally, we are seeking $10m to 
create a seed fund to help start up 
international satellite or ‘franchise’ 
Polaris operations. The goal is to 
provide sufficient funds and support 
so  these entities in target cities 
around the world can launch and 
become self sustaining within 2 
years. The goal would be to raise this 
money as an impact debt fund, so 
any investment made can be repaid 
along with modest interest out of 
local funding sources, so investment 
can be recycled effectively.  

As can be seen, the funding section can be 
used for the free-form explanation of the 
funding requirement, or in the case of an 
active fund raise, it could be used to detail 
headline donor or investment terms and 
potential benefits (clearly - with no promises). 

In terms of impact debt or equity investments, 
or major donations - the BIGCrowd platform 
will not seek to offer advice or enable BIGs to 
raise funds on the platform directly. However 
the platform will enable the Big Impact 
Game-changers to raise the awareness of 
any fund-raise they are doing - effectively 
connecting the BIG and potential investors 
or donors, leaving them to do their own due 
diligence, seek independent advice, and 
agree any terms between parities.

Where there is a fund raise on a separate 
crowd fund platform - BIGCrowd will happily 
point to the platform in question. 

Re micro donor funding, BIGCrowd will 
facilitate payments, with 100% of donor funds 
(less payment/admin costs of 5%) going to 
the BIG in question. Subscribers can donate 
personal funds, or donate from their earnings 
or donations pot to do this. 

Should the BIG win a £3.6m prize or receive 
an award, part of the support services offered 
is fundraising or investment. In this case 
any fund raise will be properly supported 
by regulated advisors who are able to make 
introductions, give advice and actively raise.  

A large part of the BIGCrowd approach is 
to help leverage the power and wisdom of 
the crowd to get all parts of the ecosystem 
to use the platform and find BIGs they want 
to support. By asking questions with the BIG 
engaging to answer them, this acts as a kind 
of collective due diligence - which is can be 
useful to investors and donors of all kinds. 

The space for the in-depth summary is 
designed to enable the BIG to go into 
sufficient detail so the Impact Advocates 
(subscribers) can get a strong understanding 
of detail of the business or initiative of 
whatever kind. 

If one is to be an advocate for impact it is 
important to understand enough about a 
vision or operation to be sufficiently confident 
to speak up on behalf of a potential or current 
Big Impact Game-changers and support them 
to their friends and contacts. 

The caveat is that it is unwise to go into too 
much detail for all. The goal is to present 
information well and clearly, using visuals, 
graphs or images if possible. The subscriber 
who may have already seen the headlines and 
found the page, and perhaps already watched 
an introductory video is looking for a reason 
to learn more. This is the space to stand out. 

Like all sections this space can be updated 
regularly. In the example shown, the space is 
used for a very simple 4 point explanation, 
with the balance used for headline entries 
from a blog which help highlight the extent 
and nature of the organisation. 

As can be seen at the bottom of the section, 
there is space to ask for help on how to 
present, visualise or explain the business. 
Should subscribers participate or succeed in 
getting an idea adopted, our goal is to enable 
them to be rewarded by the BIG in crypto 
(though the mechanisms and parameters for 
collaboration rewards need to be worked out).

The goal of limiting those who can rate 
the Big Impact Game-changers to those 
subscribers who qualify with expert status is 
to best harness the wisdom of the BIGCrowd.

The purpose is searching out the BIGs with 
the greatest potential for positive impact at 
real scale. They have to be BIG (in ambition), 
bold, innovative, scalable and or replicable, 
with joined up thinking, and focussed on 
tackling one or several of the Global Goals. 

Expert subscribers would be encouraged to 
re-rate the BIGs on a regular basis as they 
learn more about them, so that the trajectory 
of the BIG can be assessed over time. Do 
they think management or the plan is getting 
stronger, or weaker, for example? Trend-lines 
pointing upwards are good. Downwards? Not 
so good. When input for ratings comes from 
a diverse set of motivated BIGCrowd expert 
subscribers - analysis can be highly effective.  

The rating criteria shown are just examples. 
There could be different questions used for 
different stages or different structures. The 
point is we want to have a modular system to 
that can help rate the BIGs into categories.  

The Overview section aims to expand 
on the highlights above. This text based 
section would summarise the operation (or 
vision if it is a new proposal), the impact 
ambition, path to scale, existing impact and 
accomplishments if relevant, business model 
and vision to scale. The goal for this section 
is in no more than 500 words (the current 
example is 360) for an expansion into the 
nature of the Big Impact Game-changer. 

Profile highlights aim to put key information 
into one place for easy reference, with all 
the basics one needs to decide if one wants 
to dig deeper to learn about the Big Impact 
Game-changer -  quickly and effectively.

This will include bullet points covering their 
focus area and issues covered, their size, 
stage, no of employees or volunteers, wish 
list, recruiting activity, funding status etc.  

This is also the place where introductory 
videos would be hosted. Ideally, there would 
be a 30 - 60 second short video or animation 
and also a longer form 1 - 15 minute video for 
those that might have interest in the detail of 
the vision. There is space for other content in 
sections below, but the highlights area is for 
introductory video content and overviews. 

The highlights section is also from where 
subscribers can share content with their social 
networks or email specific friends or groups. 

Also in highlights is the vote up / vote down 
button. We are looking into the concept 
of placing a limit on the number of likes or 
dislikes subscribers have available to them 
each month, to place a value on these votes. 
In part, this is to ensure that subscribers 
do not engage in indiscriminate voting in 
an attempt to earn crypto through gaming 
the system. They could however earn more 
votes because of the level of questions or 
comments for example, or purchase more 
votes using their points / crypto currency.  

Additionally subscribers will be able to view 
their own statistics  (up or down votes, the 
number of suggestions, and questions made, 
and up or down votes on their input). They 
would also be able to see the general stats 
regarding the Big Impact Game-changer 
though it might be general stats only become 
visible when the subscriber themselves have 
voted (to avoid being biased by the crowd).

P

Donor / Investor Form

Notify / volunteer for events

More

Add a testimonial

More roles

Provide feedback on the makeup of the team HERE - or SUGGEST A NEW ADVISOR, AMBASSADOR OR TEAM MEMBER.

Suggest an Edit

SUGGEST or NOMINATE FOR AN AWARD

Ask a Question on Governance and Structure?

Suggest or Introduce a Sponsor, Donor or Investor

Propose an alternative way of presenting or explaining Polaris as an organisation and its operating model.

Back  
to

Search

Up or down ratings on my 
questions and comments

45 3
FOLLOW/

DONATED £25 SHARED 4 times
Highlights

Earnings Account

Donations Account

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

SUBSCRIBE IN BETA FROM FREE TO £78.60 P/M

WHY SUPPORT US TO CHANGE THE WORLD?

LEARN ABOUT IMPACT ADVOCATE BENEFITS?

Impact Advocates (subscribers) LOG IN

SIGN UPRaise funds and win cash and support prizes and awards worth £3.6m Help find, fund and support those changing the world.

About
Addressing the SDGs now

Win prizes and awards

Collaborate and earn

Partner with us
Work with us
Invest
FAQ’s
More

Many doing something small can add up to something very BIG indeed...
Harnessing the wisdom, collaboration and funding potential of the BIGCrowd presents the power to change the world. 

BIGCrowd is simple. A free or affordable subscription gives content to highlight the issues at the heart of the 17 Global Goals for Sustainable 
Development - and the Big Impact Game-changers doing the most to address them. Cash earnings and rewards are designed to ethically 
incentivise subscribers to help find, fund and support the Big Impact Game-changers who are best tackling the issues they care about. 

Big Impact Game-changers are those with big and bold plans and activities to address one or more of the SDGs at scale and speed. Often they 
struggle to secure funding and support they need to start and or scale to deliver maximum impact. On the BIGCrowd platform, they can showcase 
their activity, raise donations and investment - and win powerful crowd funded £3.6m 3 year awards of cash and support, all to help them succeed. 

Nominate or Apply Collaborate and Earn

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

When BIGCrowd formally launches, Impact Advocates 
will be able to earn cash commissions for those they 
directly and indirectly introduce and for how much and 
how well they collaborate. The minimum they need to 
do is to watch 10 mins or more of content, vote and 
share each month - to be qualified to earn.

The unique hybrid social marketing engine will 
supplement the referral efforts of subscribers with 
conventional marketing. This is designed to generate 
revenue to support Big Impact Game-changers, raise 
funds for charities - and also incentivise collaboration.  

For those that subscribe in the BETA stage to support 
our launch - they will receive special benefits along 
with FREE crypto currency. If we are successful, this 
could have a value at launch and beyond. Plus the 
more one tells the larger the income stream at launch. 

Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

Launch Earnings

£45.30 per month

What’s in it for  
Impact Advocate Subscribers?

What’s in it for  
Big Impact Game-changers?

More on the vision to   
help people do good and do well !

LOG OUT

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

My Dashboard

Platinum Impact Advocate subscriber from?

Subscribers I’ve directly introduced

Total subscribers in my network (including spillover)

Revenue p/m I’m generating to support BIGCrowd

Total revenue I’ve raised to support BIGCrowd

Monthly target BIGSupport revenue at launch

Monthly base commissions at launch

Monthly match bonus at launch

My position in the impact league

Crypto tokens I’ve earned to date

Potential token value at 2020 launch (target)

Potential token value in 2022 (target)
Big Impact Game-changers I’m following

Big Impact Game-changers I’ve donated to 

Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

Vote For The Winner Of £3.6m  
European Plastics Replacement Challenge

LOG OUT

GLOBAL GOAL NO’s REGION / COUNTRY STAGE / STRUCTURE INDUSTRY / DISCIPLINE

1. No poverty

2. Zero hunger

3. Good health and well being

4. Quality education

5. Gender equality

6. Clean water and sanitation

7. Affordable clean energy

8. Decent work and economic growth

9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure

10. Reduced inequalities

11. Sustainable cities and communities

12. Responsible consumption and production

13. Climate action

14. Life below water

15. Life on land

16. Peace and justice 

17. Partnerships for the global goals

REGION

Asia

Middle East, North Africa, and Greater Arabia

Europe

North America

Central America and the Caribbean

South America

Sub Saharan-Africa

COUNTRY

Asia

Bangladesh

Bhutan

Brunei

Cambodia

China

India

Indonesia

Japan

Kazakhstan

North Korea

              Cont.. 

STAGE

CONCEPT / PROPOSAL

START UP / EARLY STAGE

SCALE UP (Less than 3 years operations)

SCALE UP (More than 3 years operations)

SCALE UP (Less than £1m Revenue)

SCALE UP (Less than £10m Revenue)

SCALE UP (More than £10m Revenue)

RAISING IMPACT INVESTMENT

RAISING DONOR FUNDING

SEEKING OTHER SUPPORT

COMPETING FOR A BIGCrowd PRIZE

APPLYING FOR A BIGCrowd AWARD

STRUCTURE

For profit with purpose (PWP)

Not for shareholder profit (NSP)

Policy intervention / initiative (PII)

Awareness / advocacy campaign (AAC)

Structure currently unclear (SCU) 

Corporate purpose initiative (CPI)

Social / commercial hybrid (SCH)

INDUSTRY / DISCIPLINE

AGRICULTURE 

CHEMICALS 

CONSTRUCTION 

EDUCATION 

ENERGY

ENGINEERING

ENTERTAINMENT

FINANCE 

HOSPITALITY

INFRASTRUCTURE 

MANUFACTURING

MEDIA 

MINING

PHARMACEUTICALS

PUBLIC SECTOR

TECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORT

SEARCH ORG NAME
j  :  j j  :  j j j  :  j j j j  :  j j j j j

Launch Earnings

£79.60 per month

BIGCrowd Impact Rating
Live Prize or Award Recipient

BIG’s I’m Supporting

BIG’s I’m Following

Trending

Live Challenges

Time on the Platform 

No of Up Votes

Latest News CLEAR

Vote For The Next 
Big Crowd Grand Challenge

Attend A Regional
BIGCrowd Impact Advocate Event

Sept 2018
8

224
£1,792
£6,224

£20,000
£45.20
£34.40

127
45,542

£455
£4,550
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ORGANISATION: Polaris:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International Justice · Peace 
and Human Rights · Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: USA; Canada; Mexico; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.polarisproject.org 

Human trafficking is a low-risk,  $150 billion profit criminal industry, 
enslaving more than 20 million people each year in forced labour 
and commercial sex. Polaris systematically disrupts human trafficking 
networks and restores freedom to survivors. With data gathered from 
victims’ experiences, Polaris directly supports victims, equips key 
stakeholders with tools to address and prevent human trafficking, 
intervenes through targeted campaigns, and enhances law enforcement 
access to tips and actionable information. Working to find and support 
victims, and prosecute traffickers, Polaris seeks to reverse the risk-to-
reward ratio and destroy the industry... MORE

ORGANISATION: Last Mile Health:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Health · Health Delivery · Youth Job Skills: 

REGIONS SERVED: Liberia:

WEB: www.lastmilehealth.org 

In developing countries, those who live an hour’s walk or more from a 
health clinic are at increased risk of dying from preventable or treatable 
diseases. Last Mile Health partners with government to deploy and 
manage networks of community health professionals integrated into 
the public health system. With training in maternal and child health, 
family planning, treatment adherence, and surveillance of epidemics, 
together with mentorship from nurse supervisors, these CHWs deliver 
high quality healthcare to remote communities. Newborn mortality has 
decreased while  children receiving treatment for diarrhoea, malaria 
+ pneumonia has increased. LMG now supports Health Ministries to 
prepare policy documents, in training and impact measurement. MORE

ORGANISATION: Angaza

FOCUS: Pay as you go clean energy and water.

ISSUE AREAS: Clean Energy · Environmental Sustainability:

REGIONS SERVED: Africa; India; Asia;

WEB: www.angaza.com

A solar energy system would easily pay for itself over time, but the 
poorest of the poor can’t afford the initial investment. Upfront costs 
stifle adoption rates. Angaza saw that flaw in the system and created an 
accessible, affordable, Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) financing mechanism to 
get solar and clean energy products into households with the greatest 
need. Angaza’s PAYG platform enables even the smallest, most remote, 
last-mile distributors to offer affordable financing to their customers on 
an ever-expanding portfolio of life-changing products in more than 30 
countries. Angaza’s business model is powered by two tools: technolo-
gy licenses that allow hardware manufacturers to embed remote-activa-
tion circuitry into products, and cloud-based loan activation... MORE

ORGANISATION: EnsoImpact

FOCUS: Changing educational outcomes for the poor

ISSUE AREAS: Affordable, high quality education which is 
relevant to the lives and emerging lives of the poor

REGIONS SERVED: Africa, Asia

WEB: www.ensoimpact.org 

EnSo Impact is a vision of founders Paul, Agi and Ayrton to tackle the 
 inadequacy of the current education system in Africa and other parts 
of the developing world. The enso model integrates solutions to all the 
major issues affecting education -  instructional quality, non polluting en-
ergy, health and hygiene, emotional well-being, and  supportive family 
life. It sources world  class  products, integrates them into a branded 
product range  with affordable payment plans. We’re building a large 
chain of SMART Communities which offer world class schooling, which 
serve as retail hubs (solar energy, health, water and hygiene products), 
and which place EQ/SQ at their centre... MORE

ORGANISATION: Benefit Corporation:

FOCUS: Intelligent Standards for Good Business

ISSUE AREAS: The Future of Social Enterprise: 

REGIONS SERVED: Global:

WEB: www.bcorporation.net 

BCorporation certified BCorps use the power of business to solve 
social and environmental problems. They now number more than 2,500 
organisations from 50 countries and 130 industries, with BCorp status 
helping embed sound culture and principles into existing business 
structures... MORE

ORGANISATION: Eco Capacity Exchange

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: Global:

WEB: www.ecocapacityexchange.com

The ECO Capacity Exchange is an alternative global market place of 
supply and demand where the ECO is the common unit of account 
for trade. Trading on the Exchange unlocks a whole range of benefits 
for business, creating value in new ways and improving financial 
performance. Use interest-free credit to procure the goods and services 
most frequently purchased by Fortune 500 companies, retaining cash 
on your balance sheet. Discover new customers and deliver incremental 
revenue while improving asset utilisation and ROCE.. MORE

FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,290 FOLLOWED BY 392 FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,900 FOLLOWED BY 34 FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

5,943 FOLLOWED BY 1,023

FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

3,211 FOLLOWED BY 871FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,030 FOLLOWED BY 89FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,897 FOLLOWED BY 321

ORGANISATION: The Juanfe Foundation

FOCUS: Young Mothers and Infant Mortality

ISSUE AREAS: Affordable, high quality education which is 
relevant to the lives and emerging lives of the poor

REGIONS SERVED: South America

WEB: www.ensoimpact.org 

The Juanfe foundation in Cartagena Columbia was set up in 2001 to 
address high rates of preventable infant mortality and the extreme 
poverty that led to many girls giving birth at a young age. It has helped 
and saved thousands of lives and now is scaling elsewhere. ... MORE

ORGANISATION: Evergreen Europe:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Sustainable Infrastructure · Finance · Public 
Sector · Climate Activity: 

REGIONS SERVED: Europe

WEB: www.evergreeneurope.org 

Evergreen Europe is a bold engagement and advocacy project which 
aims to create a European Sustainable Infrastructure Trust (ESIT). The 
objective is to catalyse a funding pathway to abundant, cheap, low 
carbon energy supplies and resilient, regenerative infrastructure. ESIT 
would be set up and owned by participating European governments. 
The entity would issue a unique form of bond to fund many €Billions 
in Low Carbon Infrastructure over 15 years. This would be a new class 
of sovereign backed, euro-denominated AAA-rated evergreen bonds 
called Euroconsols, which ESIT would issue to raise circa €5 trillion over 
15 years to invest in the renewal of European Infrastructure... MORE.

ORGANISATION: Atlantic Superconnection 

FOCUS: Clean Energy Distribution 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International Justice · Peace 
and Human Rights · Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: Iceland; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.atlanticsuperconnection.com

Our mission is to deliver sustainable, low carbon energy from Iceland 
to the UK through world-leading HVDC cable technology and energy 
infrastructure. Atlantic Superconnection Corp will source abundant, 
cheap geothermal energy, transported from Iceland to the UK via a 
1500 km high voltage direct current undersea cable, to profitably bene-
fit the UK and Icelandic populations and the environment by delivering 
abundant clean energy.. MORE

FOLLOW

DONATE SHARE

2,312 FOLLOWED BY 432FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

765 FOLLOWED BY 210FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

981 FOLLOWED BY 87

APPLY

Do good and do well by spreading  
the word to change the world.

YOU CAN HELP!

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

£45.30

£83.20

Promote Polaris on social media to show your support, help them raise awareness, help fund  

prizes and awards which they could win - and earn referral commissions you can spend or donate!

LOG OUT

ORGANISATION: Polaris:

FOCUS: Disruption and prevention of human trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International justice · Peace and human Rights · Responsible supply chains: 

HQ & REGIONS SERVED: HQ = Washington DC USA: Serving; Canada; Mexico; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.polarisproject.org 

FOLLOWING
DONATE/ SHARE/

4,212
Followed by 532

ABOUT

Human trafficking is a low-risk, high-profit criminal industry, enslaving more than 20 million people each year in forced labour and 
commercial sex and generating some $150 billion in profits. Law enforcement agencies lack data about trafficking patterns, specific 
sub-types, and locations. Victims rarely have access to channels of communication for help. Less than one percent of victims are 
identified globally each year. Polaris systematically disrupts human trafficking networks and restores freedom to survivors. Gathering 
key data from victims’ experiences, Polaris directly supports victims, equips key stakeholders with data to address and prevent human 
trafficking, and intervenes in specific industries through targeted campaigns. Working together to find and support victims, and 
prosecute traffickers, the Polaris team and partners seek to reverse the risk-to-reward ratio and destroy the industry.

IMPACT AMBITION

The vision has 2 core parts. 

1. Universal helplines available globally to serve trafficking victims. 

2. Efficiently sharing data and driving collaboration between regulators, law enforcement, and service agencies - leading to reliable 
identification and conviction of traffickers, dramatically increasing the risk equation for the industry. 

PATH TO SCALE

Partnerships. Collating data and providing technical support to national and global anti-trafficking hot-lines and networks + advocacy.

IMPACT & ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Provided assistance in 30k + cases of human trafficking in U.S.

Law enforcement shut down more than 40 percent of illicit massage businesses in Polaris’s 57 partner cities. Polaris’s state-by-state 
ratings system highlighted gaps in state laws against trafficking and led to passage of more than 100 state & local anti-trafficking laws.

BUSINESS MODEL

Philanthropic support for core operations; independent replication of the model by partners. Current Budget - $11m. 

VISION TO SCALE

The vision to enable maximum impact - which we believe would be enabled by the BIGCrowd award - is to take the core operating 
budget to $20m within 3 years, and to sign corporate partnerships giving $50M in annual cooperative CSR advertising within 3 years - 
to directly or indirectly address 500k of human trafficking cases in the US in 5 yrs. Further - raising an unrestricted $10m a year to seed 
the set up and replication costs of partner operations in key overseas locations - to identify and support over 25% of human trafficking 
victims within 10 years - inspiring others & destroying the industry.
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Wish list
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WISH LIST

Technology partner

Campaign ideas

Expansion ptnrs & oard directors

Recruiting  -   Yes       No         More

Overview

Raising (in next 12 months)  Target Total ________Min________

Donor Funding      Donations        Impact Equity       Impact Debt

Full Time Equivalents (FTE’s) 
Employees            Volunteers 3055

Budget / Revenue

Zero     Under £1m     Under £10m     More than £10m  

BIGLeague Rating

SUBMIT

Importance of impact

Impact potential relative to issue

Strength of vision

Management capability

Competition

Joined up thinking

Potential to scale

Rate and submit to view the average rating of the BIGCrowd.

Qualify or apply for Impact  
Advocate Expert Status to Rate  
this Big Impact Game-changer

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Submit to reveal position  
in the BIGLeague _____?

More

More

More

CORE TEAM

KEY ADVISORS & AMBASSADORS

In depth summary

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

Bradley Miles

Bradley Myles serves as Executive Director 
and CEO of Polaris, a global leader in the fight 
to eradicate human trafficking and to restore 
freedom to survivors. For over a decade, he 
has devoted himself to combating human 
trafficking and modern slavery on a local, 
national, and global scale.  Mr. Myles’ early 
efforts focused on directly serving survivors, 
researching local human trafficking markets, 
and helping to build Washington DC’s.. MORE

Chief Executive Officer
Nancy McGuire Choi

Nancy McGuire Choi is a social enterprise 
executive with 15 years of experience in 
international development, information 
management, and technology innovation.  
She specializes in building high-performing 
teams, cultivating programmatic innovation, 
and leading organizational transformation. As 
Chief Operating Officer at Polaris, Nancy leads 
the organization’s strategy and day-to-day 
operations, as well as our data,  MORE

Chief Operating Officer
Caren Benjamin

Caren drives Polaris’s efforts to tell the story 
of how human trafficking works and to inspire 
a wide range of audiences to become part 
of the movement to end it. She joins Polaris 
from West End Strategy Team, a boutique 
public relations and communications firm that 
works with non-profit organizations and issue 
campaigns. As a vice president, Caren led the 
firm’s federal advocacy work, building and 
implementing campaigns for... MORE

Chief Communications Officer

Emily Tracy

Emily K. Tracy is a fundraising strategist with 
extensive experience serving mission-driven 
advocacy organizations in the equality, health 
and human services, environmental and higher 
education sectors. Her approach is focused on 
relationship building, strong partnerships and a 
donor-centered fundraising culture. In her role 
as Chief Development Officer at Polaris, Emily 
oversees planning, execution and growth of the 
organization’s revenue, including... MORE

Chief Development Officer
Matthew Bradley

Matthew Bradley joined Polaris in July of 2013 
as the organization’s Technology Architect. 
Prior to joining Polaris, Mr. Bradley worked 
for a decade in Washington, D.C. as a 
technologist, most recently, as a technical lead 
and developer for Edelman, supporting public 
affairs advocacy campaigns, and managing 
deployments of their Multiplier advocacy 
platform. Preceding Edelman, he worked for 
Grassroots Enterprise where he .. MORE

Technology Architect
Rochelle Keyhan

Rochelle is the Director of the Disruption 
Strategies at Polaris, a department focused on 
developing and implementing strategies to 
disrupt specific types of trafficking in the United 
States. She sets the department’s strategic 
direction, grounded in a deep understanding 
of stakeholder needs. Rochelle’s work includes 
recruiting and catalyzing robust collaborative 
networks of law enforcement, local and national 
agencies, service providers, legislators.. MORE

Director - Disruption Strategies

Catherine A. McLean

Catherine “Kiki” McLean is a leading public 
affairs and political strategist. She served 
as counsel for the Washington, D.C., office 
of Porter Novelli and the agency’s global 
public affairs efforts after four years leading 
their Washington, D.C. and global public 
affairs practices and serving as a member of 
the Executive Committee. In her work, Kiki’s 
expertise is in strategic communications and 
public affairs. A veteran of 6... MORE

Chairperson - Board of Directors
Ashley Judd

Ashley Judd is a dedicated humanitarian and 
acclaimed actor having starred in over 20 films 
and on Broadway. Nominated for multiple 
Golden Globe and Emmy Awards, her film titles 
range from Double Jeopardy and the Divine 
Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood to Where the 
Heart Is. A global ambassador for public health 
nonprofit Population Services International 
(PSI), Ashley’s activism and advocacy on behalf 
of vulnerable ... MORE

Polaris Ambassador
Steve McQueen

As a Polaris Ambassador, McQueen will work 
alongside us as an advocate against human 
trafficking, raising awareness that this is a 
modern-day problem that requires greater 
resources and action. Read our press release 
here. “I am deeply honored to accept my 
role as an ambassador for Polaris. This is 
an organization that I truly believe is vital in 
fighting slavery today. From my first encounter 
with them... MORE

Polaris Ambassador

The reason we restrict the rating to those 
who have “expert status’ is to be sure we 
are getting the strongest possible results 
to find the very best  and most promising 
Big Impact Game-changers.

You can automatically qualify for expert 
status based on the peer rating of 
your site wide comments from fellow 
subscribers, and on the amount you 
contribute and interact on the site, 
also helping to rate others. Should you 
wish to be considered for expert status 
immediately - PLEASE APPLY HERE.

All subscribers can still participate by 
liking or disliking the game-changer, 
by commenting, asking questions, 
and by voting on other comments and 
questions..  

(Dont forget to come back and re rate the 
Big Impact Game-changer as you learn 

more about what they are doing and their 
impact potential. Each time you re-rate, 
you will see the revised BIGCrowd vote 

and their position in the BIGLeague. 

Provide feedback on the make-up of the team HERE

Talent

Technology partners

 Campaign ideas

 International expansion partners & board directors

 

Wish-list

Testimonials

Police Force Canada

“After six long years trapped in the human trafficking networks that brought me to the  
United States, thanks to God – I got out alive. With the help of a good Samaritan,  

I’m now free from that world, where I was forced to sell my body.”

Natasha - East Coast USA

I am a survivor of human trafficking. I was heartbroken, confused and lonely. Without Polaris  
Project my life was going to be destroyed. Today my heart is full and I am proud of who I am.  

What I want is more support and strong justice for victims and survivors like me.

Alezandra, grassroots network member

When a student of mine became a victim of sex trafficking, time was of the essence to recover her.  
Polaris Project was an active part of the investigation and was there to mentor, guide and to assist me  

as well as the victim. The dedication of the staff was evident in their around the clock support.

Time-line

Awards and recognition

In 2013, Google gave Polaris the prestigious Global Impact Award to support our effort to build a global safety net for 
survivors of modern-day slavery and develop a more coordinated global response for victims of this transnational crime. The 
award also fosters a data-driven approach that identifies human trafficking trends and informs eradication, prevention, and 
victim protection strategies. 

Google’s Global Impact Award is making it possible for Polaris to connect with diverse anti-trafficking organizations around 
the world so that the fight against human trafficking is a more collective and data-driven effort. Global Impact Awards support 
entrepreneurial non-profits using technology to change the world. Read more about our work to build a global safety net 
HERE.

In 2014, a collaboration between Caravan Studios, Polaris, and the New Jersey Department of Children and Families to help 
increase shelter services for human trafficking survivors was named as a winner of the Partnership for Freedom’s Re-imagine: 
Opportunity innovation challenge. The survivors we serve have experienced ongoing hardship when trying to secure a safe 
place to stay after they exit their trafficking situations. The Safe Shelter Collaborative received $1.17 million to dramatically 
increase access to appropriate, supportive shelters for survivors of human trafficking. 

The project is extending the ability of service providers, law enforcement agencies, and other stakeholders to either find 
immediate shelter space for survivors or, if none is available, access funding to place them in hotels. Using mobile and 
crowd-sourcing technology, the project engages individual donors to fund emergency hotel stays for survivors securely and 
anonymously. The project will also leverage existing local resources, build partnerships in related fields to fill gaps in service, 
and deliver tailored training to organizations to expand the availability of quality, specialized services to survivors of human 
trafficking. The project has been piloted initially in New Jersey.

The Skoll Awards distinguish transformative leaders whose organizations disrupt the status quo, drive sustainable large-
scale change, and are poised to create even greater impact on the world. “Social entrepreneurs share several important 
characteristics: concern for the vulnerable, optimism about our future, an ability to think and do, and most importantly, an 
unfailing belief in solutions,” said Jeff Skoll, Founder and Chairman of the Skoll Foundation. “These four remarkable people 
give us great hope that a more peaceful, prosperous, and sustainable future is within reach.”

Polaris is honoured to be included among the recipients and will receive a $1.25m grant over three years from Skoll 
Foundation to provide core support to scale our efforts to disrupt human trafficking networks and increase the number of 
survivors we are able to reach.

£10m               None

Questions and Answers. 

The bigger you get, how do you manage your security threat? Putting traffickers out of business must put 
your staff in danger? 

Q. Jonathan Porrit, Author,

A. Bradley Miles, CEO - Polaris Project

Thanks for the question Jonathan. Yes we take security seriously. Hopefully you will also understand - detailing our 
procedures publicly, might not actually help our security! Though we have strong measures in place, which are to the 
same standard of the law enforcement agencies we work with. 

981 Views : View Upvoters  : View Sharers    

Comment 

I can see on your website and BIGCrowd profile page above, that part of what you do is send tips to law 
enforcement? It is well known that in some countries, law enforcement is part of the problem, taking bribes 
and payoffs from traffickers of all kinds. How do you know if you are working with the good or bad guys? 

Q. Mark Aldington, Consultant and humanitarian.

A. Rochelle Keyhan - Polaris team. 

Hi Mark. This is a very important issue. Before we work with any law enforcement agency, we work hard to 
understand if they have been infiltrated or are recognised as corrupt by our network of national and international 
organisations. Obviously, this additional admin carries a cost, which is why we can only scale in line with the funding 
we have to do this properly, with the minimum risk to those we are working to save and support. We welcome 
feedback on this from law enforcement professionals around the world. 

423 Views : View Upvoters  : View Sharers    

Asked 01/09/2018 at 10.14

Answered 01/09/2018 at 18.23

Answered 11/06/2018 at 08.57

Asked 10/06 /2018 at 10.14

Thanks Rochelle. I’m just curious as to the best ways to support victims when authorities are part of the problem? 
Is it possible to work with trusted local parties and to provide victim support when corruption is so prevalence. In 
other words, are their No Go areas for you? and how do you see those in these areas can eventually be supported. 

R. Mark Aldington.  Consultant and humanitarian.

Comments & Suggestions (with private response if necessary)

I really love what you are doing. I would like to make you aware of a UK event that is happening on Modern 
Slavery. it would be fantastic if you could get over here to talk about your work. 

C. Albert Goretex, speaker and environmentalist, London.

I would like to suggest that you create a secure back to work program in conjunction with local employers via 
an apprenticeship program, perhaps in partnership with local NGOs that already support women and girls. The 
employers who are your sponsors could provide many thousands of entry level jobs. Is this part of your thinking? 

S. Peter Davies

Donate BIGPoints / Cash NOW

Where we can improve. 
Where we need help. 

The learnings of Polaris have been 
significant. It took us time to really 
develop the model we use today, which 
focusses on a four part approach as can 
be seen above. Donors very often see 
program activity as most important. 
Meaning, the funds actually spent on 
victim support. 

We of course see this as highly 
important too - and in our case, this 
is the money spent on the helplines. 
However in our case, the data and 
advocacy side of Polaris is just as 
important, and this has been the 
hardest to fund raise for. Had we known 
this when we started, or earlier in our 
evolution, we would have focussed 
to understand our donors more, 
seeking out those who understand 
this distinction to fund either program 
activity or core activity and infrastructure 
costs. We would have worked harder 
to communicate the right message in 
the right way - and would have worked 
hard to help educate program donors 
that funding data can make program 
investment that much more productive. 

To improve going forward, we are 
fortunate to have many case studies and 
also the hard numbers, as well as willing 
supporters as references. We need help 
to replicate the Polaris model, finding 
the right management for new locations, 
partners and funders. 

Key lessons and learnings. 

“One of the very striking realities in 
the human trafficking field is this vast 
disparity between work that happens on 
sex trafficking and work that happens on 
labour trafficking. But labour trafficking 
is the largest form of trafficking in the 
United States, around the world, and 
most likely in Mexico as well, but even 
though it is the largest form of trafficking 
it gets the smallest amount of attention. 

The field working on trafficking needs 
to put more emphasis on the different 
types of labour trafficking and [to better 
understand] labour trafficking because 
there has been years of overlooking how 
big this problem is.” - Bradley Myles, 
CEO of Polaris at the Forum on Labour 
Trafficking event in Mexico.

Individuals with disabilities may face 
increased risk of human trafficking.

Any vulnerable person is at risk for 
human trafficking, however, individuals 
with disabilities may face increased risk 
for several reasons.

Upcoming Events

Past Event Content

Governance and structure

Dream Collaborators

Law enforcement agencies

We love to be connected to law 
enforcement. We have detailed training 
programs. Currently they are delivered 
in class only, however we are working 
to deliver them online anywhere in the 
world on a regular basis. 

Advocacy groups

Sharing best practice with other 
advocacy groups around the world is a 
high priority. We have a Washington DC 
based team. Should you know advocacy 
groups who want to share with us, or 
learn from us, or should you represent a 
group that would like to collaborate with 
Polaris please get in touch. 

Hotel groups

We are finding partnerships with hotel 
groups to be especially productive in 
the identification of human trafficking 
operations. We do not advertise all 
the details of why, for obvious reasons 
- but are keen to connect with senior 
management of the main hotel groups, 
or industry associations. 

Legislators

Setting laws to work is a high priority so 
we have a team that advises legislators, 
and we are keen to connect with 
counterparts around the world. 

Polaris is a tech developer and we especially work with data. Therefore, we are 
always interested in improving our tech and systems. Ideally we would love to 
hear from major database development companies and suppliers, for storage, 
management, analysis of big data etc. In addition, we are always seeking 
those who can help train survivors giving them skills for the workplace. Here, 
technology and other companies can help in several ways such as donating 
desktops and laptops for use by our training partners, and by providing paid 
internship and apprenticeship positions for those who need them most.. MORE

Tackling human trafficking and modern day slavery is about winning hearts 
and minds. It is about getting people who might be suspicious to act. 
Sometimes, this means encouraging them to do things that might make them 
uncomfortable because of the risk (or perceived risk) of speaking out or calling 
a helpline. So from a marketing perspective, we need the very best campaign 
ideas to help raise awareness of human trafficking on every level and then 
to stimulate people to call helplines or support . We are seeking amazing 
campaign and messaging ideas, both in concept form, and fully worked up with 
visuals and or video.. For this, we will run periodic competitions.... MORE

Especially we are interested in hearing from experienced management and 
teams who can drive the expansion of Polaris around the world. We are open 
to supporting the launch of independently run satellite organisations, who 
fund-raise for and operate Polaris clones, with tech, systems and knowledge 
provided and strategy supported from Polaris HQ. Interested parties would have 
a background in the addressing human trafficking or in the support of survivors. 
Useful experience includes legal / human rights and law enforcement...   MORE

Direct Marketing Manager
The Direct Marketing Manager plays a critical role in growing Polaris’s 
individual donor base. The individual in this role implements and 
coordinates all direct response fundraising... MORE/APPLY

Major Gifts Officer
Polaris seeks a Major Gifts Officer to join a six person development team 
and help build the organization’s financial support base from a wide 
range of funding sources including foundations, government, corporate, 
individual and earned revenue sources...MORE/APPLY

Development Operations Manager
The Development Operations Manager will play a key role to build out, 
support and refine systems, processes and tools used by...MORE/APPLY

Grant Writer 
The Grant Writer plays a critical role in managing Polaris’s significant 
foundation and government grants portfolio, prospecting new 
opportunities for institutional support, and securing the resources 
necessary advance Polaris’s mission...MORE/APPLY

Director of Foundation Relations 
Polaris seeks a Director of Foundation Relations to join a six person 
development team charged with building organization’s financial support 
base from a wide range of funding sources including foundations, 
government... MORE/APPLY

Executive Coordinator
The Direct Marketing Manager plays a critical role in growing Polaris’s 
individual donor base. The individual in this role implements and 
coordinates all direct response fundraising... MORE/APPLY

Recruiting

Documents

More...

Answered 11/06/2018 at 12.29

News & updates

More...

Notable Supporters / Investors

$500k +

$100k +

$50k +

$25k +

$10k +
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Polaris Founder Testifies in senate hearing.

Bradley Myers at human trafficking event.

Kaitlyn Keisel at New Jersey trafficking rally.
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The screen shots to the left are taken from 
Quora. The goal is to incorporate a similar 
mechanism of tracking activity, such as 
sharing, asking a question, commenting and 
responding, and building up points based on 
that activity. 

More specifically, the goal will be to allocate 
points - to award crypto currency - based 
not just upon the amount of activity, but also 
based upon the ratings of others. Voting a 
users questions, comments and responses up 
or down. 

The formulae for payment of rewards is yet 
to be worked out and will be based on the 
broader economics of the model, and of the 
token economics. 

On the supporters or investors section, ideally 
this could incorporate either one image, 
multiple images, free form text, or text 
organised in tables.  As with all elements, the 
goal will be to enable both mobile and web 
based display, with the minimum of design 
input at the BIGCrowd side, or the side of 
the Big Impact Game-changer that would 
be uploading their material.  If supporter 
or client or investor logos are used, or if 
corporates or investors are mentioned by 
name, the Big Impact Game-changer signs 
to attest they do have said organisation as 
sponsor etc.  We might need to check if 
permission must be given explicitly for logo 
usage. The site should adapt automatically, 
look smart, functional and modern. 

BIGCrowd Lite Platform Specification. 
The lite version of the BIGCrowd platform will 
be the MVP which will showcase a number 
of core parts of the business model - while 
omitting others. It aims to generate revenue 
from core supporters, and give them multiple 
benefits including crypto currency that they 
can use or cash in at a later date. 

The ability for subscribers to introduce others 
and get paid via the social network marketing 
element of the model (see full business plan) 
will not be fully enabled in the lite platform. 

When the lite platform is built, operational, 
and generating feedback, the functionality 
for the full platform will be developed in the 
background - with the goal of formal launch in 
late 2019 to early 2020 - when the community 
of BIGCrowd BETA subscribers has built to 
a reasonable level (target of 150,000 paying 
subscribers and unlimited free subscribers).  

Launch could be sooner, providing the 
platform is fully functional and tested and 
the paying supporter community is large 
enough. When it is - delaying would be a 
lost opportunity. As soon as is practically 
possible it is important to provide subscribers 
the ability to earn micro commissions for 
contributing to the marketing efforts to 
generate revenue. 

So delivering the earning functionality is 
a key component of the sales growth and 
necessary for us to help as many Big Impact 
Game-changers as possible - ideally as soon 
as possible. Yet it cannot be too soon. Initial 
development will be funded by the equity 
raise (with tokens in advance also given to 
equity investors - and the goal of enabling the 
equity to be done via a security token).  

The goal is for the ICO and formal launch 
to be synchronised, so along with giving 
the ability for subscribers to earn tokens for 
collaborating on the platform or for their roll 
in the marketing activity, and to trade or cash 
in tokens on an exchange, at the same time 
the marketing for the ICO will work to help 
market the formal launch, and vice versa. 

Thus, launch will help us generate revenue, 
but also to raise funds (a target of £100m) 
that can go towards further development and 
marketing, thus further driving sales adoption, 
rasing awarness of and raising money to 
support BIGs, and in turn helping underpin 
and even appreciated the price of the token. 

From the BETA launch however, subscribers 
will be able to introduce others to the lite 
platform, and can earn ‘future rewards’ for 
doing so - building up a bank of good will, 
and future earning potential. 

The crypto they will be gifted or can earn in 
the BETA period would be available to spend 
on the platform on launch, or with conditions 
to prevent dumping, they could be gradually 
converted to fiat currency. 

For those who work to introduce others and 
collaborate in the BETA stages, while they 
will not be able to earn or take commissions 
in that period, they can build up a network 
of subscribers they have directly or indirectly 
introduced - and can benefit from those 
BIGCrowd and others introduce, as per 
the spillover feature in the social network 
marketing strategy. Thus, on formal launch, it 
is very possible for subscribers (who have paid 
and also effectively volunteered up to this 
period) will have a commission stream that 
they can take as earnings, or donate or spend 
on the platform. From this point, a modest 
commission stream could quickly build to 
a decent monthly earning level (with fair 
earning caps and qualifications for earning).

The goal is to track activity and build up 
points in the beta stage - with those points 
being able to convert into crypto at a later 
date. We are of course keen to get the crypto 
or token economics right for the full business, 
but the basics of what we intend to do are 
already laid out to a sufficient degree that the 
crowd-funding portion of these rewards and 
the criteria for them can be delivered into the 
user account from the beta launch. 

This beta stage means we can deliver the 
MVP without having the exact block-chain 
development environment or platform clearly 
defined (POW / POS etc. - ERC 20 etc.). 
Actually this strategy will help us define it all 
and give us the best chance to ensure the 
architecture is fit for purpose. 

The key will be ensuring that whatever tech 
and block-chain environment we choose 
(primarily for the payment and incentivisation 
elements of the platform) will not have 
negative environmental consequences such 
as energy cost. It is also important it can 
cope with transaction volumes that are likely 
in the BIGCrowd business model, and also 
work for the buyers, earners (collaborators 
and subscribers) and sellers of our token. 
Utility will be embedded in the token to 
best incentivise positive collaborative and 
behaviour on the platform. 

Getting the full and integrated tech stack to 
work, to pay commissions and bonuses to 
introducers in an automated way, to do this 
using our own coin/token (or another if this 
proves to be a better alternative) needs to be 
done properly and to be fully stress tested. It 
does not need to be perfect in every sense, 
but it does need to deliver the core payment 
and reward functionality. 

Whatever the actual coin or token, if possible 
this would be some form of ‘stable coin or 
token’ backed by the commission elements 
of the BIGCrowd revenue model. Rather than 
pay out the cash itself in commissions, we 
believe it is possible to use these funds to 
make impact investments into the for profit 
projects that seek to raise capital and that are 
featured on the platform.  

Tokens then paid out to subscribers as 
commissions or benefits, could be effectively 
backed by these hard and appreciating 
assets. With the collective support of the 
BIGCrowd to support these high impact 
ventures, and with the prizes and awards, the 
chances of success is increased. The goal is to 
align activity in this way to create a price floor 
on the token, and also enabling appreciation 
over time in line with the growth of the assets 
backed funds are placed into. 

Doing so with the ideal infrastructure in place 
to scale globally - has complexity. BIGCrowd 
is about potentially an ultra high number of 
transactions when at scale. Every monthly 
paying subscriber triggers multiple very small 
transactions each month (micro payments to 
the up-line, and to the organisation). When 
at scale, this is a big number. So, seamless 
instant and very low cost payment solutions 
are important. 

Hence the reason to schedule the ICO circa 
15- 18 months out from the launch of the lite 
platform - which gives time to get this right. 

The lite platform will enable beta subscribers 
to participate on tiered levels (with different 
elite benefits for each level), to introduce 
others, with different numbers of subscribers 
available at different price points (1,000 x 
Diamond Beta Subscribers @ £78.60 ; 5,000 
x Platinum Beta Subscribers @ £38.40 per 
month; 25,000 x Gold Beta Subscribers @ 
£19.20 per month,125,000 Silver Subscribers 
@ £9.60 per month, and unlimited Bronze 
Free subscribers (Free until launch in Feb 
2020- putting a card on file until then, and 
£9.60 per month thereafter). 

Each of the Beta subscribers  will receive a 
number of benefits, including FREE tokens for 
introducing others (with the number of tokens 
they receive, greater if they subscribe at a 
higher price, and also greater if the subscriber 
they introduce subscribes at a higher price 
- which encourages more support). These 
tokens will only be available to donate to 
others on the platform, or to spend on a 
gradual basis - or after a lock in period). 

The lite platform will enable the team to 
upload profiles on Big Impact Game-changers 
in a uniform format, or for beta subscribers 
to nominate and provide details of potential 
Big Impact Game-changers, or for Big Impact 
Game-changers to apply. 

The navigation / search shown to the left is 
what subscribers will see to help them 

Shown here is some information on the 
governance structure. Polaris is a charity with 
an established record, however if it is a profit 
with purpose venture, or a policy idea or 
other structure, details on the intended and 
then updated structure must be given in the 
best way possible. 

This page could also be used for a CALL on 
specific questions about how to improve 
the governance structure - depending on 
the goals of the organisation. Subscribers 
could have input, and this could include a 
comments / Q and A module. 

Comments and suggestions could specify 
if they seek a response, but would not 
automatically be needing or wanting a public 
response or discussion, unlike questions 
where the entire response would be in public. 

My thought is that comments could be both 
in public, or in private, however if the Big 
Impact Game-changer did not acknowledge 
or respond within a set time-frame the 
comment would automatically become public. 
The reason for this is to help ensure the BIG is 
responsive to collaborators. 
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Comment 

I would like to add, in my time as Governor of California, we had some issues with law enforcement. There are watch lists on 
government corruption. I would be very happy to connect you to some of the people I know. Please get in touch directly. 

R. Albert Schwarzberger, Actor, politician, environmentalist Answered 12/06/2018 at 15.48

The Q and A portion, and comments and 
suggestion sections of the Big Impact 
Game-changer page, would be used for 
collaboration in several ways. 

The info gained would help ‘Expert’ status 
subscribers who were rating the Big Impact 
Game-changer for their position in the max 
impact league, or for their eligibility or 
selection to be awarded a £3.6m award or 
win a similar prize. 

Paying subscribers only would be able to ask 
questions, make comments etc. 

Non paying subscribers would be able 
to rate these questions up or down, but 
would be restricted from actually asking or 
commenting. To encourage them to take a 
paying subscription, or earn one via sharing.  

All subscribers would have a limited number 
of up or down votes each month. Subscribers 
would be awarded tokens for asking quality 
questions or making quality comments, as 
rated by their peers and other subscribers. 
Equally, subscribers who vote up for the best, 
or down for the worst (total no of up or down 
votes would be invisible until a subscriber 
casts their vote) could be awarded tokens. 

How many tokens available and how they 
would be awarded, still needs to be worked 
out. It is unlikely that it would be a fixed 
number of tokens per question or vote, but 
would perhaps be a share of token pot, with 
a combination of those who are most active 
with the highest quality of interaction, earning 
a proportionate share of the monthly pool. 
However it is structured, the collaboration 
reward pool size would rise with revenue. 

Intro / Connect Form

The idea for this Big Impact Game-changer 
page, is to have modules which are in 
common, but subtly different depending 
on the organisation stage and structure. It 
is unlikely that a newish proposal (which we 
also wish to include), will have awards or 
recognition of any significance. 

However, in the absence of awards, the 
comments from an independent third 
party could be highly valuable. This section 
could include referees to vouch for the 
people behind the idea, or a trusted firm of 
accountants, lawyers, consultants or even 
partner organisations.... 

Over time, as awards are won (including a 
BIGCrowd award or prize), either the 3rd 
party validation would be unnecessary, 
or could be retained and the awards and 
recognition section could be added. 

Validation could also be in the form of 
comments from BIGCrowd Subscribers, 
especially those with expert status. 

(Independent 3rd party validation)

Time-lines are great way of giving context 
of from where, and where to. And so as the 
platform emerges we will want to include a 
number of time-line modules.

Initially, this might be a more manual process, 
uploading a time-line image for example. 
Over time though, the users (the Big Impact 
Game-changer designated contact/editor) or 
BIGCrowd service rep would select a format, 
and enter images, headlines and comments 
for each point on the time-line, which would 
then build out and be inserted automatically. 

As with all elements, the BIGCrowd 
subscribers - who wish to collaborate with 
a specific Big Impact Game-changer can 
‘Suggest an Edit”.  This ‘suggest an edit’ 
activity could also count towards the user 
engagement on the site, though the Big 
Impact Game-changer would ‘rate’ as useful 
or not useful - to help ensure subscribers 
do not game the system with useless but 
plentiful edits just to earn crypto. 

Testimonials are normally those satisfied by 
a product or service. If we can get them on 
video, so much the better. They deliver far 
more value -  as a sincere piece to camera 
or hearing people speak up for a project 
at a live event. This can be at the start or 
development phase or as it is up and running 
and scaling. Testimonials would be a mix of 
video and written. The better, the better. 

Documents is the place where supplemental 
material such business plans, proposals, or 
other PDFs can be uploaded and available to 
subscribers for viewing or downloading. This 
would include the ability to grant free access 
or to put a link to request viewing permission. 

The objective would be to make it as easy as 
possible for the Big Impact Game-changer 
to keep their page on BIGCrowd up to date. 
So news and updates could be a feed from 
their existing facebook, twitter or Instagram 
account (or other social media site), or from 
their blog or news item page on their existing 
site. Auto feeds might be a problem, because 
ideally we want content to be relevant to the 
BIGCrowd (not overwhelming) so if feeds are 
possible, perhaps there is an approval process 
(where reformatting might also be possible). 

The wish list is as it says. The goal is to 
provide the format for the Big Impact Game-
changer to put exactly what they are seeking 
to enable their impact, out there for the 
subscribers and collaborators to respond 
to as they see fit. As the subscriber base 
grows, experts or others can be nominated, 
increasing the chance of finding people and 
resources required, directly and from those 
who are best positioned to introduce them.

One objective will be to connect potential 
recruits to the Big Impact Game-changers. 
Some BIGs will have existing recruitment apps 
which they use. We aim to connect directly 
to them if possible (manually copying and 
pasting if not) to show available positions 
and linking (with a mechanism of tracking 
and reporting on the value we add from any 
people BIGCrowd introduces). However, 
also over time a key objective is to provide 
our own recruiting application for free - not 
just for processing but also linking to paid 
referrers and to apps with job boards. 

My Notes

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

The talent section in the profile is designed 
to be modular and feeding from the team 
and talent section on the Big Impact Game-
changers own site, or with bios adapted and 
input manually. Some organisations might 
wish to be more detailed in the information 
they show on the team, or less, or indeed, if 
they are earlier stage or start ups, then the 
information that needs to be provided from 
founders needs to be more inspiring. The 
talent section can show what the team and 
recruitment strategy is, and who the target 
team or advisors are. While not specifically 
the recruitment page (see separate section) 
it is possible to attract feedback and point 
potential recruits at the recruiting app. 

The dream collaborators section is designed 
to show a selection of introductions or direct 
contacts the Big Impact Game-changer 
wishes to work with. This can be types of 
entities as shown, or it could be specific 
organisations and departments or even 
the people within them. It can even say 
specifically the type of introduction and the 
nature of the collaboration desired. Should 
the BIG have a bounty or introduction fee 
that they would pay for said introductions, 
this would be detailed here. However, in 
the absence of any direct incentive from the 
Big Impact Game-changer, the platform will 
incentivise collaboration and introductions 
with crypto currency as appropriate. 

Upcoming events are extremely useful to 
know about and participate in to build 
awareness for the scaling of a vision. With 
the number of events that are held around 
the world, it is very easy to miss what are 
often important methods of communication 
and learning. Here, not only would upcoming 
events the Big Impact Game-changer is 
holding, or its representatives are listed to 
attend be detailed. BIGCrowd subscribers 
would also be able to list additional events 
to be held regarding the subject at hand, 
they could request speakers from the BIG for 
events they might hold, or with training and 
instruction, the collaborators would also be 
able to attend as impact advocates to speak 
on behalf of the Big Impact Game-changers. 

Collating past event videos and even audio 
into one place fills an insatiable need for 
content people have these days. For those 
who are interested in a subject, they will 
watch a great deal of content online and also 
listen to podcasts or audio interviews. They 
will consume many hours of material. The 
more the better. Content can be educational 
and can showcase credibility and effort. So 
here, content can be collated. Targetted 
curated material will be pinned at the top of 
the BIG profile page. 

Authenticity is hugely important to build a 
high impact high performing organisation. 
Being honest about where improvements 
can be made and where help is required, 
is something that shows one is aware of 
shortfalls and both keen and prepared to 
tackle them. This again is the opportunity for 
the subscribers, and all kinds of collaborators 
to get involved. It also highlights suitability for 
a £3.6m 3 year award or prize. Of course, the 
platform itself is designed to help regardless 
of if the Big Impact Game-changer receives 
an award or prize. However if they do receive 
the prize, this leverages our ability to provide 
the necessary and focussed support with the 
in house and outsourced funds and the close 
relationship the prize or award enables.

Should subscribers have been supportive as 
volunteers or collaborators, then should paid 
positions or work become available, either 
from the prize or from the funds that the 
prize then helps the BIG to raise, then the 
said subscribers are best positioned to gain 
consultancy work, part time or even full time 
paid work with the Game-changers. The same 
can be said for other forms of collaborators. 
Should a PR, technology or legal firm, for 
example, provide pro or low bono support 
and build the relationship, when funds are 
available and the need for services expands, 
they are ideally placed and in a position of 
trust to win contracts or ad hock work - with 
any contracts expanding accordingly with 
growth of the Big Impact Game-changer. 

Key lessons and learnings is the opportunity 
for the Big Impact Game-changer to 
showcase some of the knowledge they 
have gained on the journey. This would be 
knowledge that could be useful to others, 
or lessons that help give collaborators and 
voters an understanding of the potential 
of the team and of the entity to scale for 
maximum impact. Lessons could relate to the 
starting or building of the organisation, or 
could include sector specific information as 
per the example shown. Should this be a bold 
but well defined start up or proposal, then 
this section could be background learning 
and theories that position or differentiate the 
initiative and team for success. 

Funding
As can be seen above in the highlights, 
Polaris has three distinct funding 
requirements:-

1. Is to take our core operating 
budget from $11m to $20m within 
3 years. Our current strategy for 
this is to increase our outreach to 
all categories of primarily US donor, 
including with our existing donors 
which we would ideally like to 
increase the commitments of. 

2. Next is an innovative funding 
mechanism we have used but only 
scratched the surface of in the past. 
We believe Polaris can secure circa 
$50m in free advertising over the 
next 3 years or so.  Governments in 
their local public transit authorities, 
along with media companies and 
space owners of all sizes have a great 
deal of spare advertising space or 
media airtime. Being time sensitive, 
if this goes unsold, it effectively 
disappears - and many $Billions in 
advertising space and time is lost 
this way each year.  In conjunction 
with foundations and media agencies 
that work explicitly to make better 
use of these resources, we believe 
it is possible to secure an increasing 
share of this unsold advertising space 
in a pro bono media support.  
 
Further, certain corporates have 
huge marketing budgets, but 
despite often doing amazing works, 
rarely do they fully demonstrate their 
commitment to do and go beyond 
corporate social responsibility. We 
believe this is a lost opportunity on 
both sides, and so it is possible to 
work with our partner corporations 
to help them promote the work they 
do to practically support Polaris. In 
turn we believe this can help them 
with their public outreach and brand 
loyalty and marketing programs. 

3. Finally, we are seeking $10m to 
create a seed fund to help start up 
international satellite or ‘franchise’ 
Polaris operations. The goal is to 
provide sufficient funds and support 
so  these entities in target cities 
around the world can launch and 
become self sustaining within 2 
years. The goal would be to raise this 
money as an impact debt fund, so 
any investment made can be repaid 
along with modest interest out of 
local funding sources, so investment 
can be recycled effectively.  

As can be seen, the funding section can be 
used for the free-form explanation of the 
funding requirement, or in the case of an 
active fund raise, it could be used to detail 
headline donor or investment terms and 
potential benefits (clearly - with no promises). 

In terms of impact debt or equity investments, 
or major donations - the BIGCrowd platform 
will not seek to offer advice or enable BIGs to 
raise funds on the platform directly. However 
the platform will enable the Big Impact 
Game-changers to raise the awareness of 
any fund-raise they are doing - effectively 
connecting the BIG and potential investors 
or donors, leaving them to do their own due 
diligence, seek independent advice, and 
agree any terms between parities.

Where there is a fund raise on a separate 
crowd fund platform - BIGCrowd will happily 
point to the platform in question. 

Re micro donor funding, BIGCrowd will 
facilitate payments, with 100% of donor funds 
(less payment/admin costs of 5%) going to 
the BIG in question. Subscribers can donate 
personal funds, or donate from their earnings 
or donations pot to do this. 

Should the BIG win a £3.6m prize or receive 
an award, part of the support services offered 
is fundraising or investment. In this case 
any fund raise will be properly supported 
by regulated advisors who are able to make 
introductions, give advice and actively raise.  

A large part of the BIGCrowd approach is 
to help leverage the power and wisdom of 
the crowd to get all parts of the ecosystem 
to use the platform and find BIGs they want 
to support. By asking questions with the BIG 
engaging to answer them, this acts as a kind 
of collective due diligence - which is can be 
useful to investors and donors of all kinds. 

The space for the in-depth summary is 
designed to enable the BIG to go into 
sufficient detail so the Impact Advocates 
(subscribers) can get a strong understanding 
of detail of the business or initiative of 
whatever kind. 

If one is to be an advocate for impact it is 
important to understand enough about a 
vision or operation to be sufficiently confident 
to speak up on behalf of a potential or current 
Big Impact Game-changers and support them 
to their friends and contacts. 

The caveat is that it is unwise to go into too 
much detail for all. The goal is to present 
information well and clearly, using visuals, 
graphs or images if possible. The subscriber 
who may have already seen the headlines and 
found the page, and perhaps already watched 
an introductory video is looking for a reason 
to learn more. This is the space to stand out. 

Like all sections this space can be updated 
regularly. In the example shown, the space is 
used for a very simple 4 point explanation, 
with the balance used for headline entries 
from a blog which help highlight the extent 
and nature of the organisation. 

As can be seen at the bottom of the section, 
there is space to ask for help on how to 
present, visualise or explain the business. 
Should subscribers participate or succeed in 
getting an idea adopted, our goal is to enable 
them to be rewarded by the BIG in crypto 
(though the mechanisms and parameters for 
collaboration rewards need to be worked out).

The goal of limiting those who can rate 
the Big Impact Game-changers to those 
subscribers who qualify with expert status is 
to best harness the wisdom of the BIGCrowd.

The purpose is searching out the BIGs with 
the greatest potential for positive impact at 
real scale. They have to be BIG (in ambition), 
bold, innovative, scalable and or replicable, 
with joined up thinking, and focussed on 
tackling one or several of the Global Goals. 

Expert subscribers would be encouraged to 
re-rate the BIGs on a regular basis as they 
learn more about them, so that the trajectory 
of the BIG can be assessed over time. Do 
they think management or the plan is getting 
stronger, or weaker, for example? Trend-lines 
pointing upwards are good. Downwards? Not 
so good. When input for ratings comes from 
a diverse set of motivated BIGCrowd expert 
subscribers - analysis can be highly effective.  

The rating criteria shown are just examples. 
There could be different questions used for 
different stages or different structures. The 
point is we want to have a modular system to 
that can help rate the BIGs into categories.  

The Overview section aims to expand 
on the highlights above. This text based 
section would summarise the operation (or 
vision if it is a new proposal), the impact 
ambition, path to scale, existing impact and 
accomplishments if relevant, business model 
and vision to scale. The goal for this section 
is in no more than 500 words (the current 
example is 360) for an expansion into the 
nature of the Big Impact Game-changer. 

Profile highlights aim to put key information 
into one place for easy reference, with all 
the basics one needs to decide if one wants 
to dig deeper to learn about the Big Impact 
Game-changer -  quickly and effectively.

This will include bullet points covering their 
focus area and issues covered, their size, 
stage, no of employees or volunteers, wish 
list, recruiting activity, funding status etc.  

This is also the place where introductory 
videos would be hosted. Ideally, there would 
be a 30 - 60 second short video or animation 
and also a longer form 1 - 15 minute video for 
those that might have interest in the detail of 
the vision. There is space for other content in 
sections below, but the highlights area is for 
introductory video content and overviews. 

The highlights section is also from where 
subscribers can share content with their social 
networks or email specific friends or groups. 

Also in highlights is the vote up / vote down 
button. We are looking into the concept 
of placing a limit on the number of likes or 
dislikes subscribers have available to them 
each month, to place a value on these votes. 
In part, this is to ensure that subscribers 
do not engage in indiscriminate voting in 
an attempt to earn crypto through gaming 
the system. They could however earn more 
votes because of the level of questions or 
comments for example, or purchase more 
votes using their points / crypto currency.  

Additionally subscribers will be able to view 
their own statistics  (up or down votes, the 
number of suggestions, and questions made, 
and up or down votes on their input). They 
would also be able to see the general stats 
regarding the Big Impact Game-changer 
though it might be general stats only become 
visible when the subscriber themselves have 
voted (to avoid being biased by the crowd).

P

Donor / Investor Form

Notify / volunteer for events

More

Add a testimonial

More roles

Provide feedback on the makeup of the team HERE - or SUGGEST A NEW ADVISOR, AMBASSADOR OR TEAM MEMBER.

Suggest an Edit

SUGGEST or NOMINATE FOR AN AWARD

Ask a Question on Governance and Structure?

Suggest or Introduce a Sponsor, Donor or Investor

Propose an alternative way of presenting or explaining Polaris as an organisation and its operating model.

Back  
to

Search

Up or down ratings on my 
questions and comments
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FOLLOW/

DONATED £25 SHARED 4 times
Highlights

Earnings Account

Donations Account

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

SUBSCRIBE IN BETA FROM FREE TO £78.60 P/M

WHY SUPPORT US TO CHANGE THE WORLD?

LEARN ABOUT IMPACT ADVOCATE BENEFITS?

Impact Advocates (subscribers) LOG IN

SIGN UPRaise funds and win cash and support prizes and awards worth £3.6m Help find, fund and support those changing the world.

About
Addressing the SDGs now
Win prizes and awards
Collaborate and earn
Partner with us
Work with us
Invest
FAQ’s
More

Many doing something small can add up to something very BIG indeed...
Harnessing the wisdom, collaboration and funding potential of the BIGCrowd presents the power to change the world. 

BIGCrowd is simple. A free or affordable subscription gives content to highlight the issues at the heart of the 17 Global Goals for Sustainable 
Development - and the Big Impact Game-changers doing the most to address them. Cash earnings and rewards are designed to ethically 
incentivise subscribers to help find, fund and support the Big Impact Game-changers who are best tackling the issues they care about. 

Big Impact Game-changers are those with big and bold plans and activities to address one or more of the SDGs at scale and speed. Often they 
struggle to secure funding and support they need to start and or scale to deliver maximum impact. On the BIGCrowd platform, they can showcase 
their activity, raise donations and investment - and win powerful crowd funded £3.6m 3 year awards of cash and support, all to help them succeed. 

Nominate or Apply Collaborate and Earn

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

When BIGCrowd formally launches, Impact Advocates 
will be able to earn cash commissions for those they 
directly and indirectly introduce and for how much and 
how well they collaborate. The minimum they need to 
do is to watch 10 mins or more of content, vote and 
share each month - to be qualified to earn.

The unique hybrid social marketing engine will 
supplement the referral efforts of subscribers with 
conventional marketing. This is designed to generate 
revenue to support Big Impact Game-changers, raise 
funds for charities - and also incentivise collaboration.  

For those that subscribe in the BETA stage to support 
our launch - they will receive special benefits along 
with FREE crypto currency. If we are successful, this 
could have a value at launch and beyond. Plus the 
more one tells the larger the income stream at launch. 

Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

Launch Earnings

£45.30 per month

What’s in it for  
Impact Advocate Subscribers?

What’s in it for  
Big Impact Game-changers?

More on the vision to   
help people do good and do well !

LOG OUT

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

My Dashboard

Platinum Impact Advocate subscriber from?

Subscribers I’ve directly introduced

Total subscribers in my network (including spillover)

Revenue p/m I’m generating to support BIGCrowd

Total revenue I’ve raised to support BIGCrowd

Monthly target BIGSupport revenue at launch

Monthly base commissions at launch

Monthly match bonus at launch

My position in the impact league

Crypto tokens I’ve earned to date

Potential token value at 2020 launch (target)

Potential token value in 2022 (target)
Big Impact Game-changers I’m following
Big Impact Game-changers I’ve donated to 

Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

Vote For The Winner Of £3.6m  
European Plastics Replacement Challenge

LOG OUT

GLOBAL GOAL NO’s REGION / COUNTRY STAGE / STRUCTURE INDUSTRY / DISCIPLINE

1. No poverty

2. Zero hunger

3. Good health and well being

4. Quality education

5. Gender equality

6. Clean water and sanitation

7. Affordable clean energy

8. Decent work and economic growth

9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure

10. Reduced inequalities

11. Sustainable cities and communities

12. Responsible consumption and production

13. Climate action

14. Life below water

15. Life on land

16. Peace and justice 

17. Partnerships for the global goals

REGION

Asia

Middle East, North Africa, and Greater Arabia

Europe

North America

Central America and the Caribbean

South America

Sub Saharan-Africa

COUNTRY

Asia

Bangladesh

Bhutan

Brunei

Cambodia

China

India

Indonesia

Japan

Kazakhstan

North Korea

              Cont.. 

STAGE

CONCEPT / PROPOSAL

START UP / EARLY STAGE

SCALE UP (Less than 3 years operations)

SCALE UP (More than 3 years operations)

SCALE UP (Less than £1m Revenue)

SCALE UP (Less than £10m Revenue)

SCALE UP (More than £10m Revenue)

RAISING IMPACT INVESTMENT

RAISING DONOR FUNDING

SEEKING OTHER SUPPORT

COMPETING FOR A BIGCrowd PRIZE

APPLYING FOR A BIGCrowd AWARD

STRUCTURE

For profit with purpose (PWP)

Not for shareholder profit (NSP)

Policy intervention / initiative (PII)

Awareness / advocacy campaign (AAC)

Structure currently unclear (SCU) 

Corporate purpose initiative (CPI)

Social / commercial hybrid (SCH)

INDUSTRY / DISCIPLINE

AGRICULTURE 

CHEMICALS 

CONSTRUCTION 

EDUCATION 

ENERGY

ENGINEERING

ENTERTAINMENT

FINANCE 

HOSPITALITY

INFRASTRUCTURE 

MANUFACTURING

MEDIA 

MINING

PHARMACEUTICALS

PUBLIC SECTOR

TECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORT

SEARCH ORG NAME
j  :  j j  :  j j j  :  j j j j  :  j j j j j

Launch Earnings

£79.60 per month

BIGCrowd Impact Rating
Live Prize or Award Recipient

BIG’s I’m Supporting

BIG’s I’m Following

Trending

Live Challenges

Time on the Platform 

No of Up Votes

Latest News CLEAR

Vote For The Next 
Big Crowd Grand Challenge

Attend A Regional
BIGCrowd Impact Advocate Event

Sept 2018
8

224
£1,792
£6,224

£20,000
£45.20
£34.40

127
45,542

£455
£4,550
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ORGANISATION: Polaris:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International Justice · Peace 
and Human Rights · Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: USA; Canada; Mexico; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.polarisproject.org 

Human trafficking is a low-risk,  $150 billion profit criminal industry, 
enslaving more than 20 million people each year in forced labour 
and commercial sex. Polaris systematically disrupts human trafficking 
networks and restores freedom to survivors. With data gathered from 
victims’ experiences, Polaris directly supports victims, equips key 
stakeholders with tools to address and prevent human trafficking, 
intervenes through targeted campaigns, and enhances law enforcement 
access to tips and actionable information. Working to find and support 
victims, and prosecute traffickers, Polaris seeks to reverse the risk-to-
reward ratio and destroy the industry... MORE

ORGANISATION: Last Mile Health:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Health · Health Delivery · Youth Job Skills: 

REGIONS SERVED: Liberia:

WEB: www.lastmilehealth.org 

In developing countries, those who live an hour’s walk or more from a 
health clinic are at increased risk of dying from preventable or treatable 
diseases. Last Mile Health partners with government to deploy and 
manage networks of community health professionals integrated into 
the public health system. With training in maternal and child health, 
family planning, treatment adherence, and surveillance of epidemics, 
together with mentorship from nurse supervisors, these CHWs deliver 
high quality healthcare to remote communities. Newborn mortality has 
decreased while  children receiving treatment for diarrhoea, malaria 
+ pneumonia has increased. LMG now supports Health Ministries to 
prepare policy documents, in training and impact measurement. MORE

ORGANISATION: Angaza

FOCUS: Pay as you go clean energy and water.

ISSUE AREAS: Clean Energy · Environmental Sustainability:

REGIONS SERVED: Africa; India; Asia;

WEB: www.angaza.com

A solar energy system would easily pay for itself over time, but the 
poorest of the poor can’t afford the initial investment. Upfront costs 
stifle adoption rates. Angaza saw that flaw in the system and created an 
accessible, affordable, Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) financing mechanism to 
get solar and clean energy products into households with the greatest 
need. Angaza’s PAYG platform enables even the smallest, most remote, 
last-mile distributors to offer affordable financing to their customers on 
an ever-expanding portfolio of life-changing products in more than 30 
countries. Angaza’s business model is powered by two tools: technolo-
gy licenses that allow hardware manufacturers to embed remote-activa-
tion circuitry into products, and cloud-based loan activation... MORE

ORGANISATION: EnsoImpact

FOCUS: Changing educational outcomes for the poor

ISSUE AREAS: Affordable, high quality education which is 
relevant to the lives and emerging lives of the poor

REGIONS SERVED: Africa, Asia

WEB: www.ensoimpact.org 

EnSo Impact is a vision of founders Paul, Agi and Ayrton to tackle the 
 inadequacy of the current education system in Africa and other parts 
of the developing world. The enso model integrates solutions to all the 
major issues affecting education -  instructional quality, non polluting en-
ergy, health and hygiene, emotional well-being, and  supportive family 
life. It sources world  class  products, integrates them into a branded 
product range  with affordable payment plans. We’re building a large 
chain of SMART Communities which offer world class schooling, which 
serve as retail hubs (solar energy, health, water and hygiene products), 
and which place EQ/SQ at their centre... MORE

ORGANISATION: Benefit Corporation:

FOCUS: Intelligent Standards for Good Business

ISSUE AREAS: The Future of Social Enterprise: 

REGIONS SERVED: Global:

WEB: www.bcorporation.net 

BCorporation certified BCorps use the power of business to solve 
social and environmental problems. They now number more than 2,500 
organisations from 50 countries and 130 industries, with BCorp status 
helping embed sound culture and principles into existing business 
structures... MORE

ORGANISATION: Eco Capacity Exchange

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: Global:

WEB: www.ecocapacityexchange.com

The ECO Capacity Exchange is an alternative global market place of 
supply and demand where the ECO is the common unit of account 
for trade. Trading on the Exchange unlocks a whole range of benefits 
for business, creating value in new ways and improving financial 
performance. Use interest-free credit to procure the goods and services 
most frequently purchased by Fortune 500 companies, retaining cash 
on your balance sheet. Discover new customers and deliver incremental 
revenue while improving asset utilisation and ROCE.. MORE

FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,290 FOLLOWED BY 392 FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,900 FOLLOWED BY 34 FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

5,943 FOLLOWED BY 1,023

FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

3,211 FOLLOWED BY 871FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,030 FOLLOWED BY 89FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,897 FOLLOWED BY 321

ORGANISATION: The Juanfe Foundation

FOCUS: Young Mothers and Infant Mortality

ISSUE AREAS: Affordable, high quality education which is 
relevant to the lives and emerging lives of the poor

REGIONS SERVED: South America

WEB: www.ensoimpact.org 

The Juanfe foundation in Cartagena Columbia was set up in 2001 to 
address high rates of preventable infant mortality and the extreme 
poverty that led to many girls giving birth at a young age. It has helped 
and saved thousands of lives and now is scaling elsewhere. ... MORE

ORGANISATION: Evergreen Europe:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Sustainable Infrastructure · Finance · Public 
Sector · Climate Activity: 

REGIONS SERVED: Europe

WEB: www.evergreeneurope.org 

Evergreen Europe is a bold engagement and advocacy project which 
aims to create a European Sustainable Infrastructure Trust (ESIT). The 
objective is to catalyse a funding pathway to abundant, cheap, low 
carbon energy supplies and resilient, regenerative infrastructure. ESIT 
would be set up and owned by participating European governments. 
The entity would issue a unique form of bond to fund many €Billions 
in Low Carbon Infrastructure over 15 years. This would be a new class 
of sovereign backed, euro-denominated AAA-rated evergreen bonds 
called Euroconsols, which ESIT would issue to raise circa €5 trillion over 
15 years to invest in the renewal of European Infrastructure... MORE.

ORGANISATION: Atlantic Superconnection 

FOCUS: Clean Energy Distribution 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International Justice · Peace 
and Human Rights · Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: Iceland; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.atlanticsuperconnection.com

Our mission is to deliver sustainable, low carbon energy from Iceland 
to the UK through world-leading HVDC cable technology and energy 
infrastructure. Atlantic Superconnection Corp will source abundant, 
cheap geothermal energy, transported from Iceland to the UK via a 
1500 km high voltage direct current undersea cable, to profitably bene-
fit the UK and Icelandic populations and the environment by delivering 
abundant clean energy.. MORE

FOLLOW

DONATE SHARE

2,312 FOLLOWED BY 432FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

765 FOLLOWED BY 210FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

981 FOLLOWED BY 87

APPLY

Do good and do well by spreading  
the word to change the world.

YOU CAN HELP!

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

£45.30

£83.20

Promote Polaris on social media to show your support, help them raise awareness, help fund  
prizes and awards which they could win - and earn referral commissions you can spend or donate!

LOG OUT

ORGANISATION: Polaris:

FOCUS: Disruption and prevention of human trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International justice · Peace and human Rights · Responsible supply chains: 

HQ & REGIONS SERVED: HQ = Washington DC USA: Serving; Canada; Mexico; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.polarisproject.org 

FOLLOWING
DONATE/ SHARE/

4,212
Followed by 532

ABOUT

Human trafficking is a low-risk, high-profit criminal industry, enslaving more than 20 million people each year in forced labour and 
commercial sex and generating some $150 billion in profits. Law enforcement agencies lack data about trafficking patterns, specific 
sub-types, and locations. Victims rarely have access to channels of communication for help. Less than one percent of victims are 
identified globally each year. Polaris systematically disrupts human trafficking networks and restores freedom to survivors. Gathering 
key data from victims’ experiences, Polaris directly supports victims, equips key stakeholders with data to address and prevent human 
trafficking, and intervenes in specific industries through targeted campaigns. Working together to find and support victims, and 
prosecute traffickers, the Polaris team and partners seek to reverse the risk-to-reward ratio and destroy the industry.

IMPACT AMBITION

The vision has 2 core parts. 

1. Universal helplines available globally to serve trafficking victims. 

2. Efficiently sharing data and driving collaboration between regulators, law enforcement, and service agencies - leading to reliable 
identification and conviction of traffickers, dramatically increasing the risk equation for the industry. 

PATH TO SCALE

Partnerships. Collating data and providing technical support to national and global anti-trafficking hot-lines and networks + advocacy.

IMPACT & ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Provided assistance in 30k + cases of human trafficking in U.S.

Law enforcement shut down more than 40 percent of illicit massage businesses in Polaris’s 57 partner cities. Polaris’s state-by-state 
ratings system highlighted gaps in state laws against trafficking and led to passage of more than 100 state & local anti-trafficking laws.

BUSINESS MODEL

Philanthropic support for core operations; independent replication of the model by partners. Current Budget - $11m. 

VISION TO SCALE

The vision to enable maximum impact - which we believe would be enabled by the BIGCrowd award - is to take the core operating 
budget to $20m within 3 years, and to sign corporate partnerships giving $50M in annual cooperative CSR advertising within 3 years - 
to directly or indirectly address 500k of human trafficking cases in the US in 5 yrs. Further - raising an unrestricted $10m a year to seed 
the set up and replication costs of partner operations in key overseas locations - to identify and support over 25% of human trafficking 
victims within 10 years - inspiring others & destroying the industry.

Overview
In depth summary
Team
Wish list
Testimonials
Development time-line
Awards and recognition
Questions and answers
Comments and suggestions
Governance structure
Where we could be better
Key lessons learnings
Dream collaborators
Upcoming events
Past event content
News and updates
Documents
Funding

WISH LIST

Technology partner

Campaign ideas

Expansion ptnrs & oard directors

Recruiting  -   Yes       No         More

Overview

Raising (in next 12 months)  Target Total ________Min________

Donor Funding      Donations        Impact Equity       Impact Debt

Full Time Equivalents (FTE’s) 
Employees            Volunteers 3055

Budget / Revenue

Zero     Under £1m     Under £10m     More than £10m  

BIGLeague Rating

SUBMIT

Importance of impact

Impact potential relative to issue

Strength of vision

Management capability

Competition

Joined up thinking

Potential to scale

Rate and submit to view the average rating of the BIGCrowd.

Qualify or apply for Impact  
Advocate Expert Status to Rate  
this Big Impact Game-changer

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Submit to reveal position  
in the BIGLeague _____?

More

More

More

CORE TEAM

KEY ADVISORS & AMBASSADORS

In depth summary

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

Bradley Miles

Bradley Myles serves as Executive Director 
and CEO of Polaris, a global leader in the fight 
to eradicate human trafficking and to restore 
freedom to survivors. For over a decade, he 
has devoted himself to combating human 
trafficking and modern slavery on a local, 
national, and global scale.  Mr. Myles’ early 
efforts focused on directly serving survivors, 
researching local human trafficking markets, 
and helping to build Washington DC’s.. MORE

Chief Executive Officer
Nancy McGuire Choi

Nancy McGuire Choi is a social enterprise 
executive with 15 years of experience in 
international development, information 
management, and technology innovation.  
She specializes in building high-performing 
teams, cultivating programmatic innovation, 
and leading organizational transformation. As 
Chief Operating Officer at Polaris, Nancy leads 
the organization’s strategy and day-to-day 
operations, as well as our data,  MORE

Chief Operating Officer
Caren Benjamin

Caren drives Polaris’s efforts to tell the story 
of how human trafficking works and to inspire 
a wide range of audiences to become part 
of the movement to end it. She joins Polaris 
from West End Strategy Team, a boutique 
public relations and communications firm that 
works with non-profit organizations and issue 
campaigns. As a vice president, Caren led the 
firm’s federal advocacy work, building and 
implementing campaigns for... MORE

Chief Communications Officer

Emily Tracy

Emily K. Tracy is a fundraising strategist with 
extensive experience serving mission-driven 
advocacy organizations in the equality, health 
and human services, environmental and higher 
education sectors. Her approach is focused on 
relationship building, strong partnerships and a 
donor-centered fundraising culture. In her role 
as Chief Development Officer at Polaris, Emily 
oversees planning, execution and growth of the 
organization’s revenue, including... MORE

Chief Development Officer
Matthew Bradley

Matthew Bradley joined Polaris in July of 2013 
as the organization’s Technology Architect. 
Prior to joining Polaris, Mr. Bradley worked 
for a decade in Washington, D.C. as a 
technologist, most recently, as a technical lead 
and developer for Edelman, supporting public 
affairs advocacy campaigns, and managing 
deployments of their Multiplier advocacy 
platform. Preceding Edelman, he worked for 
Grassroots Enterprise where he .. MORE

Technology Architect
Rochelle Keyhan

Rochelle is the Director of the Disruption 
Strategies at Polaris, a department focused on 
developing and implementing strategies to 
disrupt specific types of trafficking in the United 
States. She sets the department’s strategic 
direction, grounded in a deep understanding 
of stakeholder needs. Rochelle’s work includes 
recruiting and catalyzing robust collaborative 
networks of law enforcement, local and national 
agencies, service providers, legislators.. MORE

Director - Disruption Strategies

Catherine A. McLean

Catherine “Kiki” McLean is a leading public 
affairs and political strategist. She served 
as counsel for the Washington, D.C., office 
of Porter Novelli and the agency’s global 
public affairs efforts after four years leading 
their Washington, D.C. and global public 
affairs practices and serving as a member of 
the Executive Committee. In her work, Kiki’s 
expertise is in strategic communications and 
public affairs. A veteran of 6... MORE

Chairperson - Board of Directors
Ashley Judd

Ashley Judd is a dedicated humanitarian and 
acclaimed actor having starred in over 20 films 
and on Broadway. Nominated for multiple 
Golden Globe and Emmy Awards, her film titles 
range from Double Jeopardy and the Divine 
Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood to Where the 
Heart Is. A global ambassador for public health 
nonprofit Population Services International 
(PSI), Ashley’s activism and advocacy on behalf 
of vulnerable ... MORE

Polaris Ambassador
Steve McQueen

As a Polaris Ambassador, McQueen will work 
alongside us as an advocate against human 
trafficking, raising awareness that this is a 
modern-day problem that requires greater 
resources and action. Read our press release 
here. “I am deeply honored to accept my 
role as an ambassador for Polaris. This is 
an organization that I truly believe is vital in 
fighting slavery today. From my first encounter 
with them... MORE

Polaris Ambassador

The reason we restrict the rating to those 
who have “expert status’ is to be sure we 
are getting the strongest possible results 
to find the very best  and most promising 
Big Impact Game-changers.

You can automatically qualify for expert 
status based on the peer rating of 
your site wide comments from fellow 
subscribers, and on the amount you 
contribute and interact on the site, 
also helping to rate others. Should you 
wish to be considered for expert status 
immediately - PLEASE APPLY HERE.

All subscribers can still participate by 
liking or disliking the game-changer, 
by commenting, asking questions, 
and by voting on other comments and 
questions..  

(Dont forget to come back and re rate the 
Big Impact Game-changer as you learn 

more about what they are doing and their 
impact potential. Each time you re-rate, 
you will see the revised BIGCrowd vote 

and their position in the BIGLeague. 

Provide feedback on the make-up of the team HERE

Talent

Technology partners

 Campaign ideas

 International expansion partners & board directors

 

Wish-list

Testimonials

Police Force Canada

“After six long years trapped in the human trafficking networks that brought me to the  
United States, thanks to God – I got out alive. With the help of a good Samaritan,  

I’m now free from that world, where I was forced to sell my body.”

Natasha - East Coast USA

I am a survivor of human trafficking. I was heartbroken, confused and lonely. Without Polaris  
Project my life was going to be destroyed. Today my heart is full and I am proud of who I am.  

What I want is more support and strong justice for victims and survivors like me.

Alezandra, grassroots network member

When a student of mine became a victim of sex trafficking, time was of the essence to recover her.  
Polaris Project was an active part of the investigation and was there to mentor, guide and to assist me  

as well as the victim. The dedication of the staff was evident in their around the clock support.

Time-line

Awards and recognition

In 2013, Google gave Polaris the prestigious Global Impact Award to support our effort to build a global safety net for 
survivors of modern-day slavery and develop a more coordinated global response for victims of this transnational crime. The 
award also fosters a data-driven approach that identifies human trafficking trends and informs eradication, prevention, and 
victim protection strategies. 

Google’s Global Impact Award is making it possible for Polaris to connect with diverse anti-trafficking organizations around 
the world so that the fight against human trafficking is a more collective and data-driven effort. Global Impact Awards support 
entrepreneurial non-profits using technology to change the world. Read more about our work to build a global safety net 
HERE.

In 2014, a collaboration between Caravan Studios, Polaris, and the New Jersey Department of Children and Families to help 
increase shelter services for human trafficking survivors was named as a winner of the Partnership for Freedom’s Re-imagine: 
Opportunity innovation challenge. The survivors we serve have experienced ongoing hardship when trying to secure a safe 
place to stay after they exit their trafficking situations. The Safe Shelter Collaborative received $1.17 million to dramatically 
increase access to appropriate, supportive shelters for survivors of human trafficking. 

The project is extending the ability of service providers, law enforcement agencies, and other stakeholders to either find 
immediate shelter space for survivors or, if none is available, access funding to place them in hotels. Using mobile and 
crowd-sourcing technology, the project engages individual donors to fund emergency hotel stays for survivors securely and 
anonymously. The project will also leverage existing local resources, build partnerships in related fields to fill gaps in service, 
and deliver tailored training to organizations to expand the availability of quality, specialized services to survivors of human 
trafficking. The project has been piloted initially in New Jersey.

The Skoll Awards distinguish transformative leaders whose organizations disrupt the status quo, drive sustainable large-
scale change, and are poised to create even greater impact on the world. “Social entrepreneurs share several important 
characteristics: concern for the vulnerable, optimism about our future, an ability to think and do, and most importantly, an 
unfailing belief in solutions,” said Jeff Skoll, Founder and Chairman of the Skoll Foundation. “These four remarkable people 
give us great hope that a more peaceful, prosperous, and sustainable future is within reach.”

Polaris is honoured to be included among the recipients and will receive a $1.25m grant over three years from Skoll 
Foundation to provide core support to scale our efforts to disrupt human trafficking networks and increase the number of 
survivors we are able to reach.

£10m               None

Questions and Answers. 

The bigger you get, how do you manage your security threat? Putting traffickers out of business must put 
your staff in danger? 

Q. Jonathan Porrit, Author,

A. Bradley Miles, CEO - Polaris Project

Thanks for the question Jonathan. Yes we take security seriously. Hopefully you will also understand - detailing our 
procedures publicly, might not actually help our security! Though we have strong measures in place, which are to the 
same standard of the law enforcement agencies we work with. 

981 Views : View Upvoters  : View Sharers    

Comment 

I can see on your website and BIGCrowd profile page above, that part of what you do is send tips to law 
enforcement? It is well known that in some countries, law enforcement is part of the problem, taking bribes 
and payoffs from traffickers of all kinds. How do you know if you are working with the good or bad guys? 

Q. Mark Aldington, Consultant and humanitarian.

A. Rochelle Keyhan - Polaris team. 

Hi Mark. This is a very important issue. Before we work with any law enforcement agency, we work hard to 
understand if they have been infiltrated or are recognised as corrupt by our network of national and international 
organisations. Obviously, this additional admin carries a cost, which is why we can only scale in line with the funding 
we have to do this properly, with the minimum risk to those we are working to save and support. We welcome 
feedback on this from law enforcement professionals around the world. 

423 Views : View Upvoters  : View Sharers    

Asked 01/09/2018 at 10.14

Answered 01/09/2018 at 18.23

Answered 11/06/2018 at 08.57

Asked 10/06 /2018 at 10.14

Thanks Rochelle. I’m just curious as to the best ways to support victims when authorities are part of the problem? 
Is it possible to work with trusted local parties and to provide victim support when corruption is so prevalence. In 
other words, are their No Go areas for you? and how do you see those in these areas can eventually be supported. 

R. Mark Aldington.  Consultant and humanitarian.

Comments & Suggestions (with private response if necessary)

I really love what you are doing. I would like to make you aware of a UK event that is happening on Modern 
Slavery. it would be fantastic if you could get over here to talk about your work. 

C. Albert Goretex, speaker and environmentalist, London.

I would like to suggest that you create a secure back to work program in conjunction with local employers via 
an apprenticeship program, perhaps in partnership with local NGOs that already support women and girls. The 
employers who are your sponsors could provide many thousands of entry level jobs. Is this part of your thinking? 

S. Peter Davies

Donate BIGPoints / Cash NOW

Where we can improve. 
Where we need help. 

The learnings of Polaris have been 
significant. It took us time to really 
develop the model we use today, which 
focusses on a four part approach as can 
be seen above. Donors very often see 
program activity as most important. 
Meaning, the funds actually spent on 
victim support. 

We of course see this as highly 
important too - and in our case, this 
is the money spent on the helplines. 
However in our case, the data and 
advocacy side of Polaris is just as 
important, and this has been the 
hardest to fund raise for. Had we known 
this when we started, or earlier in our 
evolution, we would have focussed 
to understand our donors more, 
seeking out those who understand 
this distinction to fund either program 
activity or core activity and infrastructure 
costs. We would have worked harder 
to communicate the right message in 
the right way - and would have worked 
hard to help educate program donors 
that funding data can make program 
investment that much more productive. 

To improve going forward, we are 
fortunate to have many case studies and 
also the hard numbers, as well as willing 
supporters as references. We need help 
to replicate the Polaris model, finding 
the right management for new locations, 
partners and funders. 

Key lessons and learnings. 
“One of the very striking realities in 
the human trafficking field is this vast 
disparity between work that happens on 
sex trafficking and work that happens on 
labour trafficking. But labour trafficking 
is the largest form of trafficking in the 
United States, around the world, and 
most likely in Mexico as well, but even 
though it is the largest form of trafficking 
it gets the smallest amount of attention. 

The field working on trafficking needs 
to put more emphasis on the different 
types of labour trafficking and [to better 
understand] labour trafficking because 
there has been years of overlooking how 
big this problem is.” - Bradley Myles, 
CEO of Polaris at the Forum on Labour 
Trafficking event in Mexico.

Individuals with disabilities may face 
increased risk of human trafficking.

Any vulnerable person is at risk for 
human trafficking, however, individuals 
with disabilities may face increased risk 
for several reasons.

Upcoming Events

Past Event Content

Governance and structure

Dream Collaborators
Law enforcement agencies

We love to be connected to law 
enforcement. We have detailed training 
programs. Currently they are delivered 
in class only, however we are working 
to deliver them online anywhere in the 
world on a regular basis. 

Advocacy groups

Sharing best practice with other 
advocacy groups around the world is a 
high priority. We have a Washington DC 
based team. Should you know advocacy 
groups who want to share with us, or 
learn from us, or should you represent a 
group that would like to collaborate with 
Polaris please get in touch. 

Hotel groups

We are finding partnerships with hotel 
groups to be especially productive in 
the identification of human trafficking 
operations. We do not advertise all 
the details of why, for obvious reasons 
- but are keen to connect with senior 
management of the main hotel groups, 
or industry associations. 

Legislators

Setting laws to work is a high priority so 
we have a team that advises legislators, 
and we are keen to connect with 
counterparts around the world. 

Polaris is a tech developer and we especially work with data. Therefore, we are 
always interested in improving our tech and systems. Ideally we would love to 
hear from major database development companies and suppliers, for storage, 
management, analysis of big data etc. In addition, we are always seeking 
those who can help train survivors giving them skills for the workplace. Here, 
technology and other companies can help in several ways such as donating 
desktops and laptops for use by our training partners, and by providing paid 
internship and apprenticeship positions for those who need them most.. MORE

Tackling human trafficking and modern day slavery is about winning hearts 
and minds. It is about getting people who might be suspicious to act. 
Sometimes, this means encouraging them to do things that might make them 
uncomfortable because of the risk (or perceived risk) of speaking out or calling 
a helpline. So from a marketing perspective, we need the very best campaign 
ideas to help raise awareness of human trafficking on every level and then 
to stimulate people to call helplines or support . We are seeking amazing 
campaign and messaging ideas, both in concept form, and fully worked up with 
visuals and or video.. For this, we will run periodic competitions.... MORE

Especially we are interested in hearing from experienced management and 
teams who can drive the expansion of Polaris around the world. We are open 
to supporting the launch of independently run satellite organisations, who 
fund-raise for and operate Polaris clones, with tech, systems and knowledge 
provided and strategy supported from Polaris HQ. Interested parties would have 
a background in the addressing human trafficking or in the support of survivors. 
Useful experience includes legal / human rights and law enforcement...   MORE

Direct Marketing Manager
The Direct Marketing Manager plays a critical role in growing Polaris’s 
individual donor base. The individual in this role implements and 
coordinates all direct response fundraising... MORE/APPLY

Major Gifts Officer
Polaris seeks a Major Gifts Officer to join a six person development team 
and help build the organization’s financial support base from a wide 
range of funding sources including foundations, government, corporate, 
individual and earned revenue sources...MORE/APPLY

Development Operations Manager
The Development Operations Manager will play a key role to build out, 
support and refine systems, processes and tools used by...MORE/APPLY

Grant Writer 
The Grant Writer plays a critical role in managing Polaris’s significant 
foundation and government grants portfolio, prospecting new 
opportunities for institutional support, and securing the resources 
necessary advance Polaris’s mission...MORE/APPLY

Director of Foundation Relations 
Polaris seeks a Director of Foundation Relations to join a six person 
development team charged with building organization’s financial support 
base from a wide range of funding sources including foundations, 
government... MORE/APPLY

Executive Coordinator
The Direct Marketing Manager plays a critical role in growing Polaris’s 
individual donor base. The individual in this role implements and 
coordinates all direct response fundraising... MORE/APPLY

Recruiting

Documents

More...

Answered 11/06/2018 at 12.29

News & updates

More...

Notable Supporters / Investors

$500k +

$100k +

$50k +

$25k +

$10k +
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Polaris Founder Testifies in senate hearing.

Bradley Myers at human trafficking event.

Kaitlyn Keisel at New Jersey trafficking rally.
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The screen shots to the left are taken from 
Quora. The goal is to incorporate a similar 
mechanism of tracking activity, such as 
sharing, asking a question, commenting and 
responding, and building up points based on 
that activity. 

More specifically, the goal will be to allocate 
points - to award crypto currency - based 
not just upon the amount of activity, but also 
based upon the ratings of others. Voting a 
users questions, comments and responses up 
or down. 

The formulae for payment of rewards is yet 
to be worked out and will be based on the 
broader economics of the model, and of the 
token economics. 

On the supporters or investors section, ideally 
this could incorporate either one image, 
multiple images, free form text, or text 
organised in tables.  As with all elements, the 
goal will be to enable both mobile and web 
based display, with the minimum of design 
input at the BIGCrowd side, or the side of 
the Big Impact Game-changer that would 
be uploading their material.  If supporter 
or client or investor logos are used, or if 
corporates or investors are mentioned by 
name, the Big Impact Game-changer signs 
to attest they do have said organisation as 
sponsor etc.  We might need to check if 
permission must be given explicitly for logo 
usage. The site should adapt automatically, 
look smart, functional and modern. 

BIGCrowd Lite Platform Specification. 
The lite version of the BIGCrowd platform will 
be the MVP which will showcase a number 
of core parts of the business model - while 
omitting others. It aims to generate revenue 
from core supporters, and give them multiple 
benefits including crypto currency that they 
can use or cash in at a later date. 

The ability for subscribers to introduce others 
and get paid via the social network marketing 
element of the model (see full business plan) 
will not be fully enabled in the lite platform. 

When the lite platform is built, operational, 
and generating feedback, the functionality 
for the full platform will be developed in the 
background - with the goal of formal launch in 
late 2019 to early 2020 - when the community 
of BIGCrowd BETA subscribers has built to 
a reasonable level (target of 150,000 paying 
subscribers and unlimited free subscribers).  

Launch could be sooner, providing the 
platform is fully functional and tested and 
the paying supporter community is large 
enough. When it is - delaying would be a 
lost opportunity. As soon as is practically 
possible it is important to provide subscribers 
the ability to earn micro commissions for 
contributing to the marketing efforts to 
generate revenue. 

So delivering the earning functionality is 
a key component of the sales growth and 
necessary for us to help as many Big Impact 
Game-changers as possible - ideally as soon 
as possible. Yet it cannot be too soon. Initial 
development will be funded by the equity 
raise (with tokens in advance also given to 
equity investors - and the goal of enabling the 
equity to be done via a security token).  

The goal is for the ICO and formal launch 
to be synchronised, so along with giving 
the ability for subscribers to earn tokens for 
collaborating on the platform or for their roll 
in the marketing activity, and to trade or cash 
in tokens on an exchange, at the same time 
the marketing for the ICO will work to help 
market the formal launch, and vice versa. 

Thus, launch will help us generate revenue, 
but also to raise funds (a target of £100m) 
that can go towards further development and 
marketing, thus further driving sales adoption, 
rasing awarness of and raising money to 
support BIGs, and in turn helping underpin 
and even appreciated the price of the token. 

From the BETA launch however, subscribers 
will be able to introduce others to the lite 
platform, and can earn ‘future rewards’ for 
doing so - building up a bank of good will, 
and future earning potential. 

The crypto they will be gifted or can earn in 
the BETA period would be available to spend 
on the platform on launch, or with conditions 
to prevent dumping, they could be gradually 
converted to fiat currency. 

For those who work to introduce others and 
collaborate in the BETA stages, while they 
will not be able to earn or take commissions 
in that period, they can build up a network 
of subscribers they have directly or indirectly 
introduced - and can benefit from those 
BIGCrowd and others introduce, as per 
the spillover feature in the social network 
marketing strategy. Thus, on formal launch, it 
is very possible for subscribers (who have paid 
and also effectively volunteered up to this 
period) will have a commission stream that 
they can take as earnings, or donate or spend 
on the platform. From this point, a modest 
commission stream could quickly build to 
a decent monthly earning level (with fair 
earning caps and qualifications for earning).

The goal is to track activity and build up 
points in the beta stage - with those points 
being able to convert into crypto at a later 
date. We are of course keen to get the crypto 
or token economics right for the full business, 
but the basics of what we intend to do are 
already laid out to a sufficient degree that the 
crowd-funding portion of these rewards and 
the criteria for them can be delivered into the 
user account from the beta launch. 

This beta stage means we can deliver the 
MVP without having the exact block-chain 
development environment or platform clearly 
defined (POW / POS etc. - ERC 20 etc.). 
Actually this strategy will help us define it all 
and give us the best chance to ensure the 
architecture is fit for purpose. 

The key will be ensuring that whatever tech 
and block-chain environment we choose 
(primarily for the payment and incentivisation 
elements of the platform) will not have 
negative environmental consequences such 
as energy cost. It is also important it can 
cope with transaction volumes that are likely 
in the BIGCrowd business model, and also 
work for the buyers, earners (collaborators 
and subscribers) and sellers of our token. 
Utility will be embedded in the token to 
best incentivise positive collaborative and 
behaviour on the platform. 

Getting the full and integrated tech stack to 
work, to pay commissions and bonuses to 
introducers in an automated way, to do this 
using our own coin/token (or another if this 
proves to be a better alternative) needs to be 
done properly and to be fully stress tested. It 
does not need to be perfect in every sense, 
but it does need to deliver the core payment 
and reward functionality. 

Whatever the actual coin or token, if possible 
this would be some form of ‘stable coin or 
token’ backed by the commission elements 
of the BIGCrowd revenue model. Rather than 
pay out the cash itself in commissions, we 
believe it is possible to use these funds to 
make impact investments into the for profit 
projects that seek to raise capital and that are 
featured on the platform.  

Tokens then paid out to subscribers as 
commissions or benefits, could be effectively 
backed by these hard and appreciating 
assets. With the collective support of the 
BIGCrowd to support these high impact 
ventures, and with the prizes and awards, the 
chances of success is increased. The goal is to 
align activity in this way to create a price floor 
on the token, and also enabling appreciation 
over time in line with the growth of the assets 
backed funds are placed into. 

Doing so with the ideal infrastructure in place 
to scale globally - has complexity. BIGCrowd 
is about potentially an ultra high number of 
transactions when at scale. Every monthly 
paying subscriber triggers multiple very small 
transactions each month (micro payments to 
the up-line, and to the organisation). When 
at scale, this is a big number. So, seamless 
instant and very low cost payment solutions 
are important. 

Hence the reason to schedule the ICO circa 
15- 18 months out from the launch of the lite 
platform - which gives time to get this right. 

The lite platform will enable beta subscribers 
to participate on tiered levels (with different 
elite benefits for each level), to introduce 
others, with different numbers of subscribers 
available at different price points (1,000 x 
Diamond Beta Subscribers @ £78.60 ; 5,000 
x Platinum Beta Subscribers @ £38.40 per 
month; 25,000 x Gold Beta Subscribers @ 
£19.20 per month,125,000 Silver Subscribers 
@ £9.60 per month, and unlimited Bronze 
Free subscribers (Free until launch in Feb 
2020- putting a card on file until then, and 
£9.60 per month thereafter). 

Each of the Beta subscribers  will receive a 
number of benefits, including FREE tokens for 
introducing others (with the number of tokens 
they receive, greater if they subscribe at a 
higher price, and also greater if the subscriber 
they introduce subscribes at a higher price 
- which encourages more support). These 
tokens will only be available to donate to 
others on the platform, or to spend on a 
gradual basis - or after a lock in period). 

The lite platform will enable the team to 
upload profiles on Big Impact Game-changers 
in a uniform format, or for beta subscribers 
to nominate and provide details of potential 
Big Impact Game-changers, or for Big Impact 
Game-changers to apply. 

The navigation / search shown to the left is 
what subscribers will see to help them 

Shown here is some information on the 
governance structure. Polaris is a charity with 
an established record, however if it is a profit 
with purpose venture, or a policy idea or 
other structure, details on the intended and 
then updated structure must be given in the 
best way possible. 

This page could also be used for a CALL on 
specific questions about how to improve 
the governance structure - depending on 
the goals of the organisation. Subscribers 
could have input, and this could include a 
comments / Q and A module. 

Comments and suggestions could specify 
if they seek a response, but would not 
automatically be needing or wanting a public 
response or discussion, unlike questions 
where the entire response would be in public. 

My thought is that comments could be both 
in public, or in private, however if the Big 
Impact Game-changer did not acknowledge 
or respond within a set time-frame the 
comment would automatically become public. 
The reason for this is to help ensure the BIG is 
responsive to collaborators. 

  89                       16  

Comment 

I would like to add, in my time as Governor of California, we had some issues with law enforcement. There are watch lists on 
government corruption. I would be very happy to connect you to some of the people I know. Please get in touch directly. 

R. Albert Schwarzberger, Actor, politician, environmentalist Answered 12/06/2018 at 15.48

The Q and A portion, and comments and 
suggestion sections of the Big Impact 
Game-changer page, would be used for 
collaboration in several ways. 

The info gained would help ‘Expert’ status 
subscribers who were rating the Big Impact 
Game-changer for their position in the max 
impact league, or for their eligibility or 
selection to be awarded a £3.6m award or 
win a similar prize. 

Paying subscribers only would be able to ask 
questions, make comments etc. 

Non paying subscribers would be able 
to rate these questions up or down, but 
would be restricted from actually asking or 
commenting. To encourage them to take a 
paying subscription, or earn one via sharing.  

All subscribers would have a limited number 
of up or down votes each month. Subscribers 
would be awarded tokens for asking quality 
questions or making quality comments, as 
rated by their peers and other subscribers. 
Equally, subscribers who vote up for the best, 
or down for the worst (total no of up or down 
votes would be invisible until a subscriber 
casts their vote) could be awarded tokens. 

How many tokens available and how they 
would be awarded, still needs to be worked 
out. It is unlikely that it would be a fixed 
number of tokens per question or vote, but 
would perhaps be a share of token pot, with 
a combination of those who are most active 
with the highest quality of interaction, earning 
a proportionate share of the monthly pool. 
However it is structured, the collaboration 
reward pool size would rise with revenue. 

Intro / Connect Form

The idea for this Big Impact Game-changer 
page, is to have modules which are in 
common, but subtly different depending 
on the organisation stage and structure. It 
is unlikely that a newish proposal (which we 
also wish to include), will have awards or 
recognition of any significance. 

However, in the absence of awards, the 
comments from an independent third 
party could be highly valuable. This section 
could include referees to vouch for the 
people behind the idea, or a trusted firm of 
accountants, lawyers, consultants or even 
partner organisations.... 

Over time, as awards are won (including a 
BIGCrowd award or prize), either the 3rd 
party validation would be unnecessary, 
or could be retained and the awards and 
recognition section could be added. 

Validation could also be in the form of 
comments from BIGCrowd Subscribers, 
especially those with expert status. 

(Independent 3rd party validation)

Time-lines are great way of giving context 
of from where, and where to. And so as the 
platform emerges we will want to include a 
number of time-line modules.

Initially, this might be a more manual process, 
uploading a time-line image for example. 
Over time though, the users (the Big Impact 
Game-changer designated contact/editor) or 
BIGCrowd service rep would select a format, 
and enter images, headlines and comments 
for each point on the time-line, which would 
then build out and be inserted automatically. 

As with all elements, the BIGCrowd 
subscribers - who wish to collaborate with 
a specific Big Impact Game-changer can 
‘Suggest an Edit”.  This ‘suggest an edit’ 
activity could also count towards the user 
engagement on the site, though the Big 
Impact Game-changer would ‘rate’ as useful 
or not useful - to help ensure subscribers 
do not game the system with useless but 
plentiful edits just to earn crypto. 

Testimonials are normally those satisfied by 
a product or service. If we can get them on 
video, so much the better. They deliver far 
more value -  as a sincere piece to camera 
or hearing people speak up for a project 
at a live event. This can be at the start or 
development phase or as it is up and running 
and scaling. Testimonials would be a mix of 
video and written. The better, the better. 

Documents is the place where supplemental 
material such business plans, proposals, or 
other PDFs can be uploaded and available to 
subscribers for viewing or downloading. This 
would include the ability to grant free access 
or to put a link to request viewing permission. 

The objective would be to make it as easy as 
possible for the Big Impact Game-changer 
to keep their page on BIGCrowd up to date. 
So news and updates could be a feed from 
their existing facebook, twitter or Instagram 
account (or other social media site), or from 
their blog or news item page on their existing 
site. Auto feeds might be a problem, because 
ideally we want content to be relevant to the 
BIGCrowd (not overwhelming) so if feeds are 
possible, perhaps there is an approval process 
(where reformatting might also be possible). 

The wish list is as it says. The goal is to 
provide the format for the Big Impact Game-
changer to put exactly what they are seeking 
to enable their impact, out there for the 
subscribers and collaborators to respond 
to as they see fit. As the subscriber base 
grows, experts or others can be nominated, 
increasing the chance of finding people and 
resources required, directly and from those 
who are best positioned to introduce them.

One objective will be to connect potential 
recruits to the Big Impact Game-changers. 
Some BIGs will have existing recruitment apps 
which they use. We aim to connect directly 
to them if possible (manually copying and 
pasting if not) to show available positions 
and linking (with a mechanism of tracking 
and reporting on the value we add from any 
people BIGCrowd introduces). However, 
also over time a key objective is to provide 
our own recruiting application for free - not 
just for processing but also linking to paid 
referrers and to apps with job boards. 

My Notes

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

The talent section in the profile is designed 
to be modular and feeding from the team 
and talent section on the Big Impact Game-
changers own site, or with bios adapted and 
input manually. Some organisations might 
wish to be more detailed in the information 
they show on the team, or less, or indeed, if 
they are earlier stage or start ups, then the 
information that needs to be provided from 
founders needs to be more inspiring. The 
talent section can show what the team and 
recruitment strategy is, and who the target 
team or advisors are. While not specifically 
the recruitment page (see separate section) 
it is possible to attract feedback and point 
potential recruits at the recruiting app. 

The dream collaborators section is designed 
to show a selection of introductions or direct 
contacts the Big Impact Game-changer 
wishes to work with. This can be types of 
entities as shown, or it could be specific 
organisations and departments or even 
the people within them. It can even say 
specifically the type of introduction and the 
nature of the collaboration desired. Should 
the BIG have a bounty or introduction fee 
that they would pay for said introductions, 
this would be detailed here. However, in 
the absence of any direct incentive from the 
Big Impact Game-changer, the platform will 
incentivise collaboration and introductions 
with crypto currency as appropriate. 

Upcoming events are extremely useful to 
know about and participate in to build 
awareness for the scaling of a vision. With 
the number of events that are held around 
the world, it is very easy to miss what are 
often important methods of communication 
and learning. Here, not only would upcoming 
events the Big Impact Game-changer is 
holding, or its representatives are listed to 
attend be detailed. BIGCrowd subscribers 
would also be able to list additional events 
to be held regarding the subject at hand, 
they could request speakers from the BIG for 
events they might hold, or with training and 
instruction, the collaborators would also be 
able to attend as impact advocates to speak 
on behalf of the Big Impact Game-changers. 

Collating past event videos and even audio 
into one place fills an insatiable need for 
content people have these days. For those 
who are interested in a subject, they will 
watch a great deal of content online and also 
listen to podcasts or audio interviews. They 
will consume many hours of material. The 
more the better. Content can be educational 
and can showcase credibility and effort. So 
here, content can be collated. Targetted 
curated material will be pinned at the top of 
the BIG profile page. 

Authenticity is hugely important to build a 
high impact high performing organisation. 
Being honest about where improvements 
can be made and where help is required, 
is something that shows one is aware of 
shortfalls and both keen and prepared to 
tackle them. This again is the opportunity for 
the subscribers, and all kinds of collaborators 
to get involved. It also highlights suitability for 
a £3.6m 3 year award or prize. Of course, the 
platform itself is designed to help regardless 
of if the Big Impact Game-changer receives 
an award or prize. However if they do receive 
the prize, this leverages our ability to provide 
the necessary and focussed support with the 
in house and outsourced funds and the close 
relationship the prize or award enables.

Should subscribers have been supportive as 
volunteers or collaborators, then should paid 
positions or work become available, either 
from the prize or from the funds that the 
prize then helps the BIG to raise, then the 
said subscribers are best positioned to gain 
consultancy work, part time or even full time 
paid work with the Game-changers. The same 
can be said for other forms of collaborators. 
Should a PR, technology or legal firm, for 
example, provide pro or low bono support 
and build the relationship, when funds are 
available and the need for services expands, 
they are ideally placed and in a position of 
trust to win contracts or ad hock work - with 
any contracts expanding accordingly with 
growth of the Big Impact Game-changer. 

Key lessons and learnings is the opportunity 
for the Big Impact Game-changer to 
showcase some of the knowledge they 
have gained on the journey. This would be 
knowledge that could be useful to others, 
or lessons that help give collaborators and 
voters an understanding of the potential 
of the team and of the entity to scale for 
maximum impact. Lessons could relate to the 
starting or building of the organisation, or 
could include sector specific information as 
per the example shown. Should this be a bold 
but well defined start up or proposal, then 
this section could be background learning 
and theories that position or differentiate the 
initiative and team for success. 

Funding
As can be seen above in the highlights, 
Polaris has three distinct funding 
requirements:-

1. Is to take our core operating 
budget from $11m to $20m within 
3 years. Our current strategy for 
this is to increase our outreach to 
all categories of primarily US donor, 
including with our existing donors 
which we would ideally like to 
increase the commitments of. 

2. Next is an innovative funding 
mechanism we have used but only 
scratched the surface of in the past. 
We believe Polaris can secure circa 
$50m in free advertising over the 
next 3 years or so.  Governments in 
their local public transit authorities, 
along with media companies and 
space owners of all sizes have a great 
deal of spare advertising space or 
media airtime. Being time sensitive, 
if this goes unsold, it effectively 
disappears - and many $Billions in 
advertising space and time is lost 
this way each year.  In conjunction 
with foundations and media agencies 
that work explicitly to make better 
use of these resources, we believe 
it is possible to secure an increasing 
share of this unsold advertising space 
in a pro bono media support.  
 
Further, certain corporates have 
huge marketing budgets, but 
despite often doing amazing works, 
rarely do they fully demonstrate their 
commitment to do and go beyond 
corporate social responsibility. We 
believe this is a lost opportunity on 
both sides, and so it is possible to 
work with our partner corporations 
to help them promote the work they 
do to practically support Polaris. In 
turn we believe this can help them 
with their public outreach and brand 
loyalty and marketing programs. 

3. Finally, we are seeking $10m to 
create a seed fund to help start up 
international satellite or ‘franchise’ 
Polaris operations. The goal is to 
provide sufficient funds and support 
so  these entities in target cities 
around the world can launch and 
become self sustaining within 2 
years. The goal would be to raise this 
money as an impact debt fund, so 
any investment made can be repaid 
along with modest interest out of 
local funding sources, so investment 
can be recycled effectively.  

As can be seen, the funding section can be 
used for the free-form explanation of the 
funding requirement, or in the case of an 
active fund raise, it could be used to detail 
headline donor or investment terms and 
potential benefits (clearly - with no promises). 

In terms of impact debt or equity investments, 
or major donations - the BIGCrowd platform 
will not seek to offer advice or enable BIGs to 
raise funds on the platform directly. However 
the platform will enable the Big Impact 
Game-changers to raise the awareness of 
any fund-raise they are doing - effectively 
connecting the BIG and potential investors 
or donors, leaving them to do their own due 
diligence, seek independent advice, and 
agree any terms between parities.

Where there is a fund raise on a separate 
crowd fund platform - BIGCrowd will happily 
point to the platform in question. 

Re micro donor funding, BIGCrowd will 
facilitate payments, with 100% of donor funds 
(less payment/admin costs of 5%) going to 
the BIG in question. Subscribers can donate 
personal funds, or donate from their earnings 
or donations pot to do this. 

Should the BIG win a £3.6m prize or receive 
an award, part of the support services offered 
is fundraising or investment. In this case 
any fund raise will be properly supported 
by regulated advisors who are able to make 
introductions, give advice and actively raise.  

A large part of the BIGCrowd approach is 
to help leverage the power and wisdom of 
the crowd to get all parts of the ecosystem 
to use the platform and find BIGs they want 
to support. By asking questions with the BIG 
engaging to answer them, this acts as a kind 
of collective due diligence - which is can be 
useful to investors and donors of all kinds. 

The space for the in-depth summary is 
designed to enable the BIG to go into 
sufficient detail so the Impact Advocates 
(subscribers) can get a strong understanding 
of detail of the business or initiative of 
whatever kind. 

If one is to be an advocate for impact it is 
important to understand enough about a 
vision or operation to be sufficiently confident 
to speak up on behalf of a potential or current 
Big Impact Game-changers and support them 
to their friends and contacts. 

The caveat is that it is unwise to go into too 
much detail for all. The goal is to present 
information well and clearly, using visuals, 
graphs or images if possible. The subscriber 
who may have already seen the headlines and 
found the page, and perhaps already watched 
an introductory video is looking for a reason 
to learn more. This is the space to stand out. 

Like all sections this space can be updated 
regularly. In the example shown, the space is 
used for a very simple 4 point explanation, 
with the balance used for headline entries 
from a blog which help highlight the extent 
and nature of the organisation. 

As can be seen at the bottom of the section, 
there is space to ask for help on how to 
present, visualise or explain the business. 
Should subscribers participate or succeed in 
getting an idea adopted, our goal is to enable 
them to be rewarded by the BIG in crypto 
(though the mechanisms and parameters for 
collaboration rewards need to be worked out).

The goal of limiting those who can rate 
the Big Impact Game-changers to those 
subscribers who qualify with expert status is 
to best harness the wisdom of the BIGCrowd.

The purpose is searching out the BIGs with 
the greatest potential for positive impact at 
real scale. They have to be BIG (in ambition), 
bold, innovative, scalable and or replicable, 
with joined up thinking, and focussed on 
tackling one or several of the Global Goals. 

Expert subscribers would be encouraged to 
re-rate the BIGs on a regular basis as they 
learn more about them, so that the trajectory 
of the BIG can be assessed over time. Do 
they think management or the plan is getting 
stronger, or weaker, for example? Trend-lines 
pointing upwards are good. Downwards? Not 
so good. When input for ratings comes from 
a diverse set of motivated BIGCrowd expert 
subscribers - analysis can be highly effective.  

The rating criteria shown are just examples. 
There could be different questions used for 
different stages or different structures. The 
point is we want to have a modular system to 
that can help rate the BIGs into categories.  

The Overview section aims to expand 
on the highlights above. This text based 
section would summarise the operation (or 
vision if it is a new proposal), the impact 
ambition, path to scale, existing impact and 
accomplishments if relevant, business model 
and vision to scale. The goal for this section 
is in no more than 500 words (the current 
example is 360) for an expansion into the 
nature of the Big Impact Game-changer. 

Profile highlights aim to put key information 
into one place for easy reference, with all 
the basics one needs to decide if one wants 
to dig deeper to learn about the Big Impact 
Game-changer -  quickly and effectively.

This will include bullet points covering their 
focus area and issues covered, their size, 
stage, no of employees or volunteers, wish 
list, recruiting activity, funding status etc.  

This is also the place where introductory 
videos would be hosted. Ideally, there would 
be a 30 - 60 second short video or animation 
and also a longer form 1 - 15 minute video for 
those that might have interest in the detail of 
the vision. There is space for other content in 
sections below, but the highlights area is for 
introductory video content and overviews. 

The highlights section is also from where 
subscribers can share content with their social 
networks or email specific friends or groups. 

Also in highlights is the vote up / vote down 
button. We are looking into the concept 
of placing a limit on the number of likes or 
dislikes subscribers have available to them 
each month, to place a value on these votes. 
In part, this is to ensure that subscribers 
do not engage in indiscriminate voting in 
an attempt to earn crypto through gaming 
the system. They could however earn more 
votes because of the level of questions or 
comments for example, or purchase more 
votes using their points / crypto currency.  

Additionally subscribers will be able to view 
their own statistics  (up or down votes, the 
number of suggestions, and questions made, 
and up or down votes on their input). They 
would also be able to see the general stats 
regarding the Big Impact Game-changer 
though it might be general stats only become 
visible when the subscriber themselves have 
voted (to avoid being biased by the crowd).

P

Donor / Investor Form

Notify / volunteer for events

More

Add a testimonial
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Provide feedback on the makeup of the team HERE - or SUGGEST A NEW ADVISOR, AMBASSADOR OR TEAM MEMBER.

Suggest an Edit

SUGGEST or NOMINATE FOR AN AWARD

Ask a Question on Governance and Structure?

Suggest or Introduce a Sponsor, Donor or Investor

Propose an alternative way of presenting or explaining Polaris as an organisation and its operating model.

Back  
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Search

Up or down ratings on my 
questions and comments
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DONATED £25 SHARED 4 times
Highlights

Earnings Account

Donations Account

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

SUBSCRIBE IN BETA FROM FREE TO £78.60 P/M

WHY SUPPORT US TO CHANGE THE WORLD?

LEARN ABOUT IMPACT ADVOCATE BENEFITS?

Impact Advocates (subscribers) LOG IN

SIGN UPRaise funds and win cash and support prizes and awards worth £3.6m Help find, fund and support those changing the world.

About
Addressing the SDGs now
Win prizes and awards
Collaborate and earn
Partner with us
Work with us
Invest
FAQ’s
More

Many doing something small can add up to something very BIG indeed...
Harnessing the wisdom, collaboration and funding potential of the BIGCrowd presents the power to change the world. 

BIGCrowd is simple. A free or affordable subscription gives content to highlight the issues at the heart of the 17 Global Goals for Sustainable 
Development - and the Big Impact Game-changers doing the most to address them. Cash earnings and rewards are designed to ethically 
incentivise subscribers to help find, fund and support the Big Impact Game-changers who are best tackling the issues they care about. 

Big Impact Game-changers are those with big and bold plans and activities to address one or more of the SDGs at scale and speed. Often they 
struggle to secure funding and support they need to start and or scale to deliver maximum impact. On the BIGCrowd platform, they can showcase 
their activity, raise donations and investment - and win powerful crowd funded £3.6m 3 year awards of cash and support, all to help them succeed. 

Nominate or Apply Collaborate and Earn

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

When BIGCrowd formally launches, Impact Advocates 
will be able to earn cash commissions for those they 
directly and indirectly introduce and for how much and 
how well they collaborate. The minimum they need to 
do is to watch 10 mins or more of content, vote and 
share each month - to be qualified to earn.

The unique hybrid social marketing engine will 
supplement the referral efforts of subscribers with 
conventional marketing. This is designed to generate 
revenue to support Big Impact Game-changers, raise 
funds for charities - and also incentivise collaboration.  

For those that subscribe in the BETA stage to support 
our launch - they will receive special benefits along 
with FREE crypto currency. If we are successful, this 
could have a value at launch and beyond. Plus the 
more one tells the larger the income stream at launch. 

Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

Launch Earnings

£45.30 per month

What’s in it for  
Impact Advocate Subscribers?

What’s in it for  
Big Impact Game-changers?

More on the vision to   
help people do good and do well !

LOG OUT

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd

My Dashboard

Platinum Impact Advocate subscriber from?

Subscribers I’ve directly introduced

Total subscribers in my network (including spillover)

Revenue p/m I’m generating to support BIGCrowd

Total revenue I’ve raised to support BIGCrowd

Monthly target BIGSupport revenue at launch

Monthly base commissions at launch

Monthly match bonus at launch

My position in the impact league

Crypto tokens I’ve earned to date

Potential token value at 2020 launch (target)

Potential token value in 2022 (target)
Big Impact Game-changers I’m following
Big Impact Game-changers I’ve donated to 

Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

Vote For The Winner Of £3.6m  
European Plastics Replacement Challenge

LOG OUT

GLOBAL GOAL NO’s REGION / COUNTRY STAGE / STRUCTURE INDUSTRY / DISCIPLINE

1. No poverty

2. Zero hunger

3. Good health and well being

4. Quality education

5. Gender equality

6. Clean water and sanitation

7. Affordable clean energy

8. Decent work and economic growth

9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure

10. Reduced inequalities

11. Sustainable cities and communities

12. Responsible consumption and production

13. Climate action

14. Life below water

15. Life on land

16. Peace and justice 

17. Partnerships for the global goals

REGION

Asia

Middle East, North Africa, and Greater Arabia

Europe

North America

Central America and the Caribbean

South America

Sub Saharan-Africa

COUNTRY

Asia

Bangladesh

Bhutan

Brunei

Cambodia

China

India

Indonesia

Japan

Kazakhstan

North Korea

              Cont.. 

STAGE

CONCEPT / PROPOSAL

START UP / EARLY STAGE

SCALE UP (Less than 3 years operations)

SCALE UP (More than 3 years operations)

SCALE UP (Less than £1m Revenue)

SCALE UP (Less than £10m Revenue)

SCALE UP (More than £10m Revenue)

RAISING IMPACT INVESTMENT

RAISING DONOR FUNDING

SEEKING OTHER SUPPORT

COMPETING FOR A BIGCrowd PRIZE

APPLYING FOR A BIGCrowd AWARD

STRUCTURE

For profit with purpose (PWP)

Not for shareholder profit (NSP)

Policy intervention / initiative (PII)

Awareness / advocacy campaign (AAC)

Structure currently unclear (SCU) 

Corporate purpose initiative (CPI)

Social / commercial hybrid (SCH)

INDUSTRY / DISCIPLINE

AGRICULTURE 

CHEMICALS 

CONSTRUCTION 

EDUCATION 

ENERGY

ENGINEERING

ENTERTAINMENT

FINANCE 

HOSPITALITY

INFRASTRUCTURE 

MANUFACTURING

MEDIA 

MINING

PHARMACEUTICALS

PUBLIC SECTOR

TECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORT

SEARCH ORG NAME
j  :  j j  :  j j j  :  j j j j  :  j j j j j

Launch Earnings

£79.60 per month

BIGCrowd Impact Rating
Live Prize or Award Recipient

BIG’s I’m Supporting

BIG’s I’m Following

Trending

Live Challenges

Time on the Platform 

No of Up Votes

Latest News CLEAR

Vote For The Next 
Big Crowd Grand Challenge

Attend A Regional
BIGCrowd Impact Advocate Event

Sept 2018
8

224
£1,792
£6,224

£20,000
£45.20
£34.40

127
45,542

£455
£4,550
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ORGANISATION: Polaris:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International Justice · Peace 
and Human Rights · Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: USA; Canada; Mexico; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.polarisproject.org 

Human trafficking is a low-risk,  $150 billion profit criminal industry, 
enslaving more than 20 million people each year in forced labour 
and commercial sex. Polaris systematically disrupts human trafficking 
networks and restores freedom to survivors. With data gathered from 
victims’ experiences, Polaris directly supports victims, equips key 
stakeholders with tools to address and prevent human trafficking, 
intervenes through targeted campaigns, and enhances law enforcement 
access to tips and actionable information. Working to find and support 
victims, and prosecute traffickers, Polaris seeks to reverse the risk-to-
reward ratio and destroy the industry... MORE

ORGANISATION: Last Mile Health:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Health · Health Delivery · Youth Job Skills: 

REGIONS SERVED: Liberia:

WEB: www.lastmilehealth.org 

In developing countries, those who live an hour’s walk or more from a 
health clinic are at increased risk of dying from preventable or treatable 
diseases. Last Mile Health partners with government to deploy and 
manage networks of community health professionals integrated into 
the public health system. With training in maternal and child health, 
family planning, treatment adherence, and surveillance of epidemics, 
together with mentorship from nurse supervisors, these CHWs deliver 
high quality healthcare to remote communities. Newborn mortality has 
decreased while  children receiving treatment for diarrhoea, malaria 
+ pneumonia has increased. LMG now supports Health Ministries to 
prepare policy documents, in training and impact measurement. MORE

ORGANISATION: Angaza

FOCUS: Pay as you go clean energy and water.

ISSUE AREAS: Clean Energy · Environmental Sustainability:

REGIONS SERVED: Africa; India; Asia;

WEB: www.angaza.com

A solar energy system would easily pay for itself over time, but the 
poorest of the poor can’t afford the initial investment. Upfront costs 
stifle adoption rates. Angaza saw that flaw in the system and created an 
accessible, affordable, Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) financing mechanism to 
get solar and clean energy products into households with the greatest 
need. Angaza’s PAYG platform enables even the smallest, most remote, 
last-mile distributors to offer affordable financing to their customers on 
an ever-expanding portfolio of life-changing products in more than 30 
countries. Angaza’s business model is powered by two tools: technolo-
gy licenses that allow hardware manufacturers to embed remote-activa-
tion circuitry into products, and cloud-based loan activation... MORE

ORGANISATION: EnsoImpact

FOCUS: Changing educational outcomes for the poor

ISSUE AREAS: Affordable, high quality education which is 
relevant to the lives and emerging lives of the poor

REGIONS SERVED: Africa, Asia

WEB: www.ensoimpact.org 

EnSo Impact is a vision of founders Paul, Agi and Ayrton to tackle the 
 inadequacy of the current education system in Africa and other parts 
of the developing world. The enso model integrates solutions to all the 
major issues affecting education -  instructional quality, non polluting en-
ergy, health and hygiene, emotional well-being, and  supportive family 
life. It sources world  class  products, integrates them into a branded 
product range  with affordable payment plans. We’re building a large 
chain of SMART Communities which offer world class schooling, which 
serve as retail hubs (solar energy, health, water and hygiene products), 
and which place EQ/SQ at their centre... MORE

ORGANISATION: Benefit Corporation:

FOCUS: Intelligent Standards for Good Business

ISSUE AREAS: The Future of Social Enterprise: 

REGIONS SERVED: Global:

WEB: www.bcorporation.net 

BCorporation certified BCorps use the power of business to solve 
social and environmental problems. They now number more than 2,500 
organisations from 50 countries and 130 industries, with BCorp status 
helping embed sound culture and principles into existing business 
structures... MORE

ORGANISATION: Eco Capacity Exchange

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: Global:

WEB: www.ecocapacityexchange.com

The ECO Capacity Exchange is an alternative global market place of 
supply and demand where the ECO is the common unit of account 
for trade. Trading on the Exchange unlocks a whole range of benefits 
for business, creating value in new ways and improving financial 
performance. Use interest-free credit to procure the goods and services 
most frequently purchased by Fortune 500 companies, retaining cash 
on your balance sheet. Discover new customers and deliver incremental 
revenue while improving asset utilisation and ROCE.. MORE

FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,290 FOLLOWED BY 392 FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,900 FOLLOWED BY 34 FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

5,943 FOLLOWED BY 1,023

FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

3,211 FOLLOWED BY 871FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,030 FOLLOWED BY 89FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

1,897 FOLLOWED BY 321

ORGANISATION: The Juanfe Foundation

FOCUS: Young Mothers and Infant Mortality

ISSUE AREAS: Affordable, high quality education which is 
relevant to the lives and emerging lives of the poor

REGIONS SERVED: South America

WEB: www.ensoimpact.org 

The Juanfe foundation in Cartagena Columbia was set up in 2001 to 
address high rates of preventable infant mortality and the extreme 
poverty that led to many girls giving birth at a young age. It has helped 
and saved thousands of lives and now is scaling elsewhere. ... MORE

ORGANISATION: Evergreen Europe:

FOCUS: Disruption and Prevention of Human Trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Sustainable Infrastructure · Finance · Public 
Sector · Climate Activity: 

REGIONS SERVED: Europe

WEB: www.evergreeneurope.org 

Evergreen Europe is a bold engagement and advocacy project which 
aims to create a European Sustainable Infrastructure Trust (ESIT). The 
objective is to catalyse a funding pathway to abundant, cheap, low 
carbon energy supplies and resilient, regenerative infrastructure. ESIT 
would be set up and owned by participating European governments. 
The entity would issue a unique form of bond to fund many €Billions 
in Low Carbon Infrastructure over 15 years. This would be a new class 
of sovereign backed, euro-denominated AAA-rated evergreen bonds 
called Euroconsols, which ESIT would issue to raise circa €5 trillion over 
15 years to invest in the renewal of European Infrastructure... MORE.

ORGANISATION: Atlantic Superconnection 

FOCUS: Clean Energy Distribution 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International Justice · Peace 
and Human Rights · Responsible Supply Chains: 

REGIONS SERVED: Iceland; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.atlanticsuperconnection.com

Our mission is to deliver sustainable, low carbon energy from Iceland 
to the UK through world-leading HVDC cable technology and energy 
infrastructure. Atlantic Superconnection Corp will source abundant, 
cheap geothermal energy, transported from Iceland to the UK via a 
1500 km high voltage direct current undersea cable, to profitably bene-
fit the UK and Icelandic populations and the environment by delivering 
abundant clean energy.. MORE

FOLLOW

DONATE SHARE

2,312 FOLLOWED BY 432FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

765 FOLLOWED BY 210FOLLOWING

DONATE SHARE

981 FOLLOWED BY 87

APPLY

Do good and do well by spreading  
the word to change the world.

YOU CAN HELP!

Big Impact Game-changersBIGCrowd Impact Advocates (subscribers) Steve Podmore

£45.30

£83.20

Promote Polaris on social media to show your support, help them raise awareness, help fund  
prizes and awards which they could win - and earn referral commissions you can spend or donate!

LOG OUT

ORGANISATION: Polaris:

FOCUS: Disruption and prevention of human trafficking 

ISSUE AREAS: Human Rights · International justice · Peace and human Rights · Responsible supply chains: 

HQ & REGIONS SERVED: HQ = Washington DC USA: Serving; Canada; Mexico; United Kingdom:

WEB: www.polarisproject.org 

FOLLOWING
DONATE/ SHARE/

4,212
Followed by 532

ABOUT

Human trafficking is a low-risk, high-profit criminal industry, enslaving more than 20 million people each year in forced labour and 
commercial sex and generating some $150 billion in profits. Law enforcement agencies lack data about trafficking patterns, specific 
sub-types, and locations. Victims rarely have access to channels of communication for help. Less than one percent of victims are 
identified globally each year. Polaris systematically disrupts human trafficking networks and restores freedom to survivors. Gathering 
key data from victims’ experiences, Polaris directly supports victims, equips key stakeholders with data to address and prevent human 
trafficking, and intervenes in specific industries through targeted campaigns. Working together to find and support victims, and 
prosecute traffickers, the Polaris team and partners seek to reverse the risk-to-reward ratio and destroy the industry.

IMPACT AMBITION

The vision has 2 core parts. 

1. Universal helplines available globally to serve trafficking victims. 

2. Efficiently sharing data and driving collaboration between regulators, law enforcement, and service agencies - leading to reliable 
identification and conviction of traffickers, dramatically increasing the risk equation for the industry. 

PATH TO SCALE

Partnerships. Collating data and providing technical support to national and global anti-trafficking hot-lines and networks + advocacy.

IMPACT & ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Provided assistance in 30k + cases of human trafficking in U.S.

Law enforcement shut down more than 40 percent of illicit massage businesses in Polaris’s 57 partner cities. Polaris’s state-by-state 
ratings system highlighted gaps in state laws against trafficking and led to passage of more than 100 state & local anti-trafficking laws.

BUSINESS MODEL

Philanthropic support for core operations; independent replication of the model by partners. Current Budget - $11m. 

VISION TO SCALE

The vision to enable maximum impact - which we believe would be enabled by the BIGCrowd award - is to take the core operating 
budget to $20m within 3 years, and to sign corporate partnerships giving $50M in annual cooperative CSR advertising within 3 years - 
to directly or indirectly address 500k of human trafficking cases in the US in 5 yrs. Further - raising an unrestricted $10m a year to seed 
the set up and replication costs of partner operations in key overseas locations - to identify and support over 25% of human trafficking 
victims within 10 years - inspiring others & destroying the industry.
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Recruiting  -   Yes       No         More

Overview

Raising (in next 12 months)  Target Total ________Min________

Donor Funding      Donations        Impact Equity       Impact Debt

Full Time Equivalents (FTE’s) 
Employees            Volunteers 3055

Budget / Revenue

Zero     Under £1m     Under £10m     More than £10m  

BIGLeague Rating

SUBMIT

Importance of impact

Impact potential relative to issue

Strength of vision

Management capability

Competition

Joined up thinking

Potential to scale

Rate and submit to view the average rating of the BIGCrowd.

Qualify or apply for Impact  
Advocate Expert Status to Rate  
this Big Impact Game-changer

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Submit to reveal position  
in the BIGLeague _____?

More

More

More

CORE TEAM

KEY ADVISORS & AMBASSADORS

In depth summary

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH

Bradley Miles

Bradley Myles serves as Executive Director 
and CEO of Polaris, a global leader in the fight 
to eradicate human trafficking and to restore 
freedom to survivors. For over a decade, he 
has devoted himself to combating human 
trafficking and modern slavery on a local, 
national, and global scale.  Mr. Myles’ early 
efforts focused on directly serving survivors, 
researching local human trafficking markets, 
and helping to build Washington DC’s.. MORE

Chief Executive Officer
Nancy McGuire Choi

Nancy McGuire Choi is a social enterprise 
executive with 15 years of experience in 
international development, information 
management, and technology innovation.  
She specializes in building high-performing 
teams, cultivating programmatic innovation, 
and leading organizational transformation. As 
Chief Operating Officer at Polaris, Nancy leads 
the organization’s strategy and day-to-day 
operations, as well as our data,  MORE

Chief Operating Officer
Caren Benjamin

Caren drives Polaris’s efforts to tell the story 
of how human trafficking works and to inspire 
a wide range of audiences to become part 
of the movement to end it. She joins Polaris 
from West End Strategy Team, a boutique 
public relations and communications firm that 
works with non-profit organizations and issue 
campaigns. As a vice president, Caren led the 
firm’s federal advocacy work, building and 
implementing campaigns for... MORE

Chief Communications Officer

Emily Tracy

Emily K. Tracy is a fundraising strategist with 
extensive experience serving mission-driven 
advocacy organizations in the equality, health 
and human services, environmental and higher 
education sectors. Her approach is focused on 
relationship building, strong partnerships and a 
donor-centered fundraising culture. In her role 
as Chief Development Officer at Polaris, Emily 
oversees planning, execution and growth of the 
organization’s revenue, including... MORE

Chief Development Officer
Matthew Bradley

Matthew Bradley joined Polaris in July of 2013 
as the organization’s Technology Architect. 
Prior to joining Polaris, Mr. Bradley worked 
for a decade in Washington, D.C. as a 
technologist, most recently, as a technical lead 
and developer for Edelman, supporting public 
affairs advocacy campaigns, and managing 
deployments of their Multiplier advocacy 
platform. Preceding Edelman, he worked for 
Grassroots Enterprise where he .. MORE

Technology Architect
Rochelle Keyhan

Rochelle is the Director of the Disruption 
Strategies at Polaris, a department focused on 
developing and implementing strategies to 
disrupt specific types of trafficking in the United 
States. She sets the department’s strategic 
direction, grounded in a deep understanding 
of stakeholder needs. Rochelle’s work includes 
recruiting and catalyzing robust collaborative 
networks of law enforcement, local and national 
agencies, service providers, legislators.. MORE

Director - Disruption Strategies

Catherine A. McLean

Catherine “Kiki” McLean is a leading public 
affairs and political strategist. She served 
as counsel for the Washington, D.C., office 
of Porter Novelli and the agency’s global 
public affairs efforts after four years leading 
their Washington, D.C. and global public 
affairs practices and serving as a member of 
the Executive Committee. In her work, Kiki’s 
expertise is in strategic communications and 
public affairs. A veteran of 6... MORE

Chairperson - Board of Directors
Ashley Judd

Ashley Judd is a dedicated humanitarian and 
acclaimed actor having starred in over 20 films 
and on Broadway. Nominated for multiple 
Golden Globe and Emmy Awards, her film titles 
range from Double Jeopardy and the Divine 
Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood to Where the 
Heart Is. A global ambassador for public health 
nonprofit Population Services International 
(PSI), Ashley’s activism and advocacy on behalf 
of vulnerable ... MORE

Polaris Ambassador
Steve McQueen

As a Polaris Ambassador, McQueen will work 
alongside us as an advocate against human 
trafficking, raising awareness that this is a 
modern-day problem that requires greater 
resources and action. Read our press release 
here. “I am deeply honored to accept my 
role as an ambassador for Polaris. This is 
an organization that I truly believe is vital in 
fighting slavery today. From my first encounter 
with them... MORE

Polaris Ambassador

The reason we restrict the rating to those 
who have “expert status’ is to be sure we 
are getting the strongest possible results 
to find the very best  and most promising 
Big Impact Game-changers.

You can automatically qualify for expert 
status based on the peer rating of 
your site wide comments from fellow 
subscribers, and on the amount you 
contribute and interact on the site, 
also helping to rate others. Should you 
wish to be considered for expert status 
immediately - PLEASE APPLY HERE.

All subscribers can still participate by 
liking or disliking the game-changer, 
by commenting, asking questions, 
and by voting on other comments and 
questions..  

(Dont forget to come back and re rate the 
Big Impact Game-changer as you learn 

more about what they are doing and their 
impact potential. Each time you re-rate, 
you will see the revised BIGCrowd vote 

and their position in the BIGLeague. 

Provide feedback on the make-up of the team HERE

Talent

Technology partners

 Campaign ideas

 International expansion partners & board directors

 

Wish-list

Testimonials

Police Force Canada

“After six long years trapped in the human trafficking networks that brought me to the  
United States, thanks to God – I got out alive. With the help of a good Samaritan,  

I’m now free from that world, where I was forced to sell my body.”

Natasha - East Coast USA

I am a survivor of human trafficking. I was heartbroken, confused and lonely. Without Polaris  
Project my life was going to be destroyed. Today my heart is full and I am proud of who I am.  

What I want is more support and strong justice for victims and survivors like me.

Alezandra, grassroots network member

When a student of mine became a victim of sex trafficking, time was of the essence to recover her.  
Polaris Project was an active part of the investigation and was there to mentor, guide and to assist me  

as well as the victim. The dedication of the staff was evident in their around the clock support.

Time-line

Awards and recognition

In 2013, Google gave Polaris the prestigious Global Impact Award to support our effort to build a global safety net for 
survivors of modern-day slavery and develop a more coordinated global response for victims of this transnational crime. The 
award also fosters a data-driven approach that identifies human trafficking trends and informs eradication, prevention, and 
victim protection strategies. 

Google’s Global Impact Award is making it possible for Polaris to connect with diverse anti-trafficking organizations around 
the world so that the fight against human trafficking is a more collective and data-driven effort. Global Impact Awards support 
entrepreneurial non-profits using technology to change the world. Read more about our work to build a global safety net 
HERE.

In 2014, a collaboration between Caravan Studios, Polaris, and the New Jersey Department of Children and Families to help 
increase shelter services for human trafficking survivors was named as a winner of the Partnership for Freedom’s Re-imagine: 
Opportunity innovation challenge. The survivors we serve have experienced ongoing hardship when trying to secure a safe 
place to stay after they exit their trafficking situations. The Safe Shelter Collaborative received $1.17 million to dramatically 
increase access to appropriate, supportive shelters for survivors of human trafficking. 

The project is extending the ability of service providers, law enforcement agencies, and other stakeholders to either find 
immediate shelter space for survivors or, if none is available, access funding to place them in hotels. Using mobile and 
crowd-sourcing technology, the project engages individual donors to fund emergency hotel stays for survivors securely and 
anonymously. The project will also leverage existing local resources, build partnerships in related fields to fill gaps in service, 
and deliver tailored training to organizations to expand the availability of quality, specialized services to survivors of human 
trafficking. The project has been piloted initially in New Jersey.

The Skoll Awards distinguish transformative leaders whose organizations disrupt the status quo, drive sustainable large-
scale change, and are poised to create even greater impact on the world. “Social entrepreneurs share several important 
characteristics: concern for the vulnerable, optimism about our future, an ability to think and do, and most importantly, an 
unfailing belief in solutions,” said Jeff Skoll, Founder and Chairman of the Skoll Foundation. “These four remarkable people 
give us great hope that a more peaceful, prosperous, and sustainable future is within reach.”

Polaris is honoured to be included among the recipients and will receive a $1.25m grant over three years from Skoll 
Foundation to provide core support to scale our efforts to disrupt human trafficking networks and increase the number of 
survivors we are able to reach.

£10m               None

Questions and Answers. 

The bigger you get, how do you manage your security threat? Putting traffickers out of business must put 
your staff in danger? 

Q. Jonathan Porrit, Author,

A. Bradley Miles, CEO - Polaris Project

Thanks for the question Jonathan. Yes we take security seriously. Hopefully you will also understand - detailing our 
procedures publicly, might not actually help our security! Though we have strong measures in place, which are to the 
same standard of the law enforcement agencies we work with. 

981 Views : View Upvoters  : View Sharers    

Comment 

I can see on your website and BIGCrowd profile page above, that part of what you do is send tips to law 
enforcement? It is well known that in some countries, law enforcement is part of the problem, taking bribes 
and payoffs from traffickers of all kinds. How do you know if you are working with the good or bad guys? 

Q. Mark Aldington, Consultant and humanitarian.

A. Rochelle Keyhan - Polaris team. 

Hi Mark. This is a very important issue. Before we work with any law enforcement agency, we work hard to 
understand if they have been infiltrated or are recognised as corrupt by our network of national and international 
organisations. Obviously, this additional admin carries a cost, which is why we can only scale in line with the funding 
we have to do this properly, with the minimum risk to those we are working to save and support. We welcome 
feedback on this from law enforcement professionals around the world. 

423 Views : View Upvoters  : View Sharers    

Asked 01/09/2018 at 10.14

Answered 01/09/2018 at 18.23

Answered 11/06/2018 at 08.57

Asked 10/06 /2018 at 10.14

Thanks Rochelle. I’m just curious as to the best ways to support victims when authorities are part of the problem? 
Is it possible to work with trusted local parties and to provide victim support when corruption is so prevalence. In 
other words, are their No Go areas for you? and how do you see those in these areas can eventually be supported. 

R. Mark Aldington.  Consultant and humanitarian.

Comments & Suggestions (with private response if necessary)

I really love what you are doing. I would like to make you aware of a UK event that is happening on Modern 
Slavery. it would be fantastic if you could get over here to talk about your work. 

C. Albert Goretex, speaker and environmentalist, London.

I would like to suggest that you create a secure back to work program in conjunction with local employers via 
an apprenticeship program, perhaps in partnership with local NGOs that already support women and girls. The 
employers who are your sponsors could provide many thousands of entry level jobs. Is this part of your thinking? 

S. Peter Davies

Donate BIGPoints / Cash NOW

Where we can improve. 
Where we need help. 

The learnings of Polaris have been 
significant. It took us time to really 
develop the model we use today, which 
focusses on a four part approach as can 
be seen above. Donors very often see 
program activity as most important. 
Meaning, the funds actually spent on 
victim support. 

We of course see this as highly 
important too - and in our case, this 
is the money spent on the helplines. 
However in our case, the data and 
advocacy side of Polaris is just as 
important, and this has been the 
hardest to fund raise for. Had we known 
this when we started, or earlier in our 
evolution, we would have focussed 
to understand our donors more, 
seeking out those who understand 
this distinction to fund either program 
activity or core activity and infrastructure 
costs. We would have worked harder 
to communicate the right message in 
the right way - and would have worked 
hard to help educate program donors 
that funding data can make program 
investment that much more productive. 

To improve going forward, we are 
fortunate to have many case studies and 
also the hard numbers, as well as willing 
supporters as references. We need help 
to replicate the Polaris model, finding 
the right management for new locations, 
partners and funders. 

Key lessons and learnings. 
“One of the very striking realities in 
the human trafficking field is this vast 
disparity between work that happens on 
sex trafficking and work that happens on 
labour trafficking. But labour trafficking 
is the largest form of trafficking in the 
United States, around the world, and 
most likely in Mexico as well, but even 
though it is the largest form of trafficking 
it gets the smallest amount of attention. 

The field working on trafficking needs 
to put more emphasis on the different 
types of labour trafficking and [to better 
understand] labour trafficking because 
there has been years of overlooking how 
big this problem is.” - Bradley Myles, 
CEO of Polaris at the Forum on Labour 
Trafficking event in Mexico.

Individuals with disabilities may face 
increased risk of human trafficking.

Any vulnerable person is at risk for 
human trafficking, however, individuals 
with disabilities may face increased risk 
for several reasons.

Upcoming Events

Past Event Content

Governance and structure

Dream Collaborators
Law enforcement agencies

We love to be connected to law 
enforcement. We have detailed training 
programs. Currently they are delivered 
in class only, however we are working 
to deliver them online anywhere in the 
world on a regular basis. 

Advocacy groups

Sharing best practice with other 
advocacy groups around the world is a 
high priority. We have a Washington DC 
based team. Should you know advocacy 
groups who want to share with us, or 
learn from us, or should you represent a 
group that would like to collaborate with 
Polaris please get in touch. 

Hotel groups

We are finding partnerships with hotel 
groups to be especially productive in 
the identification of human trafficking 
operations. We do not advertise all 
the details of why, for obvious reasons 
- but are keen to connect with senior 
management of the main hotel groups, 
or industry associations. 

Legislators

Setting laws to work is a high priority so 
we have a team that advises legislators, 
and we are keen to connect with 
counterparts around the world. 

Polaris is a tech developer and we especially work with data. Therefore, we are 
always interested in improving our tech and systems. Ideally we would love to 
hear from major database development companies and suppliers, for storage, 
management, analysis of big data etc. In addition, we are always seeking 
those who can help train survivors giving them skills for the workplace. Here, 
technology and other companies can help in several ways such as donating 
desktops and laptops for use by our training partners, and by providing paid 
internship and apprenticeship positions for those who need them most.. MORE

Tackling human trafficking and modern day slavery is about winning hearts 
and minds. It is about getting people who might be suspicious to act. 
Sometimes, this means encouraging them to do things that might make them 
uncomfortable because of the risk (or perceived risk) of speaking out or calling 
a helpline. So from a marketing perspective, we need the very best campaign 
ideas to help raise awareness of human trafficking on every level and then 
to stimulate people to call helplines or support . We are seeking amazing 
campaign and messaging ideas, both in concept form, and fully worked up with 
visuals and or video.. For this, we will run periodic competitions.... MORE

Especially we are interested in hearing from experienced management and 
teams who can drive the expansion of Polaris around the world. We are open 
to supporting the launch of independently run satellite organisations, who 
fund-raise for and operate Polaris clones, with tech, systems and knowledge 
provided and strategy supported from Polaris HQ. Interested parties would have 
a background in the addressing human trafficking or in the support of survivors. 
Useful experience includes legal / human rights and law enforcement...   MORE

Direct Marketing Manager
The Direct Marketing Manager plays a critical role in growing Polaris’s 
individual donor base. The individual in this role implements and 
coordinates all direct response fundraising... MORE/APPLY

Major Gifts Officer
Polaris seeks a Major Gifts Officer to join a six person development team 
and help build the organization’s financial support base from a wide 
range of funding sources including foundations, government, corporate, 
individual and earned revenue sources...MORE/APPLY

Development Operations Manager
The Development Operations Manager will play a key role to build out, 
support and refine systems, processes and tools used by...MORE/APPLY

Grant Writer 
The Grant Writer plays a critical role in managing Polaris’s significant 
foundation and government grants portfolio, prospecting new 
opportunities for institutional support, and securing the resources 
necessary advance Polaris’s mission...MORE/APPLY

Director of Foundation Relations 
Polaris seeks a Director of Foundation Relations to join a six person 
development team charged with building organization’s financial support 
base from a wide range of funding sources including foundations, 
government... MORE/APPLY

Executive Coordinator
The Direct Marketing Manager plays a critical role in growing Polaris’s 
individual donor base. The individual in this role implements and 
coordinates all direct response fundraising... MORE/APPLY

Recruiting

Documents

More...

Answered 11/06/2018 at 12.29

News & updates

More...

Notable Supporters / Investors

$500k +

$100k +

$50k +

$25k +

$10k +
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Polaris Founder Testifies in senate hearing.

Bradley Myers at human trafficking event.

Kaitlyn Keisel at New Jersey trafficking rally.
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The screen shots to the left are taken from 
Quora. The goal is to incorporate a similar 
mechanism of tracking activity, such as 
sharing, asking a question, commenting and 
responding, and building up points based on 
that activity. 

More specifically, the goal will be to allocate 
points - to award crypto currency - based 
not just upon the amount of activity, but also 
based upon the ratings of others. Voting a 
users questions, comments and responses up 
or down. 

The formulae for payment of rewards is yet 
to be worked out and will be based on the 
broader economics of the model, and of the 
token economics. 

On the supporters or investors section, ideally 
this could incorporate either one image, 
multiple images, free form text, or text 
organised in tables.  As with all elements, the 
goal will be to enable both mobile and web 
based display, with the minimum of design 
input at the BIGCrowd side, or the side of 
the Big Impact Game-changer that would 
be uploading their material.  If supporter 
or client or investor logos are used, or if 
corporates or investors are mentioned by 
name, the Big Impact Game-changer signs 
to attest they do have said organisation as 
sponsor etc.  We might need to check if 
permission must be given explicitly for logo 
usage. The site should adapt automatically, 
look smart, functional and modern. 

BIGCrowd Lite Platform Specification. 
The lite version of the BIGCrowd platform will 
be the MVP which will showcase a number 
of core parts of the business model - while 
omitting others. It aims to generate revenue 
from core supporters, and give them multiple 
benefits including crypto currency that they 
can use or cash in at a later date. 

The ability for subscribers to introduce others 
and get paid via the social network marketing 
element of the model (see full business plan) 
will not be fully enabled in the lite platform. 

When the lite platform is built, operational, 
and generating feedback, the functionality 
for the full platform will be developed in the 
background - with the goal of formal launch in 
late 2019 to early 2020 - when the community 
of BIGCrowd BETA subscribers has built to 
a reasonable level (target of 150,000 paying 
subscribers and unlimited free subscribers).  

Launch could be sooner, providing the 
platform is fully functional and tested and 
the paying supporter community is large 
enough. When it is - delaying would be a 
lost opportunity. As soon as is practically 
possible it is important to provide subscribers 
the ability to earn micro commissions for 
contributing to the marketing efforts to 
generate revenue. 

So delivering the earning functionality is 
a key component of the sales growth and 
necessary for us to help as many Big Impact 
Game-changers as possible - ideally as soon 
as possible. Yet it cannot be too soon. Initial 
development will be funded by the equity 
raise (with tokens in advance also given to 
equity investors - and the goal of enabling the 
equity to be done via a security token).  

The goal is for the ICO and formal launch 
to be synchronised, so along with giving 
the ability for subscribers to earn tokens for 
collaborating on the platform or for their roll 
in the marketing activity, and to trade or cash 
in tokens on an exchange, at the same time 
the marketing for the ICO will work to help 
market the formal launch, and vice versa. 

Thus, launch will help us generate revenue, 
but also to raise funds (a target of £100m) 
that can go towards further development and 
marketing, thus further driving sales adoption, 
rasing awarness of and raising money to 
support BIGs, and in turn helping underpin 
and even appreciated the price of the token. 

From the BETA launch however, subscribers 
will be able to introduce others to the lite 
platform, and can earn ‘future rewards’ for 
doing so - building up a bank of good will, 
and future earning potential. 

The crypto they will be gifted or can earn in 
the BETA period would be available to spend 
on the platform on launch, or with conditions 
to prevent dumping, they could be gradually 
converted to fiat currency. 

For those who work to introduce others and 
collaborate in the BETA stages, while they 
will not be able to earn or take commissions 
in that period, they can build up a network 
of subscribers they have directly or indirectly 
introduced - and can benefit from those 
BIGCrowd and others introduce, as per 
the spillover feature in the social network 
marketing strategy. Thus, on formal launch, it 
is very possible for subscribers (who have paid 
and also effectively volunteered up to this 
period) will have a commission stream that 
they can take as earnings, or donate or spend 
on the platform. From this point, a modest 
commission stream could quickly build to 
a decent monthly earning level (with fair 
earning caps and qualifications for earning).

The goal is to track activity and build up 
points in the beta stage - with those points 
being able to convert into crypto at a later 
date. We are of course keen to get the crypto 
or token economics right for the full business, 
but the basics of what we intend to do are 
already laid out to a sufficient degree that the 
crowd-funding portion of these rewards and 
the criteria for them can be delivered into the 
user account from the beta launch. 

This beta stage means we can deliver the 
MVP without having the exact block-chain 
development environment or platform clearly 
defined (POW / POS etc. - ERC 20 etc.). 
Actually this strategy will help us define it all 
and give us the best chance to ensure the 
architecture is fit for purpose. 

The key will be ensuring that whatever tech 
and block-chain environment we choose 
(primarily for the payment and incentivisation 
elements of the platform) will not have 
negative environmental consequences such 
as energy cost. It is also important it can 
cope with transaction volumes that are likely 
in the BIGCrowd business model, and also 
work for the buyers, earners (collaborators 
and subscribers) and sellers of our token. 
Utility will be embedded in the token to 
best incentivise positive collaborative and 
behaviour on the platform. 

Getting the full and integrated tech stack to 
work, to pay commissions and bonuses to 
introducers in an automated way, to do this 
using our own coin/token (or another if this 
proves to be a better alternative) needs to be 
done properly and to be fully stress tested. It 
does not need to be perfect in every sense, 
but it does need to deliver the core payment 
and reward functionality. 

Whatever the actual coin or token, if possible 
this would be some form of ‘stable coin or 
token’ backed by the commission elements 
of the BIGCrowd revenue model. Rather than 
pay out the cash itself in commissions, we 
believe it is possible to use these funds to 
make impact investments into the for profit 
projects that seek to raise capital and that are 
featured on the platform.  

Tokens then paid out to subscribers as 
commissions or benefits, could be effectively 
backed by these hard and appreciating 
assets. With the collective support of the 
BIGCrowd to support these high impact 
ventures, and with the prizes and awards, the 
chances of success is increased. The goal is to 
align activity in this way to create a price floor 
on the token, and also enabling appreciation 
over time in line with the growth of the assets 
backed funds are placed into. 

Doing so with the ideal infrastructure in place 
to scale globally - has complexity. BIGCrowd 
is about potentially an ultra high number of 
transactions when at scale. Every monthly 
paying subscriber triggers multiple very small 
transactions each month (micro payments to 
the up-line, and to the organisation). When 
at scale, this is a big number. So, seamless 
instant and very low cost payment solutions 
are important. 

Hence the reason to schedule the ICO circa 
15- 18 months out from the launch of the lite 
platform - which gives time to get this right. 

The lite platform will enable beta subscribers 
to participate on tiered levels (with different 
elite benefits for each level), to introduce 
others, with different numbers of subscribers 
available at different price points (1,000 x 
Diamond Beta Subscribers @ £78.60 ; 5,000 
x Platinum Beta Subscribers @ £38.40 per 
month; 25,000 x Gold Beta Subscribers @ 
£19.20 per month,125,000 Silver Subscribers 
@ £9.60 per month, and unlimited Bronze 
Free subscribers (Free until launch in Feb 
2020- putting a card on file until then, and 
£9.60 per month thereafter). 

Each of the Beta subscribers  will receive a 
number of benefits, including FREE tokens for 
introducing others (with the number of tokens 
they receive, greater if they subscribe at a 
higher price, and also greater if the subscriber 
they introduce subscribes at a higher price 
- which encourages more support). These 
tokens will only be available to donate to 
others on the platform, or to spend on a 
gradual basis - or after a lock in period). 

The lite platform will enable the team to 
upload profiles on Big Impact Game-changers 
in a uniform format, or for beta subscribers 
to nominate and provide details of potential 
Big Impact Game-changers, or for Big Impact 
Game-changers to apply. 

The navigation / search shown to the left is 
what subscribers will see to help them 

Shown here is some information on the 
governance structure. Polaris is a charity with 
an established record, however if it is a profit 
with purpose venture, or a policy idea or 
other structure, details on the intended and 
then updated structure must be given in the 
best way possible. 

This page could also be used for a CALL on 
specific questions about how to improve 
the governance structure - depending on 
the goals of the organisation. Subscribers 
could have input, and this could include a 
comments / Q and A module. 

Comments and suggestions could specify 
if they seek a response, but would not 
automatically be needing or wanting a public 
response or discussion, unlike questions 
where the entire response would be in public. 

My thought is that comments could be both 
in public, or in private, however if the Big 
Impact Game-changer did not acknowledge 
or respond within a set time-frame the 
comment would automatically become public. 
The reason for this is to help ensure the BIG is 
responsive to collaborators. 

  89                       16  

Comment 

I would like to add, in my time as Governor of California, we had some issues with law enforcement. There are watch lists on 
government corruption. I would be very happy to connect you to some of the people I know. Please get in touch directly. 

R. Albert Schwarzberger, Actor, politician, environmentalist Answered 12/06/2018 at 15.48

The Q and A portion, and comments and 
suggestion sections of the Big Impact 
Game-changer page, would be used for 
collaboration in several ways. 

The info gained would help ‘Expert’ status 
subscribers who were rating the Big Impact 
Game-changer for their position in the max 
impact league, or for their eligibility or 
selection to be awarded a £3.6m award or 
win a similar prize. 

Paying subscribers only would be able to ask 
questions, make comments etc. 

Non paying subscribers would be able 
to rate these questions up or down, but 
would be restricted from actually asking or 
commenting. To encourage them to take a 
paying subscription, or earn one via sharing.  

All subscribers would have a limited number 
of up or down votes each month. Subscribers 
would be awarded tokens for asking quality 
questions or making quality comments, as 
rated by their peers and other subscribers. 
Equally, subscribers who vote up for the best, 
or down for the worst (total no of up or down 
votes would be invisible until a subscriber 
casts their vote) could be awarded tokens. 

How many tokens available and how they 
would be awarded, still needs to be worked 
out. It is unlikely that it would be a fixed 
number of tokens per question or vote, but 
would perhaps be a share of token pot, with 
a combination of those who are most active 
with the highest quality of interaction, earning 
a proportionate share of the monthly pool. 
However it is structured, the collaboration 
reward pool size would rise with revenue. 

Intro / Connect Form

The idea for this Big Impact Game-changer 
page, is to have modules which are in 
common, but subtly different depending 
on the organisation stage and structure. It 
is unlikely that a newish proposal (which we 
also wish to include), will have awards or 
recognition of any significance. 

However, in the absence of awards, the 
comments from an independent third 
party could be highly valuable. This section 
could include referees to vouch for the 
people behind the idea, or a trusted firm of 
accountants, lawyers, consultants or even 
partner organisations.... 

Over time, as awards are won (including a 
BIGCrowd award or prize), either the 3rd 
party validation would be unnecessary, 
or could be retained and the awards and 
recognition section could be added. 

Validation could also be in the form of 
comments from BIGCrowd Subscribers, 
especially those with expert status. 

(Independent 3rd party validation)

Time-lines are great way of giving context 
of from where, and where to. And so as the 
platform emerges we will want to include a 
number of time-line modules.

Initially, this might be a more manual process, 
uploading a time-line image for example. 
Over time though, the users (the Big Impact 
Game-changer designated contact/editor) or 
BIGCrowd service rep would select a format, 
and enter images, headlines and comments 
for each point on the time-line, which would 
then build out and be inserted automatically. 

As with all elements, the BIGCrowd 
subscribers - who wish to collaborate with 
a specific Big Impact Game-changer can 
‘Suggest an Edit”.  This ‘suggest an edit’ 
activity could also count towards the user 
engagement on the site, though the Big 
Impact Game-changer would ‘rate’ as useful 
or not useful - to help ensure subscribers 
do not game the system with useless but 
plentiful edits just to earn crypto. 

Testimonials are normally those satisfied by 
a product or service. If we can get them on 
video, so much the better. They deliver far 
more value -  as a sincere piece to camera 
or hearing people speak up for a project 
at a live event. This can be at the start or 
development phase or as it is up and running 
and scaling. Testimonials would be a mix of 
video and written. The better, the better. 

Documents is the place where supplemental 
material such business plans, proposals, or 
other PDFs can be uploaded and available to 
subscribers for viewing or downloading. This 
would include the ability to grant free access 
or to put a link to request viewing permission. 

The objective would be to make it as easy as 
possible for the Big Impact Game-changer 
to keep their page on BIGCrowd up to date. 
So news and updates could be a feed from 
their existing facebook, twitter or Instagram 
account (or other social media site), or from 
their blog or news item page on their existing 
site. Auto feeds might be a problem, because 
ideally we want content to be relevant to the 
BIGCrowd (not overwhelming) so if feeds are 
possible, perhaps there is an approval process 
(where reformatting might also be possible). 

The wish list is as it says. The goal is to 
provide the format for the Big Impact Game-
changer to put exactly what they are seeking 
to enable their impact, out there for the 
subscribers and collaborators to respond 
to as they see fit. As the subscriber base 
grows, experts or others can be nominated, 
increasing the chance of finding people and 
resources required, directly and from those 
who are best positioned to introduce them.

One objective will be to connect potential 
recruits to the Big Impact Game-changers. 
Some BIGs will have existing recruitment apps 
which they use. We aim to connect directly 
to them if possible (manually copying and 
pasting if not) to show available positions 
and linking (with a mechanism of tracking 
and reporting on the value we add from any 
people BIGCrowd introduces). However, 
also over time a key objective is to provide 
our own recruiting application for free - not 
just for processing but also linking to paid 
referrers and to apps with job boards. 

My Notes

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

Intro / Connect Form

The talent section in the profile is designed 
to be modular and feeding from the team 
and talent section on the Big Impact Game-
changers own site, or with bios adapted and 
input manually. Some organisations might 
wish to be more detailed in the information 
they show on the team, or less, or indeed, if 
they are earlier stage or start ups, then the 
information that needs to be provided from 
founders needs to be more inspiring. The 
talent section can show what the team and 
recruitment strategy is, and who the target 
team or advisors are. While not specifically 
the recruitment page (see separate section) 
it is possible to attract feedback and point 
potential recruits at the recruiting app. 

The dream collaborators section is designed 
to show a selection of introductions or direct 
contacts the Big Impact Game-changer 
wishes to work with. This can be types of 
entities as shown, or it could be specific 
organisations and departments or even 
the people within them. It can even say 
specifically the type of introduction and the 
nature of the collaboration desired. Should 
the BIG have a bounty or introduction fee 
that they would pay for said introductions, 
this would be detailed here. However, in 
the absence of any direct incentive from the 
Big Impact Game-changer, the platform will 
incentivise collaboration and introductions 
with crypto currency as appropriate. 

Upcoming events are extremely useful to 
know about and participate in to build 
awareness for the scaling of a vision. With 
the number of events that are held around 
the world, it is very easy to miss what are 
often important methods of communication 
and learning. Here, not only would upcoming 
events the Big Impact Game-changer is 
holding, or its representatives are listed to 
attend be detailed. BIGCrowd subscribers 
would also be able to list additional events 
to be held regarding the subject at hand, 
they could request speakers from the BIG for 
events they might hold, or with training and 
instruction, the collaborators would also be 
able to attend as impact advocates to speak 
on behalf of the Big Impact Game-changers. 

Collating past event videos and even audio 
into one place fills an insatiable need for 
content people have these days. For those 
who are interested in a subject, they will 
watch a great deal of content online and also 
listen to podcasts or audio interviews. They 
will consume many hours of material. The 
more the better. Content can be educational 
and can showcase credibility and effort. So 
here, content can be collated. Targetted 
curated material will be pinned at the top of 
the BIG profile page. 

Authenticity is hugely important to build a 
high impact high performing organisation. 
Being honest about where improvements 
can be made and where help is required, 
is something that shows one is aware of 
shortfalls and both keen and prepared to 
tackle them. This again is the opportunity for 
the subscribers, and all kinds of collaborators 
to get involved. It also highlights suitability for 
a £3.6m 3 year award or prize. Of course, the 
platform itself is designed to help regardless 
of if the Big Impact Game-changer receives 
an award or prize. However if they do receive 
the prize, this leverages our ability to provide 
the necessary and focussed support with the 
in house and outsourced funds and the close 
relationship the prize or award enables.

Should subscribers have been supportive as 
volunteers or collaborators, then should paid 
positions or work become available, either 
from the prize or from the funds that the 
prize then helps the BIG to raise, then the 
said subscribers are best positioned to gain 
consultancy work, part time or even full time 
paid work with the Game-changers. The same 
can be said for other forms of collaborators. 
Should a PR, technology or legal firm, for 
example, provide pro or low bono support 
and build the relationship, when funds are 
available and the need for services expands, 
they are ideally placed and in a position of 
trust to win contracts or ad hock work - with 
any contracts expanding accordingly with 
growth of the Big Impact Game-changer. 

Key lessons and learnings is the opportunity 
for the Big Impact Game-changer to 
showcase some of the knowledge they 
have gained on the journey. This would be 
knowledge that could be useful to others, 
or lessons that help give collaborators and 
voters an understanding of the potential 
of the team and of the entity to scale for 
maximum impact. Lessons could relate to the 
starting or building of the organisation, or 
could include sector specific information as 
per the example shown. Should this be a bold 
but well defined start up or proposal, then 
this section could be background learning 
and theories that position or differentiate the 
initiative and team for success. 

Funding
As can be seen above in the highlights, 
Polaris has three distinct funding 
requirements:-

1. Is to take our core operating 
budget from $11m to $20m within 
3 years. Our current strategy for 
this is to increase our outreach to 
all categories of primarily US donor, 
including with our existing donors 
which we would ideally like to 
increase the commitments of. 

2. Next is an innovative funding 
mechanism we have used but only 
scratched the surface of in the past. 
We believe Polaris can secure circa 
$50m in free advertising over the 
next 3 years or so.  Governments in 
their local public transit authorities, 
along with media companies and 
space owners of all sizes have a great 
deal of spare advertising space or 
media airtime. Being time sensitive, 
if this goes unsold, it effectively 
disappears - and many $Billions in 
advertising space and time is lost 
this way each year.  In conjunction 
with foundations and media agencies 
that work explicitly to make better 
use of these resources, we believe 
it is possible to secure an increasing 
share of this unsold advertising space 
in a pro bono media support.  
 
Further, certain corporates have 
huge marketing budgets, but 
despite often doing amazing works, 
rarely do they fully demonstrate their 
commitment to do and go beyond 
corporate social responsibility. We 
believe this is a lost opportunity on 
both sides, and so it is possible to 
work with our partner corporations 
to help them promote the work they 
do to practically support Polaris. In 
turn we believe this can help them 
with their public outreach and brand 
loyalty and marketing programs. 

3. Finally, we are seeking $10m to 
create a seed fund to help start up 
international satellite or ‘franchise’ 
Polaris operations. The goal is to 
provide sufficient funds and support 
so  these entities in target cities 
around the world can launch and 
become self sustaining within 2 
years. The goal would be to raise this 
money as an impact debt fund, so 
any investment made can be repaid 
along with modest interest out of 
local funding sources, so investment 
can be recycled effectively.  

As can be seen, the funding section can be 
used for the free-form explanation of the 
funding requirement, or in the case of an 
active fund raise, it could be used to detail 
headline donor or investment terms and 
potential benefits (clearly - with no promises). 

In terms of impact debt or equity investments, 
or major donations - the BIGCrowd platform 
will not seek to offer advice or enable BIGs to 
raise funds on the platform directly. However 
the platform will enable the Big Impact 
Game-changers to raise the awareness of 
any fund-raise they are doing - effectively 
connecting the BIG and potential investors 
or donors, leaving them to do their own due 
diligence, seek independent advice, and 
agree any terms between parities.

Where there is a fund raise on a separate 
crowd fund platform - BIGCrowd will happily 
point to the platform in question. 

Re micro donor funding, BIGCrowd will 
facilitate payments, with 100% of donor funds 
(less payment/admin costs of 5%) going to 
the BIG in question. Subscribers can donate 
personal funds, or donate from their earnings 
or donations pot to do this. 

Should the BIG win a £3.6m prize or receive 
an award, part of the support services offered 
is fundraising or investment. In this case 
any fund raise will be properly supported 
by regulated advisors who are able to make 
introductions, give advice and actively raise.  

A large part of the BIGCrowd approach is 
to help leverage the power and wisdom of 
the crowd to get all parts of the ecosystem 
to use the platform and find BIGs they want 
to support. By asking questions with the BIG 
engaging to answer them, this acts as a kind 
of collective due diligence - which is can be 
useful to investors and donors of all kinds. 

The space for the in-depth summary is 
designed to enable the BIG to go into 
sufficient detail so the Impact Advocates 
(subscribers) can get a strong understanding 
of detail of the business or initiative of 
whatever kind. 

If one is to be an advocate for impact it is 
important to understand enough about a 
vision or operation to be sufficiently confident 
to speak up on behalf of a potential or current 
Big Impact Game-changers and support them 
to their friends and contacts. 

The caveat is that it is unwise to go into too 
much detail for all. The goal is to present 
information well and clearly, using visuals, 
graphs or images if possible. The subscriber 
who may have already seen the headlines and 
found the page, and perhaps already watched 
an introductory video is looking for a reason 
to learn more. This is the space to stand out. 

Like all sections this space can be updated 
regularly. In the example shown, the space is 
used for a very simple 4 point explanation, 
with the balance used for headline entries 
from a blog which help highlight the extent 
and nature of the organisation. 

As can be seen at the bottom of the section, 
there is space to ask for help on how to 
present, visualise or explain the business. 
Should subscribers participate or succeed in 
getting an idea adopted, our goal is to enable 
them to be rewarded by the BIG in crypto 
(though the mechanisms and parameters for 
collaboration rewards need to be worked out).

The goal of limiting those who can rate 
the Big Impact Game-changers to those 
subscribers who qualify with expert status is 
to best harness the wisdom of the BIGCrowd.

The purpose is searching out the BIGs with 
the greatest potential for positive impact at 
real scale. They have to be BIG (in ambition), 
bold, innovative, scalable and or replicable, 
with joined up thinking, and focussed on 
tackling one or several of the Global Goals. 

Expert subscribers would be encouraged to 
re-rate the BIGs on a regular basis as they 
learn more about them, so that the trajectory 
of the BIG can be assessed over time. Do 
they think management or the plan is getting 
stronger, or weaker, for example? Trend-lines 
pointing upwards are good. Downwards? Not 
so good. When input for ratings comes from 
a diverse set of motivated BIGCrowd expert 
subscribers - analysis can be highly effective.  

The rating criteria shown are just examples. 
There could be different questions used for 
different stages or different structures. The 
point is we want to have a modular system to 
that can help rate the BIGs into categories.  

The Overview section aims to expand 
on the highlights above. This text based 
section would summarise the operation (or 
vision if it is a new proposal), the impact 
ambition, path to scale, existing impact and 
accomplishments if relevant, business model 
and vision to scale. The goal for this section 
is in no more than 500 words (the current 
example is 360) for an expansion into the 
nature of the Big Impact Game-changer. 

Profile highlights aim to put key information 
into one place for easy reference, with all 
the basics one needs to decide if one wants 
to dig deeper to learn about the Big Impact 
Game-changer -  quickly and effectively.

This will include bullet points covering their 
focus area and issues covered, their size, 
stage, no of employees or volunteers, wish 
list, recruiting activity, funding status etc.  

This is also the place where introductory 
videos would be hosted. Ideally, there would 
be a 30 - 60 second short video or animation 
and also a longer form 1 - 15 minute video for 
those that might have interest in the detail of 
the vision. There is space for other content in 
sections below, but the highlights area is for 
introductory video content and overviews. 

The highlights section is also from where 
subscribers can share content with their social 
networks or email specific friends or groups. 

Also in highlights is the vote up / vote down 
button. We are looking into the concept 
of placing a limit on the number of likes or 
dislikes subscribers have available to them 
each month, to place a value on these votes. 
In part, this is to ensure that subscribers 
do not engage in indiscriminate voting in 
an attempt to earn crypto through gaming 
the system. They could however earn more 
votes because of the level of questions or 
comments for example, or purchase more 
votes using their points / crypto currency.  

Additionally subscribers will be able to view 
their own statistics  (up or down votes, the 
number of suggestions, and questions made, 
and up or down votes on their input). They 
would also be able to see the general stats 
regarding the Big Impact Game-changer 
though it might be general stats only become 
visible when the subscriber themselves have 
voted (to avoid being biased by the crowd).

P
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More
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A TRUE GAME-CHANGER. 

The proposed fund, a cornerstone of the Transform Global Fund 

Strategy, is dedicated to everything financial and systemic to do 

with filling the funding gaps necessary and urgently required to 

tackle the SDGs around the world. 

BLENDED VALUE. 

Structured as a ‘patient capital / permanent capital’ vehicle the 

aim is to enable a diverse group of investors to own stakes in the 

dynamic portfolio of SDG 360 Game-changer Fund Investments 

(and distributions) and Transform Global itself (the bank). 

A SOLUTION FOR MAJOR ASSET OWNERS. 

To give investors timely liquidity alongside the option of an indefinite 

holding period - the aim is to IPO 2-4 years from launch - and to 

grow the fund and the bank into the blended return powerhouse of 

the modern age. 

SDG 360 Game-changer Fund - Overview and key highlights.

What is set to be the worlds largest, most ambitious and we believe the most exciting ‘Active Impact Investment Fund’ ever! 
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Fund features and technical aspects

The SDG 360 Game-changer Fund is designed with a series of stacked innovations which can all contribute to financial and impact success.  

COMPETITIVE AND AI SELECTION. 

An important design feature is the technology and processes based 

on ‘wisdom of intelligent groups’ principles. 

Decision support inputs get dynamically captured from teams 

internally and from an extensive ecosystem of service providers, 

partners and investors. 

This means important but normally ignored data on pre and post 

investment deal flow can feed into the augmented intelligence 

decision support engine. 

This AI decision support engine is not only to inform who to invest 

into initially and then progressively. It is also to inform the kind of 

organised help and support required to increase the chances of 

success - and to dynamically deploy support accordingly - and to 

monitor results. 

PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE. 

Further, this AI decision support engine is not just about the 

individual investments, but is designed to inform those who are 

making the investment decisions about the optimum portfolio 

structure, which can of course vary depending on region, market 

conditions and need.  

This method of stacking innovations and the gamification of impact 

investment can have far reaching implications for the portfolio and 

for how we invest globally in innovation. 

MANAGEMENT AND FEES. 

Fees are set at 2% of the capital base - which at scale and using 

the butterfly basket, provides the investment infrastructure necessary 

to make a volume of multi stage investments and deliver overall 

portfolio success. 

In target projections fees are £180m p/a on the £9 billion, rising to 

£280m p/a after the target £5 billion IPO. 

Fees cover SDG Fund Management costs and also the corporate 

finance professionals and the fund raising, brand, tech  and 

infrastructure support provided by Transform Global itself. 

ADDED SPONSORSHIP. 

Though not factored into the business plan, we believe it will be 

possible to add management and support capability through high 

level sponsor arrangements from organisations seeking access to 

powerful open innovation pipelines created. 

ZERO CARY BUT ALIGNED INCENTIVES. 

Restricted Impact Options to incentivise performance are an 

alternative to the 20% carried return as is typical to VC and PE 

business models - which are also not ideal for permanent capital 

structures. Performance based options tied to impact and financial 

targets means all stakeholders can be optimally aligned. We believe 

this gives the strongest chance of delivering both impact and returns. 

DISTRIBUTION AND CONDITIONS. 

These performance based (restricted) share options will be evenly 

distributed each month to personnel based on the portion of their 

salary in relation to the overall salary bill. 

They are conditional on targeted and collective impacts, investment 

returns and valuations, along with an ongoing good standing in the 

organisation as rated by their fellow personnel. Vesting criteria aims 

to ensure long term interests of stakeholders are fully aligned. 

BLENDED IMPACT INVESTMENT. 

A breakthrough in the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund allows for a 

share of liquid balances to be invested with a diverse group of top 

managers and market based and liquid impact investors. Capital 

will be allocated into diverse strategies, and returns help ensure 

overall fund investment capacity is maintained and grown. 

BLENDED RETURNS. 

Based on conservative projections the SDG 360 Game-changer 

Fund strategy enables over £14.6 Billion of book value Impact 

Investments to be made over 10 years, for evergreen investment 

capacity to be maintained and increased , and to deliver attractive 

risk adjusted returns of between 6 - 12% - plus systemic and 

significant impacts on an ongoing basis. 

Conservative assumptions are shown on page 19. 
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BREADTH AND DEPTH IS KEY TO SDG SUCCESS. 

Deal-flow for the SDG 360 Game-changer fund will come from the 

sources shown, with the focus being the themes and sub themes of the 

UNs 17 Sustainable Development Goals, as indicated by the colour 

scheme shown in the ‘butterfly basket’. 

MOTIVATION. 

One big benefit of the model is that all key stakeholders are fully 

incentivised to collaborate to provide high potential and high impact 

deal flow, with the scale, technology and support provided by the rest 

of Transform Global to properly facilitate this.

COALITION GLUE. 

The collaborative potential is further enhanced by the Transform 

Global Investment into, and partnership with, UNstitution - which 

specialises in bringing often disparate players together to build active 

and purpose based coalitions - in order to best address important 

systemic challenges and opportunities. 

SCALE AND 360 DEGREE DIVERSITY. 

Alongside the special opportunities and liquid market based impact 

investment allocations, this holistic 360o structure enables a volume 

of catalytic and complementary impact investments to build out the 

impact ecosystem globally. 

FASTER INVESTMENT, SUCCESS, AND EXITS. 

Supported by the Augmented Intelligence decision support engine, 

and supportive CRM technology, the SDG 360 Game-changer 

Fund has the potential to increase the success rate for high impact 

investments. 

At the same time it can speed up the process of making and at the 

optimum point exiting from investments worldwide. 

THE PARTHENON APPROACH TO DEAL FLOW. 

A key aspect of the structure is how the pillars that support the 

network is incentivised for both introducing initial opportunities and 

for ensuring they succeed. 

These pillars all help contribute to the combined strength of the model, 

driving both value and attractive financial returns, whilst catalysing 

targeted and measured impacts. 

Deal-flow pipeline and investment diversity.

A powerful impact ecosystem fully incentivises a range of partners to supply and help evaluate quality deal flow from multiple sources.
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MOTIVATION. 

The ‘butterfly basket’ portfolio structure has the potential to create a 

revolution in ‘Active Impact Investing’ to help tackle the worlds biggest 

issues. 

Starting with a volume of discovery and capacity building 

investments (with funded help and support included) investee 

founders and teams are able to compete for progressively larger 

rounds on fair terms.

CRITICAL DISCOVERY. 

Not all investments will need or justify follow on rounds for a variety 

of reasons, however, this structure enables discovery of the ones 

which do. Further, it enables collaboration and has the capacity to 

find more appropriate external investments for those that do not fulfil 

the progressive SDG 360 Game-changer Fund Impact and return 

criteria. 

WE WILL SEED AND LEAD. 

While the SDG 360 GC Fund will seed and lead, in many cases co-

investment can and will be raised at each stage for individual deals. 

The Butterfly Basket structure creates an institutional backbone of sorts 

making raising co-investment far easier. 

RISK PROFILE. 

Risk starts higher with the many early stage investments but the lowers 

over time as the size of investments increase (left to right on the 

‘butterfly’ graphic). 

IMPACT RETURN PROFILE. 

With the volume of early stage capacity building investments, 

(allowing healthy levels of failure as part of the broad discovery 

process), impacts start off as medium (smaller ventures and the 

learnings that come as a result will also deliver impact), but increase 

along with the scale and success of larger and later stage investments. 

FINANCIAL RETURN PROFILE. 

At the left hand side of the portfolio, financial returns will start low, 

but due to being able to have an increasingly larger stake in higher 

potential and lower risk investments, returns can increase through the 

multiple stages, all to deliver attractive fund level returns alongside 

and in addition to high priority and highly catalytic social and 

environmental impacts.

The ‘Butterfly Basket’ Portfolio Structure.

A breakthrough in portfolio design that can help the world scale up and speed up how the SDGs are addressed the world over. 
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Delivery of added value help and support

Early stage added value help and support - feeds the ‘Augmented Intelligence Decision Support Engine’ and enhances investment allocation.

OVERLAPPING STRUCTURE TO BIGCROWD 

For provisioning of Added Value Help and Support, the SDG 360 

Game-changer Fund will using the same systems, structure, internal 

teams and many of the same providers as BIGCrowd (below). 

While having subtly different objectives, hubs where support is 

delivered, funded and organised will co-locate around the world. 

PROJECTED HELP AND SUPPORT BUDGETS

£500k from every £1m will cover costs of tailored and organised 

help and support, as will £1m from every £4m invested. The 

projected help and support budget for the fund is circa £1.9 Billion. 

Add the budget derived from target sales projections for BIGCrowd, 

and this brings the 10 year budget to over £5 Billion. 

PLUS SUPPORT FROM TRANSFORM GLOBAL.

Roughly half of the aforementioned support will be delivered by  

internal teams based out of regional support pods, and half will 

be delivered by external provision from an ecosystem of motivated 

providers that includes nimble and responsive smaller organisations. 

Plus, the bank will be in service to all investee organisations.
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SDG 360 Game-changer Fund 10 year asset allocation and return assumptions.

Conservative assumptions factor in raising £2.5 Billion at IPO and in 6 years rather than £5 Billion in 2-4 as is the target. 

Separately, the medium assumptions factor in a 2.5 x return on the active impact investment portfolio and 9% IRR on the traded (impact) market returns. Target assumptions factor in a 3 x return on the impact 

portfolio and a 12% IRR on the traded (impact) market returns. Though no guarantees are made or implied, the belief is that the stacked innovation structure of the fund, managed by and with a stake in Transform 

Global, has the ability to outperform stated targets.  

Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5 Yr 6 Yr 7 Yr 8 Yr 9 Yr 10

Annual Impact Investments £660 M £420 M £540 M £840 M £1.0 B £1.4 B £2.1 B £2.2 B £2.5 B £2.9 B

Impact Investment Book Value £660 M £1.1 B £1.6 B £2.5 B £3.5 B £4.9 B £7.0 B £9.2 B £11.7 B £14.6 B

Gross Asset Value (GAV) £9.5 B £9.7 B £10.1 B £10.7 B £11.6 B £15.4 B £17.2 B £19.2 B £21.4 B £24.1 B

Traded Market Returns £490 M £402 M £619 M £367 M £360 M £503 M £525 M £419 M £233 M £370 M

Cash (Inc Exits & Traded Returns) £8.2 B £8.0 B £7.7 B £7.3 B £7.2 B £8.4 B £6.6 B £7.0 B £4.7 B £6.2 B

GAV (Inc Traded Returns) £9.5 B £10.2 B £11.0 B £12.3 B £13.5 B £17.5 B £19.9 B £22.4 B £25.1 B £28.0 B
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TARGET CORNERSTONE FUND INVESTORS. 

A fund of such proportions, with features including strong risk 

management, attractive returns, and highly catalytic impacts - can 

prove extremely attractive to the largest institutional investors and 

sovereign wealth funds. 

KEY TO THE RAISE IS CLARITY & CREDIBILITY. 

The ability to sell the vision, what it looks like when its working and 

delivering value to investors and to the world is absolutely essential 

to bringing such system innovations to life. 

Working back from there, to design the steps of execution is second 

only to taking them in importance. Though system design has to 

come first as tactics without strategy is folly. 

Dogged persistence along with engineered good luck and great 

timing also play their part. Only when these things come together 

around a clear vision and plan is credibility possible. 

ORDER AND SEQUENCE. 

Big visions need great teams and a great deal of refinement and 

testing. In the absence of Transform Global existing, it takes too 

much time to get the right team and stakeholders who can bring 

credibility - and bring them fully on board. 

The irony is that the founder has had to experience the system 

challenges that stifle important innovation, and overcome them - in 

order to understand and help solve these system challenges for 

investors and for the world. 

THE TIME IS NOW. 

Clear vision and detailed plans are now in place and core ideas 

are stress tested to the point they stand up to scrutiny. Super 

credible people are coalescing to explore how they can play their 

part to help ensure Transform Global fulfils its vast potential. 

As shown in the cap tables for both Transform Global and the SDG 

360 Game-changer Fund, there are a number of steps to raise the 

£9 Billion. These include:- 

1. Raising £2.35m pre seed at £0.20 to align communications, 

structure, recruit and on-board additional team members. 

2. Raising £40m in seed round at £0.40 a share, paying a 3% 

success fee from the £40m to do so (£1.2m), and in addition 

paying 4% of the £40m (4m in fund restricted options). 

3. Operationalising Strong Management and Advisory Team

4. Launching BIGCrowd, FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv and 

adding investment management talent, supportive tech and 

infrastructure (including talent & capacity investments). 

5. Selecting and working with key advisors to raise the £300m 

(£90m at £0.90 a share and £210 fund commitment at £0.70 

a share), paying retainers from the £40m for doing so, and 

3%/£2.7m in a cash only success fee on the equity portion, 

and 10m shares in the fund (also in restricted share options  

at the £1per share / £10b capitalisation price).

6. Up to £10m from the £90m will be allocated to paying 

retainers to banking and placement agents selected in a ‘bake 

off’ to lead and take part in the £9 Billion raise.  

7. The success fee to banks and placement agents for raising the 

£9 Billion is 2.2%/£198m, though this fee is paid partly up 

front and partly over 2 years, conditional on the continued 

engagement as part of the broad impact ecosystem. These 

success fees are paid from the £210 pre commitment to the 

fund, leaving a further £12m for costs and team incentives.  

8. The net size of the fund is thus £9 Billion, though this will be 

hard wired to make a £360m equity investment into Transform 

Global at £1.80 a share, giving fund investors an upside 

based on the success of Transform Global, capitalising 

Transform Global to help drive that success and further 

support its capacity to manage the fund, scale complementary 

value adding services - and to ensure any conflicts are 

managed and all interests are properly aligned.

ASSETS OF AMBITION, SCALE & STRUCTURE. 

The world is at an inflection point. Despite the massive need to 

address the Sustainable Development Goals, and tackle the real 

risks and resilience threats we are increasingly facing, financial 

assets are sitting on the sidelines at negative of low interest rates. 

Pressure on asset owners to diversify, build capacity and generate 

yield is massive, yet routes to do this at scale are extremely 

limited. Transform Global and SDG 360 Game-changer Fund 

have the scale, structure and ambition to solve this grand 

challenge - and at a time when the world really needs it. 

Raising Transform Global equity and the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund - and positioning for success

An idea who’s time has come, and escalating steps of credibility to deliver it.
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SDG 360 FUND TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 

• As can be seen, 300m shares are for Transform Global 

Stakeholders, including: providers of £133.5m in launch 

capital; the founder; the foundation; existing seed investors; 

capital introducers; and the founding team (all employees for 

the first 18 months). 

• As part of the £300m combined raise, investors will receive 

300m shares in respect of the £210m in pre commitment to the 

fund (priced at £0.70 per share versus the £1 per share for the 

full raise) and they will also recieve 100m shares in Transform 

Global in respect of the £90m A Round. 

• The £10 Billion post money value (90% for the £9 Billion fund 

investors) also includes dilution for 400m of restricted impact 

(peformance based) options which are set aside for the broad 

Transform Global talent base.

• This structure means everyone is incentivised on success - and 

all performance options are linked to the achievement of both 

financial performance and stated social and environmental 

impact targets.

• Triggers for performance options are based on achieving 

targeted impacts along with a target IRR, IPO value, and post 

IPO appreciation that would ensure fund investors receive 

attractive returns.

• At the target £4 per share price, this means the Transform 

Global Talent - which together will drive the success of 

Transform Global and the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund can 

collectively earn fund incentives valued at £2 Billion - which is 

both tied to and is in support of ambitious target impacts. 

• In addition to performance based stock incentives detailed 

for the fund, based on achieving target success of Transform 

Global, employees would be holders of £6 Billion of equity 

with up to 1/3 of that having been used for important 

acquisitions (giving a total restricted impact options for the 

fund and Transform Global having a value of circa £8 Billion 

assuming targets are achieved - which would be shared 

between potentially 1000’s of employees at that time). 

• Thus the £210m investors would hold fund equity valued at 

£1.2 Billion, the £9 Billion in launch fund equity would be 

valued at £36 Billion and the £5 Billion IPO investors would 

have doubled their money to £10 Billion. 

CONTINGENCIES. 

Should the fund not be raised for whatever reason, there are fall 

back positions that still would enable initial investors to do well and 

do good. 

The first £43.5m followed by Just the £90m would enable Transform 

Global, BIGCrowd.net  and FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv all to 

launch and deliver cut back but still attractive performance and 

more than acceptable financial returns - and significant impacts. 

More modest additional raises would be possible and as would be 

the case anyway - the focus would be on execution and profitable 

revenue generation. 

SUCCESS. 

There are a number of strategic reasons the founder believes the 

large scale raise and subsequent successful deployment is not just 

possible but has a strong chance of being achieved. 

These include: talent; investor reach enabled by the multi format 

media platform; financial and strategic value offered to sovereign 

and institutional investors; and timeliness of solutions which can 

properly FundTheGlobalGoals.

AApppprreecciiaattiioonn  ((22xx))

££44  PPeerr  SShhaarree

TTrraannssffoorrmm  GGlloobbaall  SSttaakkeehhoollddeerrss  ((sseeee  BBrreeaakkddoowwnn))  300 m 30% £210 M  300 m 3% £300 M  300 m 2% £600 M £1.2 B

TTrraannssffoorrmm  GGlloobbaall  TTaalleenntt  ((RReessttrriicctteedd  IImmppaacctt  OOppttiioonnss))  400 m 40% £280 M  400 m 4% £400 M  400 m 3% £800 M £1.6 B

  SSDDGG  336600  GGaammee--cchhaannggeerr  FFuunndd  CCoorrnneerrssttoonnee  CCoommmmiittmmeenntt  300 m 30% £210 M  300 m 3% £300 M  300 m 2% £600 M £1.2 B

  SSDDGG  336600  GGaammee--cchhaannggeerr  FFuunndd  FFuullll  RRaaiissee  9 b 90% £9 B  9 b 72% £18 B £36 B

  ££55BB  IInniittiiaall  PPuubblliicc  OOffffeerriinngg  2.5 b 20% £5 B £10 B

  11  bb 110000%% ££770000  MM   1100  bb 110000%% ££1100  BB   1122..55  bb 110000%% ££2255  BB ££5500  BB

( New money is represented in bboolldd  )

SSDDGG  336600  FFuunndd  --  CCoorrnneerrssttoonnee  CCoommmmiittmmeenntt SSDDGG  336600  FFuunndd  --  FFuullll  RRaaiissee SSDDGG  336600  FFuunndd  --  IIPPOO

££00..7700  PPeerr  SShhaarree ££11  PPeerr  SShhaarree ££22  PPeerr  SShhaarree

SDG 360 Game-changer Fund capitalisation table and performance incentives.

A fund designed to deliver blended value at scale to a variety of stakeholders. 
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The ‘Investment Manager’

SDG 360 Fund Management will be a subsidiary of Transform Global and will be the Investment Manager to the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund. 

THE POWER OF FOCUS. 

As Transform Global will have several activities, it is important that 

one entity and its people are responsible for the management and 

performance of the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund. When the 

target £9 billion is raised and operational, the team will scale over 3 

years to circa 450 persons. 

TEAM BREAKDOWN. 

As can be seen below, this will comprise of junior to senior 

investment professionals who will manage the butterfly basket 

direct investments, and also the liquid market impact investments 

(mostly through trusted third party allocations) and finally, the 

complementary £360m special opportunities allocation. 

SUPPORT AND SCALING. 

In addition, the budget covers a part time network of mentors 

and external advisors to support fund investments. Following 

the fund IPO, the number of professionals within SDG 360 Fund 

management will rise in line with fee income and the increased need 

for investment management capability.
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Stock based compensation examples shown combine restricted options in the SDG 360 Game-

changer fund and also restricted options in Transform Global. 

Restricted ‘Impact’ Option rights will be awarded on a monthly basis with a 

24 month delay and reasonable grant, vesting and exercise conditions will apply. 

Values shown are based on meeting both impact and financial targets. In the case of the SDG 

360 Fund, this includes doubling from the target IPO price to £4 a share (£50 Billion). In the 

case of Transform Global, values are based on raising circa £4 Billion in capital through the 

investment rounds shown, and establishing an enterprise value of circa £25 billion circa 5 - 8 

years from launch. 

NB. All personnel in Transform Global,  BIGCrowd, 

SDG 360 Fund Management, FundingTheGlobalGoals.

tv (which would include thousands of people 

worldwide), and potential acquisitions stand to earn 

Restricted Impact Options valued at over £8 billion. 

This assumes targets for both the SDG Game-changer 

Fund and Transform Global are met.

It is important to restate that the Restricted Impact Options shown are tied to the achievement 

of impact targets that will be agreed quarterly with the Trustees of the Transform Global Trust 

Foundation. 

This structure aligns the interests of both equity and fund investors with that of all personnel - 

and maximises the chance of significant impact generation. 

With options granted proportionally to salary share, managers are motivated to ensure high 

talent density and optimum staffing to fulfil the overall mission.

Conditions for vesting will be subject to a lock up period after the IPO, and talent will only be 

only be able to fully exercise options over circa 8 years.  

Example compensation and reward structure for the fund management team (similar incentives for all teams - though max salaries will be smaller than for fund CEO)
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SCALE AND SCALABILITY. 

The design of the whole SDG 360 Game-changer Fund is all about 

creating a structure that has diversity built in via the different direct 

and indirect investment strategies, and its system design. 

In order to enable scalability around the world, the scale of the 

design supports the base operations detailed. 

CORE FUNCTIONS OF THE BANK. 

Budgets shown represent the 50% share of the investment 

management fee for managing the fund. 

These departments and teams are to be supportive of the fund 

investments and the processes and infrastructure used by the SDG 

360 FM teams that make them.  

THE REST OF THE BANK, AND GROWTH. 

Separately to teams and departments shown, investment will 

add complementary teams and functions, including BIGCrowd 

and FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv - which can amplify fund level 

performance. Success fees can be charged for advice and external 

fundraising - meaning this structure can be replicated for maximum 

impact.

The ‘Bank Manager‘

Transform Global will provide investment banking and investment management support to SDG 360 Fund management and all fund investments. 
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2.00                
Post IPO (2X)

£0.40 £0.90 £1.8 £5 £10 £20

*  Founder (B Shares)  50 m 13% £20 M  50 m 10% £45 M  50 m 6.25% £90 M  50 m 5% £250 M  50 m 4% £500 M £1 B

*  Transform Global Trust Foundation (50% A + 50% C Shares)  20 m 5% £8 M  20 m 4% £18 M  20 m 2.5% £36 M  20 m 2% £100 M  20 m 1.6% £200 M £400 M

*  Friends and Family (C Shares)  10 m 2.5% £4 M  10 m 2% £5 M  10 m 1.25% £18 M  10 m 1% £50 M  10 m 0.8% £100 M £200 M

*  £350k Pre Seed and Introducer Shares (C Shares)  10 m 2.5% £4 M  10 m 2% £9 M  10 m 1.25% £18 M  10 m 1% £50 M  10 m 0.8% £100 M £200 M

*  £2m Pre Seed Investor (C Shares)  10 m 2.5% £4 M  10 m 2% £9 M  10 m 1.25% £18 M  10 m 1% £50 M  10 m 0.8% £100 M £200 M

*  £40m Seed Round (C Shares)  100 m 25% £40 M  100 m 20% £90 M  100 m 12.5% £180 M  100 m 10% £500 M  100 m 8% £1 B £2 B

*  Founding Team Restricted Impact Options (C Shares)  100 m 25% £40 M  100 m 20% £90 M  100 m 12.5% £180 M  100 m 10% £500 M  100 m 8% £1 B £2 B

*  Performance Options (1st Tranche)(C Shares)  100 m 25% £40 M  100 m 20% £90 M  100 m 12.5% £180 M  100 m 10% £500 M  100 m 8% £1 B £2 B

*  £90m A Round (C Shares)  100 m 20% £90 M  100 m 12.5% £180 M  100 m 10% £500 M  100 m 8% £1 B £2 B

    Acquisitions / Performance Options (2nd Tranche) (C Shares)  100 m 12.5% £180 M  100 m 10% £500 M  100 m 8% £1 B £2 B

    £360m B Round (D Shares)  200 m 25% £360 M  200 m 20% £1 B  200 m 16% £2 B £4 B

    £1 Billion C Round (D Shares)  200 m 20% £1 B  200 m 16% £2 B £4 B

    IPO Shareholders (D Shares)  250 m 20% £2.5 B £5 B

 400 m 100% £160 M  500 m 100% £450 M  800 m 100% £1.44 B  1 b 100% £5.0 B  1.25 b 100% £12.5 B £25 B

Share Price Share Price

Pre Seed & Seed Rounds A Round B Round C Round IPO 

Share Price Share Price Share Price

LAUNCH RAISE. 

Pre and Seed Round investors will receive both C Shares in 

Transform Global Ltd, and for each 10 shares they will also receive 

rights on 6 equity fund units in the SDG 360 Game-changer fund 

(* alongside existing stakeholders and up to A round investors). 

FOLLOWED BY. 

As can be seen by the cap table, the intent is to quickly follow on 

from the Seed with the £90m A Round (which is part of a larger 

£300m raise including a £210m commitment to the Fund).  

ALIGNMENT. 

Then, when the SDG360 Game-changer Fund is raised, this will 

be hard-wired to make an investment into Transform Global itself.

This B Round is to ensure Transform Global along with its SDG360 

Fund Management subsidiary (which together will manage the 

fund) are fully capitalised. 

In addition, this investment aims to ensure that fund investors 

are fully aligned with and benefit from the success of Transform 

Global, where all personnel are incentivised both by the success of 

Transform Global and the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund. 

PRE IPO. 

Alongside the C Round where the aim is to raise a further £1b, 

an allocation of 100m shares enables further performance based 

options, both for personnel and - as pre or post IPO acquisition 

currency for entities that add value to the model.

 

Target IPO. 

The plan is to follow on with an IPO to raise £2.5 Billion+ (in 3 - 4 

years), giving Transform Global the fire-power to scale and launch 

other funds and platforms to expand its SDG financing capability. 

Transform Global equity terms and strategy. 

The £50m Pre Seed, Grant Funding and Seed Rounds launch the ‘bank’ and its media properties whilst positioning for its scaling rounds and the worlds most exciting impact fund.

• A Shares - will carry full voting and distribution rights, plus rights on 5 fund 
units in the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund - and a permanent seat on the 
Transform Global Trust Board. 

• B Shares - hold full voting and distribution rights, plus rights on 5 fund units in 
the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund - but will convert at the rate of 1% of B 
shares each month, into non voting C Shares (allowing the founder to have 
a period where leadership can be decisive and clear - but where the Trust 
steadily increases its governance and oversight role). 

• C Shares - hold no voting rights but full distribution rights, plus rights on 5 fund 
units in the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund and rights to stand for or vote for 
the Transform Global Trust board. 

• D Shares - (coming after the £90m B Round) hold no voting rights, but full 
distribution rights, and the right to stand for or vote for investor representation 
on the Transform Global Trust board. 

** The pre Seed and Seed Round share price shown  
does not include discounts for pre seed investors. 

Also, all valuations exclude the vlaue of rights on the  
bonus shares in the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund 

** 
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DAUNTING SCALE OF CHALLENGES WE FACE.

Most addressing the SDGs know the daunting scale of issues 

faced need nothing less than massive action. Yet most are in small 

groups, beaver away alone, or work in organisations which are 

not focussed on, or structured to best address the important issues 

that affect us all. 

People feel helpless and hamstrung. This is despite their tireless 

efforts to address things critical for the well being of people, 

planet and security everywhere. They work hard but in the context 

of the scale of the challenges faced - they, and we all, are 

getting nowhere. And nowhere is this more true than in the silo’d, 

fragmented and disconnected world one might collectively refer to 

as ‘finance for good’. Its often well meaning - but quite inefficient. 

TURNING FRUSTRATION INTO IMPACT. 

Creating a vehicle to help turn frustration into massive impact is 

our focus. The business is designed to harness the latent potential 

of incredible people and to channel this vast energy resource more 

effectively for all. The structure aims to align and amplify peoples 

impacts alongside a critical mass of colleagues who are also the 

best, brightest and most motivated to do the same. 

Embedded incentives such as restricted impact options, benefits, 

bonus, and working on the biggest and most important issues 

alongside the most incredible peer groups - mean that Transform 

Global can help people deliver far more together than apart. 

YOU’VE GOT TO GO BIG TO GET SMALL!

On the surface it can appear that little about Transform Global is 

small. Not the scale of ambition for the ‘bank’ and the reach and 

relevance of its media and technology properties. 

Many Billions will be involved, in the equity we plan to raise and 

the funds we aim to raise and deploy. There is a very good reason 

for this. For capital to reach where it is needed on the ground,  

with the wise, the local innovators, the doers and the real game-

changers - scale is actually very important. 

CONNECTING TOP DOWN AND BOTTOM UP. 

The Sustainable Innovation and Development Bank can enable 

what is best described as impact load balancing. 

Another way of seeing it, is as a balanced portfolio. Some parts 

are structured to be high growth, highly profitable, and highly 

impactful, and they pay for the activity that is normally ignored. 

That is - the stuff that is too early stage, localised or fragmented 

initially, before it can be aggregated. Or, where the path to a 

sustainable revenue model is initially unclear. 

This ‘small stuff’, which is important and can be highly impactful, 

might not be as profitable in the short term. Though it can be 

financially worthwhile in the longer term, especially when 

approached responsibly with joined up thinking. This means with 

‘intelligent access to capital’, along with the embedded help, 

support and media coverage needed to help such efforts succeed.  

A BANK BIG ENOUGH FOR THE SMALL STUFF. 

In order to address the issues described, we believe it is best done 

with all the key tools, structures, platforms and talent - situated 

under one umbrella so collaboration can be efficient and at speed. 

Talent addressing longer term and more challenging funding 

needs, including natural capital solutions to address things like de 

and reforestation, water, soil quality, and a host of SDG related 

issue, need certain things. 

They need the space where they have access to risk capital, 

technical and R & D capability, policy support, and the technology 

and access to coallations of the willing - to invest in and co-create 

solutions to the small but important things mentioned. 

FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv, BIGCrowd the SDG 360 Game-

changer Fund, and the equity Transform Global can raise - creates 

the space where that impact load balancing can occur in a way 

that is good for investors, for the world - and for all involved. 

WHAT ABOUT THE TEAM WHO CAN DELIVER?

To deliver this bold plan, it’s important to formally recruit the senior 

team from a position of strength. As a result of the decision to go 

BIG, highly capable leaders and team members are starting to join 

Steve Podmore and they will be announced in due course. In the 

meantime, we are working to raise £2.35m in pre seed so the team 

can formally join and things can be structured, which in turn enables 

us to secure grants to close the optimum £40m seed Round.

Tackling the SDGs at scale and speed requires the right capital, the right team, at the right time - with the right portfolio!

Putting in place the team - using our Impact Load Balancing approach - and making a great deal more fun! 
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EMBEDDED & INDEPENDENT GOVERNANCE.  

The Transform Global Trust (which will be formally established 

when the first £2.35m of funds are in to enable structuring) is to 

ensure high ethical and impact standards are developed, adhered 

to and strengthened - so the whole organisation can be fit for 

purpose and designed for the long term. 

FUNDING AND OPERATIONS. 

Basic set up costs will be funded from initial equity, though when 

the £90m A round is raised, £5m will be allocated to establish the 

optimum structure and properly establish the Transform Global Trust 

and its professional management team. 

Thereafter the Trust will receive 5% of Transform Global direct 

revenues in order to deliver, fund and oversee strong compliance 

and governance for Transform Global and its funds and platforms. 

TRUST OBJECTIVES. 

The aim is to ensure we can fairly and responsibly achieve our 

ambitious goals within effective ESG and impact parameters. Via 

its 20m founding A and C shares in Transform Global, and any 

dividends, distributions or other funds raised for the purpose - the 

trust will also fund or donate to high priority impact activity - in the 

fields of education, health, sustainability and investment reform.  

RISKS TAKING IS IMPORTANT FOR IMPACT.. 

The structure and position of the Transform Global Trust is to ensure 

that the positive upside to all Transform Global activity is maximised 

and that the potential downsides are understood and mitigated 

wherever possible. 

This strategy, however, does not mean taking zero risks as we 

passionately believe risks need to be taken to address the most 

important issues in the world.  

Rather, we believe that risks and rewards need to be well 

understood, measured and effectively managed. 

OVERSIGHT. 

As can be seen below left, the Trust will have a strong and diverse 

board of Trustees, broad observer rights, and a professional core 

management to be supported by an ecosystem of outsourced 

partners and ecosystem participants.

Governance will be diverse, strategic and well informed - and 

working according to the sustainable charter and to B Corporation 

principles - so the whole organisation can be held up as an example 

of what progressive capitalism fit for modern times should be.

THE TRANSFORM GLOBAL 5 : 10 : 30 : + MODEL.

• 5 - reflects the 5% (20 Million Shares) of founding equity gifted 

to go to the Transform Global Trust (5% post Seed Round).

• 10 - paid days per year will be given by employees to spend 

volunteering  - working to support ‘impact’ projects of their 

choice - with . 

• 30 - represents earnings from the 30 positions at the top of the 

BIGCrowd subscriber network to be gifted to Not for Profits 

and Chritable Orginasations delivering impact at scale. 

• + - (plus) represents offices, media and general 

assistance provided by Transform Global, BIGCrowd, 

FundingTheGlobalGoals.tv and in order to further the work  

of the Trust and raise funds as appropriate.

FIT FOR PURPOSE AND LONGEVITY.  

The goal of the Trust is to ensure Transform Global is fair, inclusive, 

responsible - and fit for purpose for the long term.

This structure will be subject to a consultion period following the close 

of the Pre Seed Round from aligned investors - so that the founding 

Charter and overal governance methodology can be discussed, 

evaluated and feedback given - with the goal of ensurin it is truly up 

to the task of supporting and enabling a New World Bank, but Better! 

Founder and Team

Big Impact Game-changers

NGO’s Representing Nature

Future Generations

Investors

Duel  
Chair Persons 

Observer rights and board seats

The ‘Trust’ 

The Transform Global Trust will be the governance vehicle for Transform Global and for all its activity - and will be its long term philanthropic arm. 
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